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BEFORE YOU USE THIS ECCK 

This took is for those who need to know 
what is involved in prcgramming the IBM 
3270 Information Display System. 

This took is for those programmers who plan 
and code the panels seen on 3270 displays. 
It should be used in ccnjunction with the 
1£~ 111Q 1B!Q!ID!1!9~ ~i§E!g1 ~I§!~m: 
ff!f9B§B! ]§§f!i~!i9B1 GA27-2749. 

For those programmers who write the access 
method macro instructions or other I/O 
instructions, this manual is to be used in 
conjunction with the af propriate access 
method or IBM Frogram Iroduct publications. 

This manual is divided into six chapters: 

Chapter 1, The 3270 Data Stream and 
Extensions to It, intrcduces and 
explains the 3270 data stream. It 
shows examples of the 3270 data stream 
and the 3270 extended data stream. It 
discusses the enhancements to the data 
stream, such as Cclor, Extended 
Highlighting, and Programmed symbol 
sets. 

Chapter 2, Screen tesign, introduces 
important 3270 concepts. It shows an 
example of what a 3270 display message 
might look like, what coding elements 
are required to write this message in 
your program, and how terminal 
operator input might te handled. 

Chapter 3, Screen Management, suggests 
macro definitions and frogramming 
routines that might te written to 
encode and decode messages to and from 
the display. 

Chapter 4, ETAM SUEfOrt, suggests 
including I/0 operations (reading, 
writing, error recovery) in a module 
separate from message formatting. It 
contains descriptions and flowcharts 
to aid in writing error recovery 
routines for use with ETAM. It 
discusses sense/status analysis. 

Chapter 5, TCAM Support, suggests 
handling messages by means of two 
modules for the user's application 

program. It describes the TCAM macro 
instructions that affect the 3270. It 
suggests how to handle remote 
printers. 

Chapter 6, VTAM Support, summarizes 
the VTAM information for the 3270. It 
describes using VTAM with SNA and 
non-SNA 3270s. It suggests guidelines 
for making ncn-SNA and SNA 3270s 
compatible in the same network. 

As a general Introduction to the 3270: 

To understand how the terminal operator 
sees the 3270: 

1£~ ]1]g 1B!2!!s!i9B ]i§E!~ ~§!§! 
g!g~J§! ]§!§!!iB!!!gB gy!g~, GA27-2750 

! gy!g~ !£ Y§!ng !~~ I§§! S~gyg§! 
Feature on IBM 3270 Information 
~!§f!~i ~l§l~!2;-Gi21:2774----~ 

Q]§!s!Q!~§ gy!g§ !£! !~§ IBM l11Q 
1B!£!!s!i9B ~i§EJgI ~stg! !s!s~sBs 
1gg!Y!§1 GA18-1016 

J]~ l11Q 1B!Q!!s!iQB ]i§E!sI ~I§tem: 
J]~ 111~ ~g!Q! ]!§Els! E!!!!QB 
QE§!s!Q!~§ gy!g§, GA33-3087 

As a reference on how the 3270 (including 
the printers) works~ 

Suggested programming tools: 

A green tooklet: 1]~ l11Q InfQ!!g!iQB 
]i§E!sI ~I§!g! jgfg!§B£§ ~Ymms!I· 
GX20-1878 
Panel layout sheets: 1~~ ~11Q 
1~!9!!~!!£B ~i§E!~l §I§~~! b21QY! 
Ehgg!, GX27-2951 
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If you are using ETA!: 

J]~ 11§£ ].IJ~ !»g 1l§£ §An !Q J]n Jl19 
]TA~ £9B!~I.§i2B §!ig§, GC27-6975 

l]n ~l§!§!Ll§9 ~i§! Qf§!!!iBg §I§!~! 
Easic Telecommunications Access 
i~!h~£:-Gc3o=sao1------- ------
~g~ R!99.!.9!~iBg ~]I!l§!§B! tor !h~ 
Jl~j !D!Q!.!!!il!lQB Ii2Bl!l §121~!• 
GC27-6977 (applicable tc DOS Release 
26 only) 

~g§ !~!§iQB ~ ]1A!1 GC27-6978 

l]~ §I21§!L1§~ gI§!!!iDg §I§!§! ]!§if 
1~l~£Q!!]»l-£g!jgD§ 1££§§§ n§!AQg, 
GC3C-2C04 

~9§L!§ ]lJl!, GC27-6989 

g§L!§ ]lJ~, GC27-6980 

If you are using TCAM: 

9§ 1£An R!.Q.!l!g!!§f~§ §!jg§ !B9 
~§!§f§D£§ 1!sB]!l1rGC30-2024 

9§ l£An Y§~~§ §]jg§, GC30-2025 

If you are using V~AM, er ACF/VTAM: 

!1!1! fQBf~B!§ !»g Rl!~]jBg, GC27-6998 

iv 

!1An §I§!~! R!Qgf!!!§!~§ gy!g~ 
(tOS/VS, GC27-6957; OS/VS1, GC27-6996) 

Q§L!§l §I§!~! g!Q9!!!!iB9 1!~!!.!.f: 
!.I!1!1 GC28-0688 

A£lL!1!1! fQBf~I!§ !Bg Rl!BD!Dg, 
GC38-0282 

A£1L11!1! ~I§!§! g!Q9!!!!§!..!.§ Guide 
(refer to fQ~f~I!§ gBg Rl!DBlBg for 
the apEropriate form number) 

A£lL!lA1! 1!!£!2 1!B9Y!9~ ~~!~!.fil!£~, 
SC38-0261 

A£lL!1!1! R!Qgf!!!iDg, SC27-0449 

!£lL!1!1! 1B§!!llg!lQB (~9§L!§J), 
SC27-0464 
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this edition Frovides new programming 
information for the following 3270 
components: 

• 3274 Control Unit 
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• 3278 Display Station 

• 3279 Coler Disflay Station 

• 3287 Printer 

• 3289 Line Printer 

This editicn covers the enhancements made 
to the 3270 data stream for Color, Extended 
Highlighting, and Programmed Symbols. It 
also corrects several technical 
inaccuracies. 
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This chapter introduces the 3270 data stream and the extensions that 
have been made to this data stream. These extensions, which include 
Color, Extended Highlighting (reverse video, blink, and underscore), and 
Pro9rammed Symbols (user-defined symbol sets), enhance the fresentation 
of data at the 3270 device. Chapters 2 and 3 explain how to lay out and 
code a panel for display. 

For you to use whatever you have created for display and/or printing, 
your information must be communicated to a 3270 device or control unit. 
This information is ccmmunicated to the 3270 device by use of the 3270 
data stream, which is made UF of structured fields, or commands, control 
characters, orders, attributes, and/or data. 

~tructured fields frovide another format for sending information to a 
display or printer by use of the extended 3270 data stream. (Structured 
fields are discussed later in this chapter.) 

Commands control such things as whether you write to or read from a 
disFlay and whether the screen is erased before new data is written. 

Control characters are used with certain commands to perform such 
functions as sounding the audible alarm, formatting the printer, and 
restoring or enabling the keyboard. 

Crders are instructions written to the 3270 to tell the disflay unit how 
to format your panel. 

Attributes determine the characteristics of the fields and/er characters 
within a field. 

D~ta is the information you are displaying or printing. 

The 3270 data stream is a for~atted data stream consisting of a command 
and, for write type commands, of a write control character (WCC) 
followed by orders, attributes, and/or character data. The 3270 command 
byte defines the function to be performed on the character buffer. 
Functions that may be Sfecified include: 

• ~RITE to the character buffer 

• ERASE and then WRITE to the character buffer 

• ERASE WRITE/ALTERNATE to the character buffer and change the effect 
of the buffer size 

• READ the full character tuffer 
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• READ only the modified data from the character buffer 

• ERASE ALL the unprctected data from the character buffer 

The 3270 data stream is based upon the presence of a maFped character 
tufter in the device. There is a fixed one-to-one relationship between 
each character storage location in the buffer and each character 
FOSition on the display. Fer instance, ccnsider a display (Figure 1-1) 
for which the display screen is composed of 12 rows of 80 columns each. 
Row 1 maps to the first 80 character storage fositions in the character 
tufter, row 2 maps to the second 80 character storage positions, and so 
on. This sequence is the same whether the display size is 12 rows of 80 
columns or up to 27 rows of 132 columns. When the ERASE/WRITE ccmmand 
is transmitted to the device, the character buffer is first cleared to 
nulls (1'00') and subsequent text is written into the character buffer 
sequentially. 

The character buffer may contain codes for graphic characters or field 
attribute bytes, as shewn in Figure 1-2. Since each stcrage location in 
the character buffer is mapped to a screen position on the display, 
field attribute bytes take Uf a character position on the display. The 
3270 field attribute defines a field as the subsequent field attribute 
byte position plus the character positions UF to, but net including, the 
next field attribute byte in the character buffer. 

In the 3270 data stream, the field attribute appears as a valid graphic 
character (between X'4C' and X'FE') in the data stream. In the 3270 
data stream, following a write type command, there is a Write Control 
Character (WCC). The iCC, like the field attribute, may also be a valid 
grafhic character. The coding and functions are defined in Figure 2-26 
(Chapter 2). The data to be written to the character tuffer follows the 
wee. The character data may be intermixed with the control codes or 
orders to provide formatting functions in the character buffer. For a 
description and definition cf the commands and orders, refer to the !§~ 
111~ 1B!Q!!g!l2B ~l§E1~1 ~1§!~!: fQ!EQB~B! ~~§££iE!i2B1 GA27-2749. 

HCW FIELDS AR! DEFINEC 

With this introduction to the 3270 data stream, consider the example 
shown in Figure 1-3. In this example, first, the character buffer is 
erased by the ERASE/WRITE command; then, the wee is processed; finally, 
the orders, attributes, and data are interpreted in sequential order. 

The first order in the data stream is generally a Set Buffer Address 
(SEA) order. This order includes two address bytes and determines the 
fCsition in the character buffer where the data or attribute bytes will 
be stored. The address bytes are generally followed by a Start Field 
(SF) order and a field attribute. The field attribute is stored at the 
tuffer location specified in the SBA order. 

Each data field is established by writing a field attribute as the first 
fOsition of the field. The flacement of attribute bytes defines the 
field lengths, and the content of the attribute byte defines the other 
field characteristics. All the characters in a field, except the 
attribute byte itself, assume identical characteristics based on the 
sfecifications within the attribute byte. 

Field attributes can te modified or removed by a 3270 program, and 
changing the content cf the field attribute alters the characteristics 
cf the field. 
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Figure 1-2. Mapping of Attribute and Graphic Characters to the Display Screen 
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0 NAME: 0 

0 STREET ADDRESS: 0 

0 e1TY:¢ 

0 STATE:<><> ZIP:¢ <> 

<> 

<> 

<> 

Display 

ERASE/ wee SBA Addr Addr SF Attr NAME: SBA Addr Addr SF Attr 
WRITE 

Data Stream 

Figure 1-3. A Sample 3270 Data Stream 

SBA 
••• 

Fellowing the field attribute, the character str.i.ng "NAME" is stored in 
sequential character locations in the buffer. The next SEA order sets 
the current buffer address tc a new location, and the process continues 
until the entire data stream has been interpreted. 

EAS.E COLOR 

7o facilitate entry into the use of color, tase color produces color 
displays from existing 3270 application programs with little or no 
reprogramming. Fields can te displayed in red, blue, green, or white. 
Field color is determined by the four combinations of the field 
protection and intensity attributes. 

Ease color allows all programs that have been written for 3270 display 
stations and printers to execute in color on the equivalent 3279 er 3287 
Model 1C or 2C, provided these programs use the field attributes of 
protection and intensity. Color will he produced as follows: 

Resulting Color 3279 
Eesulting Color Switch in switch in 

!'!.9!.§f.:U.211 );nt~.!1.§i!l .J1§1 1£ !!!!.9 1f f Q!.Q! .!'.!.Qf!~ ~£!!.2£.!!!'2.!!.§ .!'.!.Q.Q~ 

Frotected Intensified Elack or greent White lihite 
Unprotected Intensified Red Red White 
Protected Normal Elue Elue Green 
Unp:otected Normal Green or blackl Green Green 

tDepending on the Ease Color Specify feature ordered with the printer 

When field attributes are net used (Y!!f.Q!~!!!!~.Q layouts--ne fields have 
been defined), the 3279 will display all characters in green; the 3287 
Models 1C and 2C will print in black. 

In Ease Color mode, the protected and unprotected field attributes still 
determine whether the input data format is fixed or variatle; color is 
only a secondary effect of the attribute characteristics. Consequently, 
programming in these colors may be restricted by the way in which the 
logic of an applicaticn program needs to use the protection and 
intensify attributes. 
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Eecause the field attributes govern base color, the colors apply only to 
whole fields. It is not possible with this system to give different 
colors to separate characters within a field or to use color in 
unformatted layouts. 

Extensions to the 3270 data stream have been made to enhance the 
presentation of data at the device. These enhancements provide the 
~~pability for expressing the Extended Color, Programmed Symhol set, 
and/or Extended Highlighting of the data to be displayed or printed at 
any terminal capable of interpreting these extensions to the 3270 data 
stream. To accomplish this, three new orders and one command hav.e been 
defined to provide new functions in a device-independent manner, and the 
attribute concept has teen expanded. 

A 'l'IRIB UTE S 

Remember that the 3270 field attribute is encoded to appear as a graphic 
character in the data stream and takes up a charact~r position in the 
character buffer and en the screen. Fer the extended 3270 data stream 
functions, the concept of an attribute is different. The attribute has 
to be general in that it can apply to a character as well as to a field. 

Ihe attribute structure used in the extended 3270 data stream defines 
all attributes as an attribute type followed by an attribute value, in 
much the same way that an attribute is expressed in the English 
language; for example, "The COLOR of this car is BLUE." Each attribute 
type has an assigned 1-byte code. Most attritute types may be applied 
egudlly well to a character er to a field. For the extended 3270 data 
stream, each attribute type has associated with it a set of valid 
attribute values: 

Color 

Extended Highlighting 

Programmed Symbol set 

Red, blue, yellow, turquoise, green, 
pink, white 

Blink, reverse video, and underscore 

Nonloadable character set or Loadable 
Programmed symbol set (see Programmed 
Symbol sets) 

Ihere are three basic f crms cf attributes for extended attribute 
terminals. The first was defined under the beading "3270 Cata Stream" 
for normal 3270 field definition. This attribute defines the beginning 
of a field as described in tte 3270 data stream and associates the 
following attributes with the field: 

• Protected/unprotected fields 

• Alphameric/numeric fields 
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• tisplay/nondisplay fields 

• Intensity of fields (When high intensity is used on 3279 Color 
tisplays, the character er field is displayed in white~ 

• Selector-pen-detectable fields 

• Tab stop positions (unprotected fields) 

(See Figure 2-23 fer hexadecimal values.J ~ach of these field 
attributes occupies a character position in the character buffer, 
and, during a display or printout, its character location appears as 
a space. 

the second form of attribute is the extended field attribute. This 
attribute provides additional field attribute definition beyond that 
provided by the 3270 field attribute. It defines field characteristics 
such as field color, field highlighting (blink, reverse video, or 
underscore), and Programmed Symbol set of the field. 

Extended field attributes are always associated with a field attribute. 
An extended field attribute does not occupy a position in the character 
buffer and does not display er print. 

Character Attributes: The third form of attribute for extended attribute 
terminals provid'es-definitien of character attributes. These attributes 
are associated with individual characters to define characteristics such 
as Programmed Symbol set, character color, and character highlighting. 

The field attributes of any single character are superseded by the 
character attributes associated with it. A character attritute does not 
occupy a position in the character buffer and does not display or print • 

.§!~!'! Fi~1.Q ]l!:!fil!.9§.Q (.§!.£!) Q!'.9~!' (!~6.2 .. ~J : The first of the new data 
stream orders defined to deal with the extended field and character 
attributes, as well as the 3270 field attributes, is the start Field 
Extended (SFE) order. Its syntax is: 

r-- -,-- -r- ----, 
ISFE lnlFirst attributelFirst attribute! ••••• lnth attributelnth attribute! 
l:X'29'1 I type value I type value I 
.__ I I --'----~--~~---.,1__~~----'---------~~.,1__ 

In the data stream, the byte count following the SFE order code 
indicates the number of "attribute type and attribute value" pairs that 
follow; the specified number follows the count. The use of this order 
is illustrated in Figure 1-4. Note that only the required attributes 
need to be specified. The unspecified attributes in the current tuffer 
are set to nulls, and the current buffer address is incremented by 1. 
In this example all the unprotected fields are defined as underscored. 
Thus, the fields that the operator can enter will stand out from the 
rest of the fields on the panel. If an invalid attritute type or value 
is Sfecified, processing of the outbound data stream steps, and an error 
code is returned. 
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<>NAME:<>-------------------

<> STREET ADDRESS:<>-------------------

<> CITY:<>--------------------'<> 

<> STATE: Q ___ !(> ZIP:<>----------<> 

ERASE/ wee SBA Addr Addr SF Prot NAME: SBA Addr Addr SFE 2 3270 

WRITE Field 
Attr 

i High· 
Under· SBA Addr Addr SF Prot 

light score ••• 

Figure 1-4. Using the Start Field Extended Order 

Unprot ? 

~ 

~Q9i!I 1i~19 (~1) Q!g~! (!~~~~): The second order, the Modify Field (MF) 
crder, is identical with the Start Field Extended order: 

MF 
X'2C'. 

n First First 
Attribute Attribute 
Type Value 

nth nth 
Attribute Attribute 
Type Value 

The Modify Field order allows specified field and extended field 
attributes to be modified without having to respecify all the attributes 
of the field. See Figure 1-5, where the application program wishes to 
highlight the zipcode field by changing its highlight attribute to 
reverse video. This is done with the Modify Field order without having 
to respecify the entire string of attributes ~reviously associated with 
the field. The values of the attribute types that are selected in the 
order are changed to the new values specified, and the current buffer 
address is incremented by 1. The values of the attribute types not 
selected in the order remain unchanged. 

<> NAME:<> _J_o_h_n _sm_i_th _______ <> 
0 STREET ADDRESS:<> 123 South Main Street <> 
0 CITY:<> Kingston 0 

<> STATE:<> N.Y. <> ZIP: ll24981 <> 

WRITE WCC SBA Addr Addr MF 1 High Reverse 

Field Attribute Location 

Note: c:::::J indicates reverse video. 

Figure 1-5. Using the Modify Field Order 
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If the current buffer address is not a field attribute when a Modify 
Field order is processedJ an error occurs and an error code is 
returned. If an invalid attribute type or value is specified, / 
pr~cessing of the outbound data stream stops, and an error code is 
returned. \, 

~§! j!!!ihY!§ (SA) Q!g§! (J~2~~) : The Set Attribute order provides the 
ability to associate attributes with individual characters or strings of 
characters rather than with fields. The syntax of the Set Attribute 
order is: 

..---·---.....----~~--,.-~----·~----. 

ISA !Attribute typetAttritute Val~el 
11'28'1 I I 
L----__.~----~----"'---·-~~-----

Fer this order, only a single attribute "type and value" pair follows 
the order. 

Every data character that follows a Set Attribute order in the outbound 
data stream is stored in the buffer with an associated character 
attribute having the type and value specified in the order:--The 
specified attribute is associated with ~JJ subsequent data characters in 
the outbund data stream (even when they are directed to ncnsequential 
addresses) until either (1) another write-type command is transmitted, 
(2) a new Set Attr~bute order changes the attribute, (3) the Clear key 
is depressed, or (4) the device is powered off. 

The character attribute value determines bow each associated data 
character is displayed (for example, in reverse video). If a character 
attribute value is x•oo•, then the highlighting attributes applied to 
the associated character are specified by the extended I!~!g attribute. 

If an invalid attribute type or value is specified, processing of the 
outbound data stream stops, and an error cede is returned. 

In the example in Figure 1-6, the initial SA order indicates that all 
the characters following in the data stream are to be displayed with the 
reverse video attribute. Thus, the input data, John Smith, etc., which 
follows in the data stream will be displayed in reverse video characters 
independently of the highlight specified in the extended field attribute 
of the fields in which the characters are stored. 

<> NAME: <> fEJoii:h!!:!n::5S:!!:!ml!::lijthiil.jL.---------<> 

<> STREET ADDRESS:<> (._1_.23;...;S;...o.;..ut;...h_M..;;a-in..;.S.;..tre;..;;e'""t !....._ _________ ,<> 
0 CITY: 0 f ... K.._ln_..g_sto_n..,l ______ <> 
0 STATE:OfN.Y.) 0 ZIP: 0 f12401!0 

WRITE WCC SA High Reverse SBA Addr Addr John Smith SBA Addr Addr' 

123 South Main Street SBA Addr Addr Kingston SBA Addr Addr N.Y. SBA Addr Addr 12401 

Figure 1-6. Using the Set Attribute Order 
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~he model for attribute processing is shown in Figure 1-7. For each 
character position in the character buffer, there is an associated 
FCsition in the Extended Attribute Buffer (EAE). Where the character in 
the character buffer is a· field attribute, the associated fosition in 
the EAB is interpreted by the hardware as an extended field attribute. 
Where it is a graphic character, the associated FOsition in the EAE is 
interpreted as a character attribute. The extended attributes do not 
occupy a position in the character buffer, but instead are in a related 
fcsition in an EAE (Figure 1-7). 

Now, if we were to use an extended field attribute, such as underscore, 
then the relation between character and extended field attributes would 
be that shown in Figure 1-8. Remember that the position in the EAE 
associated with a field attribute character is interpreted as an 
extended field attribute, and those positions associated with the 
graFhic characters are interfreted as character attributes. 

When the character attributes associated with characters in a field are 
not explicitly defined (NULL), the characters are displayed with the 
attributes specified fer the field. As seen in Figure 1-9, when the 
character attributes are non-null, the characters are displayed with the 
attributes specified fer the character, overriding the field attribute 
sfecification. 

A!!!!~Y!!! lYE!!§ A~9 l~JY.§§: The following attribute types and values are 
defined for the Set Attribute, start Field Extended, and Modify Field 
crders. All other attribute types and values are rejected. 

llE.§ f.Q9!! 
1' 0 0' 
1 1 41' 
1 1 42' 
1'43' 
1•co• 

<>ABC 

Display 

1.IR!! 
Character Attribute Reset 
Extended Highlighting 
Coler 
Programmed Symbols (PS) 
327C Field Attribute 

0 

2 

3 

Attr -
A -

Extended 
Field 
Attribute 

.... 
B - __ ....,. Character 

c 
.... Attributes 

• --. -• • • • • • • • o·-· . 
n Character D 

Buffer Extended 
Attribuie 
Buffer 

(used only with SA order) 

(not used with SA order) 

Figure 1-7. Model for Character and Extended Field Attributes 
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<>M.£ 0 Attr Extended 

Display 

A 
.. 

Null 
2· B 

..... 

Null ... 
3 c 

Null 

• .... 
• • • • 
,l=j-i i 

Character '----""· 
Buffer Extended 

Attribute 
Buffer 

Field 
Attribute 

Character 
Attributes 

Figure 1-8. Relationship of Character and Extended Field Attributes 

0 ABC(fil} O Attr Extended 
·Underscore Field 

A ' Attribute 

4 

5 

• . . \ . •\ 

"D' ~~: 
Character\ 
Buffer \• • ' . 

b 
EAB 

Figure 1-9. Character Attribute Override 

j!!£1~~!~ !~l~~§: The attritute values for the above attritute types are 
defined below except for those for type x•co•, which remain as defined 
in the 3270 data stream. Any character defined with a character 
attribute value of 1 1 00 1 will assume the characteristics defined ty the 
extended field attribute. 

• Character attributes 

X1 00 1 - (Sets all character attributes specifiable fn the 
SA order to their default value if type equals 
X1 00 1 • This attribute type/value pair (X 1 00 1 

1 1 00 1 ) cede may only appear in the SA order.) 

• Color 

1 O· 

X1 00 1 - The color will te green on a 3279 and black on a 3287. 
X 1 F1 1 - Blue 



X'F2' - Red 
X'F3' - Pink 
X'F4' - Green 
X'F5' - Turgucise 
X'F6' - Yellow 
X'F7' - White for 3279, black for 3287 

• Extended Highlighting 

x•oo• - It will assume the characteristics of the defined field 
attrihute. 

X'F1' - Blink 
X'F2' - Reverse Video 
X'F4' - Underscore 

• Programmed symbol set 

x•oo• - The nonlcadable character set shipped with the device 
is used. 

X'40'-X'EF' - Coded Graphic Character set Local ID (CGLI) for loadable 
Programmed Sym~ol sets 

X'F1' - APL/Text character set (nonloadable symbol set, only for 
SA order) 

STRUCTURED FIELDS 

As fointed out earlier, the 3270 data stream is a formatted data stream. 
To provide additional contrcls and transmit various data types other 
than character, it was necessary to define a new data structure in the 
data stream. This is termed "structured fields." 

In the 3270 data stream, structured fields are introduced with a new 
command, the Write Structured Field (WSF) command. This new command 
does not contain explicit control information as the other 3270 commands 
do. It simply means, "Here is data in a structured field format.• 

Fellowing the ISF command, all data in the transmission must be in 
structured field format. A structured field transmission has the form 
shown in Figure 1-10. 

The structured field syntax Eermits variable-length data and controls to 
he encoded in such a way that a device that is processing t~e data 
stream sequentially can deccm~ose a seguence cf fields into its 
component fields without having to s~an evtrJ :tyte. ~a~li 'f?1:t:Vf;t~r:••. '· .. 
f.ield contains a 2-byte-le•gth fieU. Tbi~ bU.C4~~s ~·~e i•o9tlt'o-J t..tle 
field (including the length l:ytes), in effe~t, r•i:oU.•g ~o tile· it,~.t, '. · 
structured field in the tran1uission. lex·t foll(!v:. a 1-1'Jt• t:n• ti:e.14, 
and then parameters and/or iata in the format defined ty the tyf~ cod~. 
If the value specified in t~e length field is zero, this structured 
field is treated as the last structqred field in the transmission. The 
type field in the structured field identifies the purpose of the field. 

Write Structured Structured Field Structured Field 
Field Command 1 2 

........ ....... 

Type Parameters and/or Data 

Figure 1-10. Structured Fields 

Structured Field 
n 
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The types of structured fields are as follows: 

§E~~2~~E!e ~!!!e 

Outbound Function 

Load Programmed symbols (Load PSs) 
Read Partition Query 
Set Reply !ode 

Inbound Function 

Query Reply 
Under Query Reply, the following 
structured fields are used: 

Usable Area 
Symbol sets 
Color 
Highlighting 
Reply !ode 

1 1 06 1 

1 1 01 1 

1 1 09 1 

1 1 81 1 

1 1 81 1 

1 1 85 1 

1 1 86 1 

I" S7• 
1 1 88 1 

The structured field, road Erogrammed symbols, is used to lead the 
Programmed Symbol sets into the buffers. This command and query will be 
discussed here. For a description of the other types of structured 
fields, refer to the !£1 J~lQ l~!2I~!!i9B ~i§~lAI ~I§!~~= ~2!~2B~B! 
~!§S!iE!i9B1 GA27-2749. 

k2!~ ~~~!!~!!~ ~I!~21 §~! <12!~ f§) J~Q§~: The Load Programmed Symbol 
set is one type of structured field defined as an outbound control 
f~~ction. It is used to load character definition data into the device. 
A loadable character set contains 190 contiguous addres~atle character 
slots, which are associated with data stream code points 1 1 41 1 through 
I'FE'. The slot associated with 1 1 40 1 can te addressed, tut cannot te 
loaded and contains a space. Tais structured field causes characters 
and;or symbols to te loaded into contiguous addressable slots. If no 
data is transmitted with this str~ctured field, the operation is 
executed as specified in the parameters (see Figure 1-11) and no data is 
loaded. This •eans that characteristics of the symbol set may be 
changed without altering the contents of the symbol set. 

As an example of structured field usage, ccnsider the loading of 
Programmed Symbol (PS) sets. The PS ~ttritute operates as shown in 
Figure 1-1~. The display looks at the PS attribute for each character 
as it prepares to display it. If the character set specified for the 
character is the nonloadable character set (PSO), the dot pattern for 
the character is extracted from a nonloadable character set installed in 
the device. If the character set specified is a loadable Programmed 
symbol set, the display extracts the dot patterns for the character or 
symbol from a user-defined symbol set (PSF here) • The Programmed symbol 
set is specified by the PS attribute. The EBCIIC character code defines 
which character in the PS is to be displayed. To follow the example 
further, the format for the iSF to load a ES set is given in Figure 
1-11. This coa•and is then used to create the box "A" in PSF in Figure 
1-12. 
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Byte Bit Content Meaning 

0-1 Length Length of structured field. 

2 X'06' Load PS. 

3 0 Basic/Extended Basic or extended form. 

b'O' Basic form. 

b'1' Extended form. 

1 Clear Clear PS storage. 

b'O' Do not clear PS storage. 

b'1' Clear the PS (plane) specified before loading the 

character data in this structured field. 

2 Skip Skip suppress. 

b'O' Suppression off. 

b'1' Suppression on. 

3-7 Type PS data format type. 

3 b'O' 

4-7 Display unique type: 

X'1' (Type 1) 18-byte form: the first 2 bytes contain 

a 16-bit vertical slice; the following 16 

bytes contain 8-bit horizontal slices. 

X'2' (Type 2) Type 1 compressed. 

Printer unique type: 

X'5' (Type 5) Column loading (from left to right). 

X'6' (Type 6) Type 5 compressed. 

4 CGLI (alias) Coded Graphic Character Set Local ID: 

X'40' through X'EF' 

X'F F' indicates that the storage 

associated with this CG LI is free. 

5 CHAR Beginning EBCDIC Code Point (X'41' through 

X'FE') inclusive 

6 Storage PS set storage number (X'02 through X'07') 

Figure 1-11 (Part 1 of 2). Format of the WSF for Load PS 
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Bytes 7 through 12 are parameters for the extended form. 

Byte Bit Content Meaning 

7 p-length Length of parameters for the extended 

form. This includes the length parameter 

itself. The parameters defined. below may 

be progressively included by specifying the 

appropriate length. Omitted parameters are 

equated to X'OO' per missing byte. Action 

is the same as receiving a byte containing 

X'OO'. 

8 0 APA All points available. 

b'O' All points available. 

b'1' Not all points available. 

1 CB 

b'O' CG LI com.Pare 

b'1' No CG LI compare 

2 OB 

b'O' PS set is keyboard-selectable. 

b'1' PS se.t. is not keyboard-selectable. 

3.7 Reserved Must be set to zeros. -

9 LW Number of X-units in block matrix. 

10 LH Number of Y-units in block matrix. 

11 X'OO' One-byte codes. 

12 0-4 Reserved Must be zeros. 

5-7 Color Color planes. 

b'OOO' Single or all planes 

b'001' Blue 

b'010' Red 

b'100' Green 

This is the end of the parameters for the extended form. 

M-N Data PS character block matrix definitions. 

Figure 1-11 {Part 2 of 2). Format of the WSF for Load PS 

The description of the byte function of Figure 1-11 is as follows: 

Bytes 0 and 1 

Eyte 2 

Eyte 3 

14 

Give the length of the structured field. 

Gives the function to be Ferf-0rmed. 

Bit C indicates whether byte 7 is included. 

Bit 1 - When bit 1 is.set to 1, the entire PS storage 
selected for loading is cleared of any previous 
character data. Thi• can be done by overwriting with 
character data or nulls. If the bit is set to o, the 
selected PS storage is not cleared; thus, characters can 
be added to an existing character set. For a 
triple-Flane set, only the plane(s) indicated in byte 12 
is cleared. 



<>A 

0 

BI 
cl A 

01 
Non-loadable 

Character 

R 

Set Storage ( PSO) 

Figure 1-12. 

2 

Programmed Symbol Sets 

Extended 
Attribute 
Buffer 

. 
® 
® . . 
® . . 

Extended 
Field 
Attributes 

Character 
Attributes 

. . . . . . 
. . 

·® 
·® 
·® 

® • • • ® 
® • • • ® 
® ® ® ®®® ® ®® 
® • • ® 
® ••••• ® 
Cil • • •. • • e 
® ••••• ® 
® •••••• . . . . . . . . . . 
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Eyte 4 

Eyte 5 

Byte 6 

Eyte 7 

Byte 8 

Eyte 9 

Byte 10 

16 

Bit 2 controls the vertical positioning of a row of 
characters. The next row is EOSitioned vertically 
adjacent to the current row if the current row contains 
a character from the PS set having SKIP SUPPRESS on. If 
SKIP SUPPRESS is off, the row positioning is unaffected 
by the occurrence of a character from this PS storage. 

Bits 3-7 specify the type of PS format. Fer type 1 or 
2, the same data stream format is present for both the 
9x12 and 9x16 block matrix. The data stream always 
defines a full 9x16 matrix. When a device uses the 9x12 
only, the last four bits of decoded data of the second 
byte and the last four bytes of the decoded data for 
each block matrix are not displayed. Por types 5 or 6, 
the deccded 10 bytes are loaded in the character matrix, 
starting frcm the left side of the character matrix. 

A CGLI of X'FF' indicates that this PS storage is free. 
A PS set of X'FF' cannot be selected by the operator. 

The value CHAR indicates the first slot in this storage 
to be loaded. CHAR must be in the range X'41' through 
X' FE' • 

The storage number indicates the physical storage to be 
loaded. Each storage number is related to an attribute 
selection key defined for PS. These relations are 
storage numbers 02 through 07, which equate to attribute 
selection keys PSA through PSF, respectively. 

Indicates the parameters specified. If byte 7 is 
included, it must not contain the value X'00' or a value 
greater than X'06'. 

Bit 0 - ihen set to 1, implies that fewer than all 
points may be displayed or printed to allow a 
performance gain for a specific device. 

Bit 1 - When the CB bit is set to 0 and a local copy is 
initiated, the CGLI of this symbol set is compared with 
symbol set CGLI in the printer to determine whether 
there is a match. If t.he CGLis match, the copy is 
performed using the corresponding CGLI in the printer. 
If the CGLis do not match, characters from the base 
character set of the printer are used. ihen the CB is 
set to 1, there is no compare and the characters are 
printed from the base character set of the printer. 

Bit 2 - When set to 1, it signifies that this PS is 
intended for output only.- The PS attribute select key 
normally associated with the storage containing this · 
character set cannot be selected by the operator. 

Bits 3-7 must be set to zero. 

Must be set to ten for printers and nine for displays. 

Must be eight for printers and sixteen for displays. 

(If bytes 9 and 10 are not specified or are set to zero, 
a device default block matrix size of 10x8 for printers 
and 9x16 for displays is used to determine the dot 
matrix size of characters in the load PS data. The 
9rigin cf each block matrix is chosen as the upper-left 
corner.) 



Eyte 11 

Eyte 12 

Bytes M-N 

Cnly 1-tyte addressing is used; must te x•oo•. 

For multiple-plane PS, if color (bits 5-7) is specified 
with a value b'000', then, for each code feint, the 
character definition is loaded into each plane of the 
FS. 

For a multifle-plane PS, if color is Sfecified with one 
of the other values, then the FS data is leaded into the 
specified PS plane. 

These bytes contain the block matrix definition of the 
data tc te leaded. 

To define a character, the byte value for the block matrix must be put 
into the data stream ty use of bytes ~-N of the structured field. A 
10x8 block matrix is ccmposed of 80 dots and a 9x16 block matrix has 144 
dots. By slicing the tlock matrix into bytes, 8 dots tc a byte, 
characters or symbols can be formed. If each dot is equal to a bit, 
then turning it on (1) allows this dot to display or print, as the case 
may be. By ccnsidering the slices as bit strings, turning each dot on 
er off gives a hex representation which determines what is printed or 
disflayed. Consider the examfle of box "A" in Figure 1-12. Figure 1-13 
shews the slicing of the block matrix and its tit string hexadecimal 
refresentaticn for a display 9x16 block .matrix. Figure 1-14 shows the 
same for a 10x8 printer block matrix. Figures 1-15 and 1-16 give the 
structured field representation for Figures 1-13 and 1-14, respectively. 

f!93!~~~~g §1~£21 §~!§: All 3270 display stations and }rinters have a 
nonlcadatle character set installed in the device. A second nonloadable 
set is present if the machine has the APL/Text capability. Application 
programs use the characters or symbols in these sets as they are; they 
cannot alter or add to them. 

Cn the 3278 and 3279 display stations, each character is represented by 
a fatterr. of dots selected frcm a block matrix. The 3278 Models 2 and 3 
have matrixes of 9 dots horizontally by 16 dots vertically, while the 
3278 Model 4 and all 3279 mcdels have matrixes of 9 dots horizontally by 
12 dots vertically. en the 3287 printers, each character is represented 
by a pattern of dots selected from a block matrix of 10 dots 
hcrizontally by 8 dots vertically. Characters are normally represented 
ty fredefined patterns accessed by character cedes in the data stream 
that is sent to the terminal. 

Along with the nonloadatle character sets found in the 3270, the 
extended 3270 data stream allows for the storage and accessing of up to 
six Programmed Symbol sets, referred tc as PSA through PSF. These 
Programmed Symbols sets are user-defined symtols and can te altered 
whenever required. Each Prcgrdmmed symbol set can have a maximum of 190 
grafhic symbols. 1hey are leaded and accessed under program control and 
may be used by the disflay cierator. The user may use the full block 
matrix to design a character or symbol, allowing for a high degree of 
flexibility in the chcice of graphic symbols, which can be used for the 
display and;or printing of diagrams, curves, tar graphs, and special 
fonts, such as bold face and mathematical symbols, in addition to other 
Sfecial symbols. 
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I· . . I· . . I• . . I• . 

1. 11111111 = X'FF' 

2. 11111111 = X'FF' 

3. 11111111 = X'FF' 

4. ooobooo1 = x·o1· 

5. 00000001 = X'01' 

6. 00000001 = X'01' 

7. 00000001 = X'01' 

8. 00000001 = X'01' 

9. 00000001 = X'01' 

10. 11i11111 = X'FF' 

11. 00000001 .;, X'01' 

12. 00000001 = X'01' 

13. 00000001 = X'01' 

14. 00000001 = X'01' 

15. 00000001 = X'01' 

16. 00000001 = X'01' 

17. 00000001 = X'01' 

18. 00000001 = X'01' 

Figure 1-13. 
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• . •I- 3 

• . ·l-4 . . •I- 5 . . •I 6 
i . •I- 7 . . ,,_ 8 . . _,_ 9 . • •l-10 . . •l-11 

•I- 12 . ol-13 . . •I- 14 . ·I- 15 . . •I- 16 . . ·I- 17 . . •!- 18 

Character Definition for a 
9x16 Display Matrix 

• ®®®®®®®® . . • . . . ® . 
® . . . . . . ® 
$ . . . . . . @ . . ®®®@®G>®@ . . ® . . . . @ . . ® . . . . ® . 

• $ . . . . ® . 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I ' I I I 1 

. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . 
1. 00000000 = X'OO" 

2. 11111111 = X'FF' 

3. 10001000 = X'88' 

4. 10001000 = X'88' 

5. 10001000 = X'88' 

6. 10001000 = X'88' 

7. 10001000 = X'88' 

8. 10001000 = X'88' 

9. 11111111 = X'FF' 

10. 00000000 = X'OO' 

Figure 1..,.1 4 . 
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Character Definition for a 10x8 
Printer Matrix 

I 

"' 
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WSF 00 1F 06 C1 4A C1 02 06 00 09 10 00 00 FF FF FF 01 01 01 01 01 01 FF 01 01 01 01 01 01 .01 01 

Figure 1-15. Structured Field Data Stream to Load a Box "A" 
from a 9 x ~6 Display Matrix 

WSF 00 17 06 85 4A C1 02 06 00 OA 08 00 00 00 FF 88 88 88 88 88 88 FF 00 

Figure 1-16. Structured Field Data Stream to Load a Box "A" 
from a 10 x 8 Printer Matrix 

Programmed ~ymtol sets are held in special storage planes. A storage 
plane may ~e a single plane or a triple plane. In certain 
circumstances, more than cne color may be used to display er print a 
single character or symtol. Triple-plane storage is used with cclor 
devices so that more than one color can appear within a single character 
position. · · 

!here may be a need, in certain circumstances, to te atle to display or 
print in more than one color within a single character position. 
Programmed Symbols enatles the user to define symbols in more than one 
color. This is called a trifle-plane set. A triple-plane Programmed 
~ymbols set occupies three times the normal amount of storage for each 
defined character, arranged in three planes, each representing one of 
the three primary colors - red, tlue, and green. By defining only a 
portion of the total symbol in each color plane, the user can obtain a 
whole symbol in more than one color. When multicolored symlols are 
required, the appropriate patterns must be defined in the three primary 
colors, loaded using the Load PS structured field, and referenced for 
use with a X'F7' cclor attribute type. 

Ccnsider again the box "A" example. To load this symtol in three 
colors, the structured field of Figure 1-17 would be used and, if 
referenced properly for display or printing, the symtol would print or 
display as indicated. 

A multicolored symtol could appear in various ways when displayed or 
printed: 

• If a symbol defined in a triple-plane set is displayed or printed 
with the color attribute X'F7', the pattern defined in each color 
plane is presented in that color. When part of a whole symtol 
appears in more than one color plane, the colors combine as follows: 

Plane in which Color of dot 
.9f1! .!§ .Q~!.iJJ~.Q .J~l.2 ]~~1 ~!.!JJ!~! 

Red Red Red 
Blue Blue Elue 
Green Green Green 
Red and blue Pink Elack 
Red and green Yellow Black 
Blue and green Turquoise Black 
All three White Black 
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First structured field - - - - - - - - - - -

WSF 00 1F 4A C1 02 06 00 09 10 00 01 FF 00 FF 01 01 01 01 01 01 100 00 00 00 

00 00 00 00 1F .()6 C1 4A C1 02 06 00 09 10 00 02 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 'FF 

- - - - - - - .. j.I - - Third structured field- - - - - - - - - - -

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 1F 06 C1 4A C1 02 06 00 09 10 00 04 00 FF 00 00 00 00 

This data steam would result in the character's being displayed 

as shown below. 

® ••••••• @ 

® ••••••• ® 

®®®®®®®®®! 

® • • • • • • • ® ·Blue1 

® ••••••• ® 
® • • • •••• ® 
® ••••••• ® 
• ® @ ® @ @ @ ® ® +--- Red 

® •• 
® •• 

. . 
·® 
·® 

® • • • @ 

® • • • • • ® 
® ••••••• ® 
@ ••••••• ® 
(!) • • • .! ® 

Green 

Figure 1-17. Character Definition of a Multicolor Symbol 

• If a symbol defined in a triple-plane set is displayed er printed 
with an explicit cclor attribute other than X'F7' (for example, 
red), the whole symtol as defined ty comtining all three planes is 
displayed in the specified cclor (red) • 

• If a symbol defined in a triple-plane set is displayed or printed 
without any color attritute, the whole symbol appears in monochrome 
in the same way as any character. 

Unless the user loads the three planes in a triple-plane symbol set 
seiarately, the system loads the same pattern into all three planes. 
Thereafter, the triple-plane set behaves (fer any character that has the 
same pattern in all three planes) exactly as if it were a single-plane 
set. Consequently, a triple-plane set can always be used as if it were 
a single-plane set. 

~he Read Partition Query and Query Beply structured fields provide the 
mechanism for a host application program tc request and receive 
information regarding a device's color, highlighting, usatle area, reply 
modes, and Programmed symbol set characteristics. 
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~§gg Rg£!it!g~ .Q.y§fl §!!Y£!Yfgg ~!glg: The Read Partiticn Query 
structured field is valid cnly in outbound data streams and must be the 
last structured field in a WSF transmissicn. 

Ihe format of the Read Fartition Query structured field is: 

C-1 

2 

3 

4 

X1 0000' Length 
or 

X'0005' 

1 1 01 1 

l'FF' 

x 1 02 1 

Structured field tyfe 

Identifies this structured field as a Read 
Fartition Query 

If bytes 3 and 4 de net exist, or byte 3 does not contain X'FF', or 
bytes exist after byte 4, an Cp Chk or error code is returned. If the 
outbound chain (SNA) dces net contain CD, the chain is rejected. 

Ihe response to the Bead Partition Query is the transmissicn of a series 
of structured fields that describe the characteristics cf the addressed 
terminal. Response is immediate when SDLC/SNA protocols are being used; 
res}onse is given when the terminal is polled if BSC prctocol is being 
used and, in the case cf the 3274 Model 1D, when a Read Modified CCW is 
received (see follr.wing). 

l11~ ~gg§l j~ ~§~£ RE!!i!!£~ QygfY Eg§ff~§§! When Read Partition Query 
is received by the 3274 1D as the last structured field in a WSF 
transmission, the 3274 ID returns a status cf DE and terminates the 
cperation. The lime indicator in the Cperator Information Area is 
turned on, and the keytcard is lccked to prevent operator interference 
with the query reply. 

If Read Partition Cuery is net the last structured field in the WSF 
transmission, or if there is an error in the WSF data, the 3274 1D 
terminates the operaticn with status of DE, UC, and sets the operation 
check bit in the sense byte. 

Following acceptance cf the Ierminal Query structured field, the 3274 1D 
3enerates an asynchroncus status of attention, requesting the host to 
issue a Read ~edified ccmmand to obtain the query reply. 

~Y§fl ~§fl! §!!Y£!]f§g £!glg§: The resfonse tc the Read Partition Query 
function is the transmissicn inbound of a series of structured fields 
indicating the field and character attributes, the screen er page size 
and characteristics, the Prcgrammed symbcl sets, and the reply modes 
available on the addressed terminal. Any or all of the structured 
fields may be transmitted, each defining a suppdrted features 
characteristic: color, highlighting, usable area, reply modes, and 
Programmed symbol sets. Since each structured field ccntains its own 
unique identification, the order in which the fields are transmitted is 
not defined. 

~]§!1 ~§fll 1~~.Q..Y~g ~~!~ ~!!§~~: A Query Reply inbound data stream 
consists of an AID byte (X 1 88') defining what follows as an inbound 
structured field data stream, followed by the structured fields. Each 
structured field is of the general format: length - type - data. 
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~~§!1 Re£11 (fglc!) ~!!~~!~f§g I1§1g: This Query Reply structured field 
defines the color attribute values accepted by the addressed terminal 
(and may be returned in an inbound data stream if the terminal supports 
read commands). Eight fairs of bytes, one pair for each cf the 1ossible 
color attribute values, are returned to the host. The first byte of a 
fair contains the color attribute value; the second byte ccntains the 
same value if that colcr attribute is SUfforted by the terminal or the 
default color attribute value (X'00') if it is not. There is one 
exception: the second byte of the pair defining the default color 
attribute SUffOrt indicates the default color that is SUffcrted. 

The structure is: 

As 
be 

0-1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

0 
1 

2-7 

1 1 0016' 

1 1 81' 

1 1 86 1 

E'O' 
B'O' 
E' 1 I 
B1 CCOCC0 1 

x•cs• 

Length of structured field 

Cuery Reply structured field tyf e 

Identifies this query reply as color 

Ee served 
Printer only - black ribbon not loaded 
lrinter only - black ribbon loaded 
Reserved 

Number of color pairs 

6-21 (terminal-defendent. ]Q!§: Possible color attribute values 
are 1 1 00 1 - default, l'F1' - blue, X'F2' - red, l'F3' - pink, 
X'F4' - green, X'F5' - turquoise, 1 1 F6' - yellow, X'F7' -
black for frinters, white for disflays) 

Possible 
Attribute 

!?1!§ !~1.irn ll1.§ 3287-1 -2 ------'-- .J~~1.:1f 1.:~£ nl.2.:~~·=J~ 

6-7 l I 00 I .X 1 F4 1 X'F7 1 l'F7' X1 F4 1 

8-9 X'F1' .x•oo• x•oo• X'F1' X1 F1 1 

10-11 X'F2 1 x•oo• 1 1 00 1 l 1 F2' l 1 F2 1 

12-13 X1 F3 1 x•oo• x•oo• x•oo• l 1 F3 1 

14-15 X'F4' .x•oo• 1 1 00 1 X'F4 1 X' F 4' 
16-17 X'FS' :x•oo• x•oo• x•oo• X'F5' 
18-19 X'F6 1 :XI QQ I x•oo• x•oo• 1 1 F6' 
20-21 l 1 F7 1 x•oo• x•oo• X1 F7' x' F7 I 

an examfle, the following Cuery Reply (Color) structured field might 
transmitted for a 3287-1C,-2C printer: 

X'00168186C00800F7F1F1F2F2F300F4F4F500F600F7F7 1 

~~§!1 ~§~11 (~i.91!1ig~!i~g) ~!f~S!~!§g !i§Jg: This Query Reply structured 
field defines the highlighting attribute values accepted by the 
addressed terminal (and may be returned in an inbound data stream if the 
terminal supports read commands). Four pairs cf bytes, one pair for 
each of the fOssible highlighting attribute values, are returned to the 
host. The first byte cf a rair contains the highlighting attribute 
value; the second byte contains the same value if that highlighting 
attribute is supported by the terminal, or the default highlighting 
attribute value (1 1 00') if it is not. There is one ex~epticn: the 
second byte of the pair defining the default highlighting attribute 
SUffOrt indicates the default highlighting that is suprorted. 
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The structure is: 

0-1 

2 

3 

4 

5-12 

].I.t~ 

5-6 
7-8 
9-10 

11-12 

x•ocon• 

X1 81 1 

X1 87' 

X'04' 

Length cf structure 

Query Reply structured field type 

Identifies this query reply as highlighting 

Numter cf highlighting pairs 

(terminal-dependent. ]2!§: Possible highlighting attribute 
values are x•co• - default, X'F1' - Blink, X'F2' - Reverse 
Video, X'F4' - Underscore) 

Possible 
Attribute 
!~.!.!!§ 1.n!! 3287-1 -2 -1C -2C ______ , __ , ___ , ___ .J.n.2 
x•oo• x•co• x•oo• x•oo• 
X'F1' :X'F1' x•oo• X' F 1' 
X'F2' X'F2' x•oo• X'F2 1 

X'F4' :x 'F4 I X'F4 1 X'F4' 

~.!!§!.! E§f.!.! (]§~~.!§ Area) Structured Field: This Query Reply structured 
field indicates the size and-characteristics cf the screen er page of 
the addressed terminal. Screen or page size is expressed as maximum 
width of usable area in characters (columns er print pcsiticns) and 
maximum depth of usable area in characters (rows or print lines). (For 
a printer, the values returned corresond tc the maximum print position 
(~FP) and maximum print line supported by the hardware, DQ! !~g f.!!££gn! 

§§!!iDg§ if 2f§.£g!9!~§f§fif!E~1g). 
The default size of the block matrix within which a character is 
presented is also defined. 

~he structure is: 

0-1 XI 17 I length of this structure 

2 XI 81 1 Query Reply structured field type 

3 x '81' Identifies this query reply as "usable area." 

4 0-2 E 1 000' 

3 B'O' 
BI 1' 

4-7 E 1 0C01' 

5 x•oc• 

6-7 

XI 50 I 
X'84 1 

Reserved 

Not a hard-copy device 
A hard-copy device 

14-bit addressing allowed 

Reserved 

iidth of usable area in characters block matrix 

3278-2,-3,-4, 3279-2,-3 
3278-5, 3287 
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!11!~ !!!! 

8-9 

10 

11-14 

15-18 

19 

20 

21-22 

f.2.!t!~.!!! 

X1 18 1 

X1 20 1 

X1 2E' 
x' 1 EI 
X1 66 1 

x•oo• 

Depth of usable area in characters block matrix 

3278-2, 3279-2 
3278-3, 3279-3 
3278-4 
3278-5 
3287 

Unit of measure is the inch for distance 
tetween dots given for x and y directions in 
tytes 11-14 and 15-18. 

tot spacing in the X (horizcntal) direction, 
expressed as a fraction; 2-byte 
numerator/2-tyte denominator; and measured in 
the units defined in byte 10. 

1 1 00020089 1 3278-2,-3,-4 
X1 000A02E5' 3279-2,-3 
x•occ10064' 3287 

Dct spacing in the Y (vertical) direction, 
expressed as a fraction; 2-lyte 
numerator/2-byte denominator; and measured in 
the units defined in tyte 10. 

x•ooo20085' 3278-2,-3,-4 
x•oco2cc6F' 3279-2,-3 
x•oco2cc85' 3287 

1 1 09 1 

X1 0A 1 

X1 10 1 

x • oc• 
x•oa• 

1 1 0780 1 

X 1 0A00 1 

x•ono• 
X'nnnn' 

tefault width of block matrix, in dots 

3278-2,-3,-4, 3279-2,-3 
3287 

Default depth cf block matrix, in dots 

3278-2,-3 
3278-4, 3279-2,-3 
3287 

Character buffer size, in bytes 

3278-2 (1920) I 3219-2 (1920) 
3278-3 (2560) I 3219-3 (2560) 
3278-4 (3440) 
3287 - Dependent on installed buffer size (2K or 4K) • 

Equivalent to display sizes except when byte 24 
of an LU ty1e 3 BIND command is set to x•oo•. Wrap 
points for the physical tufter are then given as 
follows: 

2K buffer - X' 07E0' (1968) 
4K buffer - X' OEBO 1 (3760) 

with PS feature installed 
4K buffer - X1 0FB0 1 (4016) 

no fS feature 

~~~!1 ~~~1I (~~£11 ~QQ~) Structured Field: This Query Reply structured 
field indicates the fcrm of-inbound data-stream that the addressed 
terminal supports. 
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The structure is: 

llJ!§ llA:! .£;;.Q.!!!§.!!! 

0-1 x•coo1• 

2 1 1 81' 

3 X'88 

4 x•oo• 

5 X'01' 

6 X'02' 

Length 

Cuery Reply identifier 

Identifies this Cuery Reply as "reply mode." 

Indicates that the terminal suppcrts 3270 
intound data streams. 

Indicates that the terminal supports extended 
3270 data streams. 

Indicates that the terminal supforts character 
mcde extended 3270 data streams. 

~Y§f}'. ]§~1~ (~~mb.QJ ~§!§) ~!fY£!Yf§Q fA:§Jg: This Query Reply structured 
field indicates the numter and kind of symtol sets (toth user-defined 
Frogrammed Symbol sets and IEM-defined sets) present in the terminal. 
!he terminal storage Ir is given as well as an indicaticn of whether it 
is associated with a symbol set. The structured field consists of a 
12-tyte base and up to eight 3-byte storage descriptors, one for each 
storage area present in the terminal. 

!he structure is: 

0-1 x•nnnn• 

2 XI 81 1 

3 X 1 85 I 

4 0 EI 1' 

1 EI 0 I 

2 E' 0' 

E' 1' 

3 E' C' 

EI 1 ' 

4-7 E'CCOC' 

5 x•co• 

6 X'OA' 

X1 09' 

Length - includes any 3-tyte symbol set 
descriptors present 

Cuery Reply Identifier 

Identifies this query reply as "symbol 
sets." 

Graphic escape supported 

Reserved 

Load Programmed Symbols structured field 
.D.Q! supported 
Load Programmed Symtols structured field 
supported 

Load Programmed Symbols structured field 
extension .!!.Q! supported 
Load Programmed Symbols structured field 
extension supported 

Reserved 

Reserved 

Default block matrix width - printer 

Default block matrix width - display 
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7 

8-11 

12 

1'08' 

l' 10' 

Default block matrix depth - printer 

Default block matrix depth - display 

l 1 4CCCCOOO• Display supports load PS data format type 1 
(will be 1 1 60000000' if the 3274 has been 
customized to support decompression). 

l 1 C4CCCCOO• Printer supports load PS data format typ~ 5 
(will be X1 06CCC000 1 if the 3274 has teen 
customized to support decompression). Any 
other values for tytes 8-11 are rejected. 

1 1 03 1 Length of each symbol set descriptor that 
follows. 

tescriptors (One or mere 3-tyte descriptors follow byte 12; a descriptor 
defines one terminal storage and symbol-set characteristics.) 

0 

1 1 00 1 

1 1 01' 

1 1 02 1 

to 
1 1 07 1 

1 0 BI 0' 
EI 1 1 

1 B'C' 
E1 1 1 

2 B1 0 1 

3 E'O' 

EI 1 1 

4-7 E'COCC• 

2 X'nn' 

26 

Terminal storage identificaticn: 1 1 00 1 to 
1 1 07 1 • 

Read-only storage containing I/O interface 
code symbol set. 

Read-only storage containing AFL/Text set 
if feature present. 

Host-loadable terminal storages for 
Programmed Symtol sets. These IDs are 
specified in the load PS structured 
field. 

Read-only storage. 
Loadable terminal storage. 

Single-plane storage. 
Triple-plane storage. 

Symbols are accessed using a 1-byte code. 

Comparison of the symbol set It of the 
symbol set loaded in this storage with the 
symbol set It(s) of sets leaded in the 
printer is allowed (copy operations). 
Comparison is not allowed. 

Reserved. 

Symbol set It. The ID currently associated 
with the terminal storage ID contained in 
byte O. Value range 1 1 40 1 through X'EF' 
for valid symbol ID. A value of X1 FF' 
indicates that the storage is not 
associated with any symbol set. 
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Feople dealing with information see it as a collection of individual 
elements. For example, what we know about John Smith's emfloyment may 
be a collecticn of individual elements: his name, serial number, 
location, and date of hire. The size of the element is the amount of 
data required to cenvey useful information. You do not think of "J" and 
"C" and "H" and "N" as useful individually, tut collectively, as the 
name JOHN. You do not think of JOHNSMITH963981BOSTON070262 as being 
useful collectively, tut see the elements individually: name: JOHN 
SMITH, s~rial number: 963981, lccation: BOSTON, date of hire: 
07/02/62. 

Each data element has its own characteristics. In this example, the 
serial number is 6 numeric digits and varies from employee to emfloyee. 
The word "NAME" is.4 characters, is alphabetic, is all upfercase, and 
does not change. ihen people record these elements of data en pafer 
they take on such additional characteristics as position (where on the 
sheet of paper the item is written), color (what ink or medium is used), 
size of the letters, and writing style. 

In the past, when information was handled ty a data frocessing device it 
was generally handled as an artificial entity called a record. The 
ccntents and characteristics of a record were primarily determined by 
device requirements, and little er no attention was ~iven to the 
individual information elements. Data processing users had to adjust 
their thought fattern tc cenform to the machine requirements. 

The IBM 3270 Information Display System recognizes that peofle deal with 
individual units of infcrmaticn. The system bas been designed to 
conform to human needs and requirements, and it enables you to deal with 
data by individual elements er "fields," each with its ewn individual 
characteristics. 

You may describe data to the 3270 on a field or character basis and 
specify the characteristics er "attributes" of each individual field or 
character. The 3270 then prcvides program and data control based on 
ycur individual field and character definitions. 

Eesides length, which is controlled by the fOSition of field attributes, 
you may specify these additional character~stics with the attritute 
tyte: 

ff~!§~!j~~: A field is either protected or unprotected. When it is 
frctected, the operator cannot enter or modify data in any location 
within that field. 

In an unprotected field, the operator can enter characters er can delete 
or modify characters that are already there. Headings, labels, titles, 
and formats are commonly specified as protected. Any field in which the 
3270 operator should enter er modify data must be specified as 
unprotected. 
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In Figure 2-1, BAME: would most likely be specified as protected. JOHN 
B DCE would be specified as protected if it was written l:y the ccmputer 
and is to remain unchanged. If JOHH B DOE is to be entered or modified 
l:y the operator, the attribute fJ must specify unprotected. 

f9l9~: If the device bas the capability of displaying or printing in 
color, then the fields er individual characters may be defined in four 
er seven colors, depending on whether the device has l:ase-color (see 
"Ease Color" in Chapter 1) er extended-color capability. With 
extended-color capability, the device can display fields in one of seven 
colors, individual characters in one of seven colors, or individual 
characters in multicolors. (See "Triple Planes" .in Chapter 1.) 
Extended Color devices can display the cclcrs white, red, blue, green, 
Iink, yellow, and turguoise. 

The base-color printer prints fields in cne cf four colors determined by 
the existing field-protect and field-intensify attril:utes. (See Chapter 
1.) When the printer bas the extended-celcr capability, cclor 
attributes can be applied tc individual characters or tc entire fields. 
The extended-cclor attributes are interpreted by the printers as 
follows: 

Color Displayed 
.Q!! ]11!1 

White 
Bed 
Blue 
Green 
Pink 
Yellow 
Turguoise 

C~lor Printed en 3287 
~gg~!§ 1£ !Ilg ~f 

Black er green 
Red 
Elue 
Green er black 
Ela ck 
Black 
Black 

~2!~: The printing of tlack er green, as shown, depends upon the Ease 
Color (black or green) specify feature selected. 

!J!~!!ged ~i9~li.9..h!i!!9= If the display has the capability cf interpreting 
the extended 3270 data stream, then Extended Highlighting attril:utes 
(blink, reverse video, and underscore) can be applied tc entire fields 
er tc individual characters. In Figure 2-1, the unprotected fields 
could be underscored te highlight them as Cierator input areas. 

For printers with the ability to interpret the extended 3270 data 
stream, only the underscore attribute can be applied tc whcle fields or 
tc individual characters. 

f~~!~~!~! fQ!!!~nt: A field is either alphameric, numeric, or 
user-defined symbols. An Oierator can enter alphameric, numeric, 
Siecial characters, or user-defined symbols in an alphameric field. 

The numeric attribute is more complex; it depends upon whether the 
numeric Lock feature is present and which keyboard is attached to the 
display. Figure 2-2 shews what characters may be entered with various 
ceml:inations of keyboards and field types. 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------1 I FIELD 1 FIELD 2 FIELD 3 FIELD 4 I 
I -- ---------- ----. -----. I I r---, r---, r---, r---, r---, I 
I I 1 I NAME 12 !JOHN B DOE 13 I SERIAL: I 4 I 963981 I I •• ·I 
I L---J L---J L---J L---J L---J I 
L----------------------------------------------------------------------J 
Figure 2-1. Example of Four Fields and Attribute Bytes 
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r----------T--------T-------,-------T---------T-----------------------------1 
I I I I I I Resulting Characters I 
I IKeyboardjShift I I r---------T---------T---------~ 
!Key.board !Numeric IKey !Field I I IDisplayedlRead Intol 
!Type !Lock jPressedjType IProtectedlln Bufferton ScreenlStorage I 
~----------+--------+-------+-------+---------+---------+---------+---------~ 
ITypewriterjNo INo !Alpha INo jLowercasetUppercasetLowercasel 
I I I jor I I I I I 
I I I I Numeric I I I I I 
r----------+--------+-------+-------+---------+---------+---------+---------~ 
ITypewriterjNo IYes !Alpha INo IUppercasejUppercasejUppercaset 
I I I tor I I I I I 
I I I I Numeric I I I I I 
t----------+--------+-------+-------+---------+---------+---------+---------~ 
ITypewriterjYes jNo !Alpha INo tLowercasejUppercasetLowercasel 
r----------+--------+-------+-------+---------+---------+---------+---------~ 
jTypewriterjYes jYes !Alpha jNo jUppercasejUppercasetUppercasel 
~----------+--------+-------+-------+---------+---------~---------~---------~ 
jTypewriterjYes jNo jNumericjNo jean only enter 0-9, period, I 
I I I I I I and minus sign; any other I 
I I I I I I characters lock keyboard. I 
r----------+--------+-------+-------+---------+-----------------------------~ 
jTypewriterlYes IYes jNumericjNo tcan only press dup key; any I 
I I I I I I other action locks keyboard. I 
r----------+--------+-------+-------+---------+-----------------------------~ 
jData EntryjNo 1-- !Alpha INo !Alpha keys produce uppercase I 
I I I I I Jalpha characters. Numeric I 
I I I I I I shift key produces numeric I 
I I I I I I characters. Alpha shift key I 
I I I I I jhas no effect. I 
t----------+--------+-------+-------+---------+-----------------------------~ 
I Data Entry I No 1-- I Numeric I No I Numeric shift key has no I 
I I I I I I effect. Alpha shift key I 
I I I I I I overrides numeric specifica- I 
I I I I I I ti on and allows alpha I 
I I I I I I character entry. I 
t----------+--------+-------+-------+---------t-----------------------------~ 
!Data EntrylYes 1-- !Alpha INo !Alpha keys produce uppercase I 
I I I I I I alpha characters. Numeric I 
I I I I I jshift allows numeric charact-1 
I I I I I I er entry. Alpha shift key I 
I I I I I jhas no effect. I 

~----------+--------+-------+-------+---------+-----------------------------~ 
!Data EntrylYes 1-- INurnericlNo ICan only enter 0-9, period, I 
I I I I I ldup, and minus sign. Any I 
I I I I I I other characters lock all I 
I I I I I lkeys except for RESET key. I 
I I I I I I Numeric shift key allows I 
I I I I I I numeric character entry, I 
I I I I I lalpha shift key allows alpha I 
I I I I I I character entry. I 
L----------~--------~-------~-------~---------~-----------------------------J 
Figure 2-2. Results cf Keytcard and Field Ccmbinations 

!i§i!i1i!1 ~ng ]~!&fi~!iJi!J: A field is either displayatle er 
nondisplayable. when it is displayable and contains characters, those 
characters are disFlayed. when it is nendisFlayable, any characters 
within that field are not displayed. The nondisplayable attritute is 
useful for entering classified or security informatien at a display unit 
that is in public view. Nondisplayable data is accepted ty the 3270, but 
it is not visible en the screen. 

If your 3270 system includes 3274s or 3276s, you must take certain 
precautions since these control units, unlike the 3271, 3272, and 3275, 
update screen images on a partial basis without removing previous images 
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from the screen (there is nc screen "blink") . To maintain security, 
make sure that programs 

• send a nondisplay attribute byte prior to sending the intended new 
nondisplayable data to freclude its momentary appearance on the 
screen. 

• Do not overwrite a ncndisplay attribute byte of the currently 
displayed image when partially changing field formats. 

All characters within a displayable field can be displayed at regular 
brightness, at a high intensity, in color, or with Extended Highlighting 
(blink, reverse video, underscore), so that they stand cut among regular 
display fields. Any of these (Extended Highlighting, Color, or high 
intensity) can be used tc call attenticn tc error conditicns or to 
highlight protected or format fields. High intensity, when used on a 
color display, results in the field's being displayed in white. 
~hroughout this document, in discussions on highlighting fields for 
better operator recognition dnd performance, remember that, if the 
device has the capability of interpreting the extended 3270 data stream 
functions, then color, reverse video, blink, er underscore may be used 
to highlight fields or characters for display. Color and;cr underscore 
can be used to highlight printer output. on 3278 displays, only 
Extended Highlighting and high intensity can be used. Normal intensity 
or underscore may be used fer all input fields, so the terminal operator 
can tell at a glance which fields require operator action. You should 
not specify unprotected fields as high intensity since such fields may 
become selector-pen-detectable (if this feature is installed) if the 
operator enters a question mark or blank as the first input character. 
Fields are specified as either detectable or nondetectatle. When a 
field is detectable, it can be used for selector-pen operations. A 
nondetectable field location cannot be detected by the selector pen er 
cursor select. You are urged to designate all detectable fields as 
protected to prevent the operator's changing the content of the 
sensitive field. 

I!~n§~j§§Jgn: The most common operation of the 3270 (Read Modified) 
sends to the computer cnly those fields that have been entered, deleted, 
or changed by the operatcr. The 3270 keeps track of such modifications 
and uses that information to select data to send to the ccmputer. If 
you wish to pass a field into the computer regardless of modification, 
JOU may assign the "modified" or "modified data tag (HDT)" attribute. 
However, you should ncte that the operator can change the MDT attribute 
unless JOU also assign the protected attribute. 

You can decide which ccmbination of attributes you want within the 
limitations specified in the 1~~ J~lQ f9~Efn§n! ~§§£!iE!ifB· Certain 
attribute combinations produce additional characteristics. For example, 
the numeric (limiting keyboard use) and protected (eliminating keyboard 
use) attributes seem ccntradictory, but, when specified together, 
automatically skip the curscr past the field. 

You should also be aware that the computer is not limited ty attributes. 
The computer can, for example, place alphabetic information in a field 
defined as numeric, or protected, or both. The operator does not have 
such liberty. 

If you do not specify any ccmtination of attributes, a field is assumed 
to have the following attributes: 

• Alphameric 

• Unprotected 

• Displayable (at regular brightness) 

• Nondetectable by the selector pen er cursor select 
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• Not modified 

• For extended 3270 data stream 

Color - Green 

PS -Nonloadatle character set 

Highlighting - 3270 field attribute defaults 

The attribute character for each 3270 data stream except the extended 
3270 data stream field uses a single nondisplayed and frotected 
character position on the screen and serves as a visual sefaration 
tetween successive fields. 

A tyfical sign-on procedure illustrates how you might define fields. 
Figure 2-3 illustrat.es a simple i:rocedure in which the ccmi:uter requests 
the operator to provide his name, location, and serial numter. 

!111~ j: "SIGN-ON PROC!CURE" 

This field is a heading which the operator should not be able to alter. 
It is unnecessary for the words "SIGN-CN PBCC!CUBE" to te returned to 
the computer when the ENTER key is pressed. This field should be 
frctected, alphameric, displayed at normal intensity, not detectatle by 
the selector i:en or cursor select, and not modified. All default 
attributes can be assumed, except that you must specify this field as 
protected. 

IJJ1~ ~: "PLEASE ENTER ••• INFORMATION" 

Iou should specify this field as protected. Rememter that the 
characteristics of a field are determined by the attribute byte at the 
beginning of the field. Field 1 and field 2 have identical attritutes 
and are adjacent to each other. Iou may cheese to define them 
sei:arately and use two attritute bytes, or you may cheese to omit the 
attribute byte at the teginning of field 2. In the latter case the two 
beadings combine to become a single field of greater length. 

1111~ ]: "NAME:" 

should be i:rotected, alphameric, net modified, and not This field 
detectable 
intensity. 
deviations 

by the selector i:en. The heading could be disi:layed at high 
si:ecify the frctected and high-intensity attributes (the two 

from the default attributes). 

<>SIGN-ON PROCEDURE 

<>PLEASE ENTER YOUR SIGN-ON INFORMATION 

<>NAME:<>_ <>LOCATION:<> 

<>SERIAL NUMBER:<><> 

<>WHEN ALL INFORMATION IS COMPLETE 
YOU MAY PRESS THE ENTER KEY 

Figure 2-3. Example of Attritute specification 
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11~1~ E: The area follcwing "NAME:" 

The n~ll area following NAME: is an input area for the operator and 
must therefore be unprotected. The 3270 marks this field as modified if 
anything is entered intc it 1 so you should net specify the modified 
attribute. The default attributes (alphameric, unprotected, displayable 
at normal intensity, net detectable by the selector pen or cursor 
select, and not modified) apply. Use a default attritute at the 
beginning of this field. 

The maximum number of characters the operator can enter is determined by 
the length of this field. The length is equivalent to the number of 
nulls, or available positions on the screen, tetween the attritute 
character for field 4 and the attribute character for field 5. 

11~1~ ~: "LOCATION:" 

The attribute byte for this field is the same as that specified for 
field 3; protected and high intensity should be specified. This 
attribute prevents the operator from keying a name lcnger than the 
maximum length desired. If the name is shcrter than the maximum field 
size, the operator presses the TAB key when the name is complete. The 
TAE automatically skips the curscr past protected fields, such as this 
cne, and stops at the first character position in which data can te 
entered (the next unprctected field). In this example, the cursor would 
be positioned for entry of location. If the operator attempts to key 
too many characters (a name greater than 17 characters in the example) 
the cursor is positioned under this attribute for the 18th character. 
The next keystroke attempts to destroy this attribute but fails to do so 
because attribute tytes are protected. The keyboard is inhitited, the 
clicker shuts off, and the "input inhibited" indicator is turned on. 
The operator's attenticn is assured since this conditicn requires 
pressing the RESET key tc ccntinue. 

If the attribute byte for this field were omitted, the word "LOCATION:" 
would become part cf field 4 and would be normal intensity and 
unprotected. This is undesirable since the operator could continue 
entering name information beyond the desired maximum length and could 
mcdify the heading informaticn by entering data in the screen locaticns 
occupied by "LOCATION:". 

1111~ §: The area follcwing "LOCATION:" 

This field is for operator input and therefore must be unprotected. The 
rest of the default attribute values ap1ly and so a default attribute 
may be used. You need specify only that a field is to tegin following 
"LOCATION:". This field ends with the attribute byte at the beginning 
of field 7, which determines the length of the field. 

IJI!~ ]: "SERIAL NUMEER:" 

This field, like "NAME:" and "LOCATION:", should be specified as 
prctected and high intensity. This also limits the locaticn field 
length to 5 characters. Ncte that if field 6, the input field for 
lccation, were defined as always being a five-character cede, field 7, 
"SERIAL NUMBER:", could be defined as autc-skip to save the operator 
frcm having to press TAE after filling in the location cede. 

lJI!~ §: The area follcwing "SERIAL NUMBER:" 

The null area following "SERIAL NUMBER:" is an input area fer the 
ope£ator and must be unprotected. It should also te specified as 
numeric so that if the cperatcr tries to enter alphaletic aata in the 
field (and the keyboard has the Numeric Leck feature), the keyboard 
inhibits entry of the incorrect character, the keytoard clicker shuts 
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off, and the "input inhibited" indicator appears to notify the operator 
of the error. The imprcper character does not appear en the screen and 
the correct digit may te entered after the operator presses the RESET 
key. 

The serial number in the example always ccntains a fixed number of 
digits and is the last field entered. The maximum length cf the field 
is determined by the lccaticn of the attribute for the next field. Eut 
the next field in the example is too far away ("WHEN ALL ••• KEY"). 

Ey placing an additional attribute byte following input field 8, the 
cperator cannot enter a serial number that is too long. If the 
positions allocated tc the serial number are filled, the next keystroke 
leeks the keyboard, as in the name and location fields. 

This additional length check is used here because this is the last field 
tc be entered. If you had another field to enter after "SERIAL 
NUMEER:", it might be mere advantageous to emit this length check, as 
explained in field 9. 

!J~!~ ~: The area tetween the additional attribute described in Field 8 
and "WHEN ALL ••• KEY" 

Ey definition, the additional attribute byte you used to delimit the 
serial number field begins a new field. The protected attribute alone 
is sufficient for this field, and this attritute limits length for the 
serial number field. Nermally, however, protected (output) fields that 
fellow fixed-length input fields should be defined as protected and 
numeric. The protected and numeric attribute defines a field as 
auto-skip. Auto-skip automatically positions the cursor at the location 
following the attribute byte for the next unprotected field, which is 
the next place you want to key data. This technique saves keystrokes 
for the operator. When the cperator keys the last character of the 
preceding fixed-length field, the cursor normally enters the next field, 
which may be protected. But since the next field is auto-skip, the 
cursor skips this intervening protected field, and automatically 
positions itself fer entry cf the next field, without an extra 
keystroke. 

!1!1~ j~: "WHEN ALL ••• KEY" 

This field is a beading which the operator should not be allowed to 
change. It need net te high intensity and thus it may te defined as 
protected only. Field 10 dces net automatically terminate when the last 
screen position is reached. The field definition continues from the 
tottom right screen position to the upper left screen position until the 
next attribute character is reached. This is called "wraparound." Keep 
this in mind, particularly if you define the last field on a screen as 
unprotected! 

Since fields 9, 10, and 1 are adjacent to each .other (by wraparound) and 
all have the same attributes, they may be comtined into a single field 
by the omissicn of attributes before "WHEN" and "SI~N-CN." The result 
is a single protected field teginning after the input area for serial 
number, wrapping around the screen, and terminating either at "PLEASE" 
er at "NAME" if fields 1 and 2 have been previously comtined. 

Combining fields in the above manner may be convenient but may cause 
cenfusion and error if you change the screen layout later. It is a 
better practice to specify separate fields in all cases. 
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1he panel is completely formatted when the fields are positioned, the 
attribute bytes are all defined, and the cursor is placed. You must now 
begin the transition frcm the visual image, or human-oriented panel, to 
the detailed data necessary for the 3270 tc implement your panel design. 

You can think of a panel as a single 3270 display screen image created 
by your program. (The terms "screen" er "screen image" or "display 
image" could also have been used.) 

If the terminal operatcr filled in the infcrmation requested in the 
panel in Figure 2-4, he might receive another panel such as the one 
shown in Figure 2-5. 

Assume you are given the assignment of designing the panels for an 
accounts receivable applicaticn. You are tc create the panels that will 
allow a terminal operator to post a customer payment against his unpaid 
invoices. The terminal operator will be sitting at a 3270 work station, 
removing checks and invoice copies from envelopes. If the invoice 
copies are returned with the check, the terminal operator will for each 
invoice enter the customer number, payment, and invoice number. If the 
invoice copies are not returned, the terminal operator will have to find 
the customer number based on the customer name and then decide which 
open invoices to apply the payment against. It will be helpful if the 
cperator has some way to add various open invoices to find a combination 
that totals the payment. 

Ihe 1920-character panels that follow show one possible solution. 

The first panel in the applicaticn is shown in Figure 2-6. If the 
invoice copies come with the check, the terminal operator can enter the 
customer number, amount, and invoice number, and press the ENTER key. 

1his posts the payment against the specified invoice. 1he terminal 
operator can then post the next payment and sc forth; so Ieng as the 
customer number and invoice number are known, only panel 1 is displayed. 

SIGN-ON PROCEDURE 

PLEASE ENTER YOUR SIGN-ON INFORMATION 

NAME: LOCATION: 

SERIAL NUMBER: 

WHEN ALL INFORMATION rs COMPLETE 
YOU MAY PRESS THE ENTER KEY 

Figure 2-4. An Example of a Panel 
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YOUR SIGN-ON HAS BEEN ACCEPTED. PLEASE 
QHOOSE ANY OF THESE PROCEDURES 

ICCOUNTS RECEIVABLE PF1 

P'AYROLL PF2 

PERSONNEL PF3 

PLEASE PRESS THE DESIRED PF KEY 

Fi9ure 2-5. Another Example of a Panel 

-...._'-.."-""-\I////// 
- ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE -

~NTER CUSTOMER II 
OR CUSTOMER NAME 

_,..../////I\'-.'\'-'--.._ 

CHECK AMOUNT 

PANEL 1 

INVOICE II 

Figure 2-6. fanel 1 cf an Accounts Receivable Application 

If, however, no invoice is returned and the customer number is not 
known, the customer name can be entered. The name need not te the 
comf1ete name of the ccmpany; it can be the first name cf the company. 
In our example, the check says only "CAPITCI" so that is what the 
operator enters. When the name has been entered, the terminal OEerator 
presses the ENiER key. ihe customer number is missing, so Panel 2 is 
displayed. 

Panel 2, shown in Figure 2-7, shows all customers and custcmer numbers 
phonetically similar tc the name entered in response to Panel 1. Item 
numbers in Panel 2 allcw the terminal operator to select cne ty using a 
corresponding Program Functicn (PF) key (see "Program Attention Keys" in 
this section) • 
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ITEM CUST II NAME/ADDRESS ITEM CUST II NAME/ADDRESS 

* * * * * * * * ******** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

1 0010341 CAPITAL AVIATION 5 0052693 CAPITOL ELECTRIC 
711 HILLSBOROUGH ST. 56 STATE ST. 
RALEIGH, N.C. MONTPELIER, VT. 
27611 05602 

2 0028472 CAPITOL BAKERIES 6 0084362 CAPITOL FEATHER co. 
1800 MAIN ST. 899 LOGAN ST. 
COLUMBIA, s.c. DENVER, COLO. 
29201 80217 

3 0034020 CAPITOL COLA CORP 7 0048729 CAPITAL GLASS co. 
1439 PEACHTREE ST. NE 121 STATE ST. 
ATLANTA, GA. ALBANY, N.Y. 
30309 12201 

4 0041938 CAPITAL DRUG CO. 8 0038492 CAPITOL HOLDING CO. 
201 NORTH 9TH ST. 1609 SHOAL CREEK B 
RICHMOND, YA. AUSTIN, TEXAS 
23219 78701 

PANEL 2 

Figure 2-7. Panel 2, Showing the Results cf a Search en a Customer Name 

As a result of terminal operator response to Panel 2, Panel 3 (shown in 
Figure 2-8) displays all open invoices for the identified customer. The 
terminal operator can now use the selector pen or curscr select to 
specify the open invoices tc which the payment applies. He does this by 
touching the selector pen to the question mark adjacent to each desired 
invoice number or positioning the cursor in the invoice number field and 
processing the cursor select keys; selection is verified immediately by 
the question mark changing to a > character. To post the payment 
against the selected invoice numlers, the operator can select APPLY. 
If, however, the operator cannot easily tell the invoices tc which the 
payment is applied, he can select CALC instead of APPLY. 

--'-'' \ \ \ I I I II I I I / II II /I I/ 

-:;:::::: ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE :::_ 
/////l/lf/111111 I\\\,,......_ 

CUST II NAME INVOICE II DATE !Dl GROSS NET 

0028472 CAPITOL BAKERIES A984632 11/01171 $182.50 $182.50 
B000312 12/05171 $778.00 $778. 00 

CHK AMT $4,000.00 B000418 12/07171 $98.50 $98.50 
TOT DUE $5,358.40 B000964 12/11171 $1,250.00 $1,250.00 

B001200 12/21171 $682.40 $682.40 
B001439 12/25171 $395.00 $395.00 
B001800 01/11172 * $1,029.75 $1, 009 .15 
B002015 01/15172 * $982.50 $962. 85 

MANUAL APPLY 
CALC NEXT 

PANEL 3 

Figure 2-8. Panel 3, Shewing the Customer's Open Invoices 
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Selecting CALC displays Panel 4 (Figure 2-9) ; this is the same as Panel 
3 except that ACCOUNTS BECEIVABLE, which was high intensity in Panel 3, 
is now normal intensity in Fanel 4. A new line with CALCULAiOR in high 
intensity indicates. the screen mode and exflains the PF keys• functions. 
ihe terminal operator can new use the lower right-hand quadrant of the 
screen as a "scratch pad" tc figure out a ccmbination of c1en invoices 
that will total the payment check. This use of one part of the screen 
for a separate functicn is scmetimes called a "split-screen capability." 

ihe calculator could te programmed a number of different ways. It 
could, as our examEle illustrates, show all invoice numbers selected 
(shewn with > in Figure 2-9) prior to selecting CALC in one column in 
the CALCULATOR quadrant and in another column show any balance remaining 
from the check amount after subtracting the selected invoice numters. 
In Figure 2-9, Panel 4 is shewn as it would a1pear if the terminal 
cperator had first s~lected four invoice numters and then selected CALC. 
In this example, the selected invoices equal the check amount so .00 is 
shewn as the balance after subtracting the selected invcices. 

Panel 4 shows that the CALCULATOR could alsc allow the operator to key 
in amounts and add or subtract them from the check amount (pressing PF1 
in our example adds keyed-in amounts; PF2 subtracts one keyed-in amount 
frcm another}. ,To start over at any point, the operator can press PF3 
to clear the calculator quadrant. In our example, the selected invoices 
egual the check amount, so they can now be posted. But first the 
terminal operator must leave the CALCULATOR routine by pressing PF4 
(REiURN). This displays Panel 5, shown in Figure 2-10. 

Panel 5 is the same as Panel 4 except that, with the operator having 
signaled completion of the CALCULATOR, that word now appears in normal 
intensity and ACCOUNTS BECEIVABLE once again appears in high intensity. 
ihe terminal operator can now, using the selector pen er cursor select, 
select the invoices against which to apply the payment and then select 
APPLY to post the payment. 

Panel 6, in Figure 2-11, shews the ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE file for the 
customer after posting the fayment, with the new balance and the total 
amount applied. To ccntinue to the next customer, the cperator selects 
NEii and returns to Panel 1. 

CUST # 

0028472 

CHK AMT 
TOT DUE 

MANUAL 
CALC 

NAME 

CAPITOL BAKERIES 

$4,000.00 
$5,358.40 

APPLY 
NEXT 

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

INVOICE # DATE (D) GROSS NET 

? A984632 11/01/71 $182.50 $182.50 
> B000312 12/05/71 $778.00 $778.00 
? B000418 12/07/71 $98.50 $98.50 
> B000964 12/11/71 $1,250.00 $1,250.00 
? B001200 12/21/71 $682.40 $682.40 
? B001439 12/25/71 $395.00 $395.00 
> B001800 01/11/72 * $1,029.75 $1,009.15 
> B002015 01/15/72 • $982.50 $962.85 

..._,'\\\I I I I I I 11 I 111 I I I I I I I I I I I I 111_,, 
~ CALCULATOR PFl= + PF2= - PF3= CLEAR PF4= RET ~ 

/111 11 I I I I I 111 I I I I 11 I I I I I I I I I I I I I\'' 

PANEL 4 

$778.00 .oo 
$1,250.00 
$1,009.15 

$962.85 

Figure 2-9. Panel 4, Showing Use of the Calculator 
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CUST # 

0028472 

CHK AMT 
TOT DUE 

MANUAL 
CALC 

NAME 

CAPITOL BAKERIES 

$41000.00 
$51358.40 

APPLY 
NEXT 

_,\\\1111111111////,,.-
-:;:::. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ;:::-

//fl 111111111 ,,,, .... 

INVOICE # DATE (DJ GROSS NET 

? A984632 ll/01/71 $182.50 n82. 5o 
> B000312 12/05/71 $778.00 $778.00 
? B0004:L8 12/07171 $98.50 $98.50 
> B000964 12/11/71 $11250.00 n125o.oo 
? BOOJ.200 J.2/21/71 $682.40 $682.40 
? BOOl.439 12/25171 $395.00 $395.00 
> BOOl.800 Ol/ll/72 * $11029.75 $11009,l.5 
> B002015 01/15172 * $982.50 $962.85 

CALCULATOR PFl= + PF2= - PF3= CLEAR PF4= RET 

PANEL 5 

$778.00 .oo 
$11250.00 
$11009.15 

$062.85 

Figure 2-10. Panel 5, Showing Selection of Invoices after Using the 
Calculatcr 

CUST # 

0028472 
CHK AMT 
TOT DUE 
NEW BAL 

SEL INV 

MANUAL 
CALC 

NAME 

CAPITOL BAKERIES 
$41000.00 
$51358.40 
$11358.40 

$41000.00 

APPLY 
NEXT 

_,\\\11111111111// 
-:;::: ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE :::. 
'//111111111 \\ ,,,, 

INVOICE # DATE (Dl GROSS NET 

? A984632 ll/01/71 $182.50 $182.50 
? B000418 12/0717:1. $98.50 $98.50 
? BOOJ.200 12/21/7:1. $682.40 $682.40 
? BOOl.439 12/25/71 $395.00 $395.00 

PANEL 6 

Figure 2-11. Panel 6, Showing New Balance after Posting 

Not all of the 3270's iossitilities are shewn in these six panels and 
net all users will have the selector pen or cursor select; this example 
was designed only to show what panels are and how the 3270 can be used. 

Ncte that, in the above example, the terminal operator does not see as 
many panels as the programmer must create; net all panels necessarily 
appear to the operator in any given application. What the programmer 
regards as separate panels may appear to the terminal oferator as one 
changing panel. 
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In the above example, a numter of additional fanels or variations to the 
panels shown would be required. For example, if the terminal operator 
fresses an invalid PF key, a variation of the panel would be required to 
send a message to the operator over the panel presently at bis display. 
In programming panels that are variations cf cne main panel, it may be 
useful to assign panel designations (for example, Panel 4A, 4B, and so 
forth) for variations cf Panel 4. 

After an application program has been defined, the information that will 
te passed between the program and the terminal operator must be defined. 
This information can te thought of as output panels and infut response 
to panels. Usually, ycu will be able to approximate the sequence of 
fanels. The exact sequence of output panels often depends on the input 
response to panels. The following discussion shows one way to define a 
sequence of panels. 

Assuming you have a geed understanding of the type of application 
program (such as data entry, order entry, er inquiry) and the kind of 
information that must le exchanged and processed (such as customer name, 
invoices, and check amounts), you can consider which panels come first. 
Suppose the first panel required is a sign-on panel, as shewn in Figure 
2-12. 

After sign-on, the next panel might allow the terminal operator to 
choose one of several different applications or procedures that he would 
use. But what if the name er word entered was not an authorized 
sign-on? Another panel might tell the terminal operator about this and 
ask him to reenter a sign-on name. Figure 2-13 illustrates a technique, 
sometimes called "tlock diagramming," that may help in laying out a 
sequence of panels. 

After block-diagramming the fanels in the application er procedure, you 
are ready to decide en the exact contents of each panel: the fields 
that will be in the panel, what attributes each field will have, and 
what words will be displayed in the panel. This can te done on graph 
paper. The 1]] lil~ J~fQ~~~!!Q~ ~!§E1~1 E1§!§~ 1~1Q~! Sh§§!, GX27-2951 
or GX27-0014, is useful fer layout. 

Cne of these sheets can te used for each panel. After laying out a 
sequence of panels, ycu have a ccllecticn cf panel layout sheets. Using 
the information on these sheets and the tlcck diagram showing the 
relationship between panels, the program can be written to send the 
panels to a terminal and handle an operator's response to them. 

Panel 1 

Figure 2-12. 

Sign-On1 
panel 

Sign-On Ianel Elock Diagram 
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Panel l 
Sign-On1 
panel 

Choose 
Panel 2 Program 

panel 

No Request 
Sign-On 
Again panel 

Panel lA 

Figure 2-13. Block-Diagramming a Sequence of Panels 

To lay out a panel, ccnsider the sign-en panel shown in Figure 2-12. 
Icu might jot down on a piece of paper the information required for the 
panel, or you might write it directly on the panel layout sheet. Figure 
2-14 shows what the panel part of the layout sheet might look like after 
you put the text ycu wanted for your sign-en panel on the layout sheet. 
A 480-character display is shown here. 

Now that you have written out what you want the terminal operator to 
see, you can define as fields the separate items of displayed text and 
spaces you are allowing fer cperator input. Remember that a field is 
always preceded by an attrilute tyte. The attribute byte occupies a 
space on the panel even though it appears as a blank space to the 
operator. Before deciding the attributes of a field, insert some 
character such as A en the layout sheet to indicate the space for the 
attribute byte. As you get used to creating panels, you may want to 
enter the A at the same time you are laying out the text. Iou should 
also show the cursor location on the panel layout sheet to indicate to 
the operator where to start his response. ihe cursor position can be 
indicated by an underscore (_) under the space where you want it to 
appear, or you might enclose the space or characters in a rectangle. 
After adding the indications for attribute bytes and the cursor 
position, the sign-on panel appears as shown in Figure 2-15. 

Iou could have designed the panel as one long field (or even no field at 
all), but if you did, ycu wculd not be taking advantage of the 3270 1 s 
capabilities. If you designate various items on the panel as fields, 
each field can have different attributes, as discussed in "What 
Attributes May Ee Assigned to a Field." 

For example, you might want the fields NAME:, LOCATION:, and SERIAL 
NUMBER: to have high-intensity attribute to focus the operator's 
attention on them, because these fields indicate where the operator 
enters information. Icu might want to protect the fields ether than the 
operator input fields sc the operator could net erase them: the operator 
input fields following NAME:, LOCATION:, and SERIAL NUMBER: should be 
unprotected so the operator can type in information. The operator input 
field following SERIAL NUME!B: can be numeric to allow some work station 
editing; the operator would not be allowed to accidentally enter an 
alphabetic character. Field length can be defined ty. beginning a new 
field where you want the previous field to end (in some cases, this new 
field serves only to give a length attribute to a previous field). 
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Figure 2-14. Sign-On Panel As Written Out on Layout Sheet 
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Figure 2-15. Panel Layout, Including Attribute and Cursor Positions 

Having decided on these attritutes, you can use the columns en the right 
side of the layout sheet tc record the lccaticns and attritutes of the 
fields you have created. Your recording in these columns might appear 
as in Figure 2-16. 

7he use of these columns defends on whether the panel designer also 
codes the panels or only designs them. The information new en the 
layout sheet can be used to write a line of code that, when sent to the 
display, displays your fanel with its specified field characteristics. 
7he next section, "Data Stream Coding," shows bow the panel in this 
example is coded. 



Attribute 

Display Buffer Color Highlight PS Set 

Printer Addren ~ 
Non· c e -! e High Sel Oisp MDT " " " ] ~ ! ii ~ i;:2 c " " ~ 

0 w u. 
Item Prot No. Oet P<t On 

c 
~ ii c 0 : : : : : Row Col Oec Hex 0 Int a: iii 0: " a:> :::>~ 

ll_ V" 

I ,,.. 
I v V" 

L 
2.5 V" II""' 

I!. ' 3S 

f 1i, I"' V" 

L 23 :r.: 
l1l JO_ Lf ....... 

Figure 2-16. Laying Cut Field Attributes 

Ycu must communicate certain information to a 3270 device er its ccntrol 
unit so that it can use the fanels you have designed. This information 
includes commands, control characters, orders, and data. 

For the examples given telow, assume that ycu begin with a clear screen: 
all writes to the 3270 are Erase/Write or Erase/Write Alternate (for 
960, 2560, 3440, 3564, or, Cftionally, 1920-character displays) commands 
and all positions are set to nulls. (Commands are discussed in more 
detail in this chapter under "The Relaticnship of One Data Stream to 
Ancther. 11 Refer to the J11~ f2!I2Il~n! ~~§£!iI!i2n for the command 
codes. Note that the only command codes used for a 3270 with !IA~ 
support are those listed under "Remote" in the command code tatle in the 
~~ZQ f~!~~n~n! ~§ffjI!lsn-> 

Crders (1) position, define, and format data being written to the 
device, (2) erase selected unprotected data stored in the device, and 
(3) reposition the curscr. 

These orders provide instruction to format every panel: 

• Start Field (SF) crder: Specifies that the next character is an 
attribute character. 

• Set Euffer Address (SBA) order: Specifies an address for data and 
successive orders. 

• Insert Cursor (IC) order: Moves the cursor to the current buffer 
address. 
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• Start Field Extended (SlE) order: Can generate a 3270 field 
attribute and/or extended field attribute at the current buffer 
location, and unspecified attributes are set to nulls. 

• Set Attribute (SA) order: Provides the capability in the data 
stream of changing a current character attritute so that 
subsequently interfreted characters inherit the current character 
attribute as updated when this order was processed. 

• Modify lield Attritute (MF) order: Provides the capability of 
selectively updating field and extended field attritutes at the 
current buffer address. 

These orders are included with the text, which is toth the data you have 
in your computer fer the terminal operator, such as field headings or 
inquiry responses, and the data that the operator has that must te 
provided to the computer, such as serial number, part number, or 
quantity desired. The orders and text are sent to the disflay unit and 
are interpreted by a ccntrcl unit to which the display unit is attached. 
The control unit formats the panel text before it is actually displayed 
at the display staticn. 

The tack of the panel layout sheet is used for writing the fanel orders. 
The headings at the tcf of the columns indicate what the cclumns should 
ccntain;, 

The first six columns as shewn in Figure 2-17 identify items in the 
text, their addresses, and the orders required to format them. The 
column headings are explained below: 

• ITEM: Refers to any part of the panel that requires one or more 
orders to the control unit to format it. There are 11 items in the 
sign-on panel: 

1. SIGN-ON PROCEDURE 
2. PLEASE ENTER YCUB SIGN-ON INFORMATION 
3. NAME: 
4. Input field 
5. LOCATION: 
6. Input field 
7. SERIAL NUMEER: 
8. Input field 
9. Field to limit size cf serial number input 
10. iHEN ALI INFOE!ATION IS CCMPLETE 
11. YOU MAY PRESS THE ENTER KEY 

Display Buffer 
Printer Address ~ Item Row Col Dec Hex 0 

Figure 2-17. Text IteKs en Panel Layout Sheet 
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It is only by coincidence that the numter of items in this example 
equals the numter cf fields. Since each field requires an SF or SFE 
order, there are always at least as many items as fields. There are 
more items than fields when, for example, the SBA order is used to 
space over unused EOsitions within a single large field, as in Item 
11. 

• ROW, COL: Contain the starting location (row, column) address of 
each item. 

• DEC, HEX: Are for a different addressing format which you do not 
need if you use the row, column addressing format. Therefore, you 
may use these columns fer any notes to yourself or leave them tlank. 

• ORDERS: Contains the orders you are writing, .. s.uch as SEA, SF, SFE, 
l!iF, SA, or IC. 

As shown in Figure 2-~S, the columns under the head ATTRIBUTES provide 
the field or characte~ attritutes that can te defined. The programmer 
checks the appropriate columns of the attributes he is changing from the 
default values: 

• PROT: Protected 

• NC.: Numeric 

• HI INT: High intensity 

• SEL PEN DET: Selector-pen-detectatle or cursor selectatle 

• NONDISP/PRT: Not displayed (nor printed at printer) 

• MDT CN: Modified data tag on 

• REV VID: Reverse video 

• YEL: Yellow 

• TURQ: Turquoise 

Attribute 

Color Highlight PS Set 
Non-

High Sel Disp MDT -" 2" 
c .!! -" "'"' "' "' " " " c ~ :c ~" .!: " ~ <( co u a w LL 

"' " "'·- c 0 
Prot No. Int Del Prt On a: >- 1ii a: f- " s: a:> a; :::>>I 

U) U) (/) "' U) U) 
0.. a. 0.. "- 0.. a. 

Figure 2-18. Field Attributes 
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At the bottom of the cclumns (Figure 2-19) are the attribute values that 
are automatically Frovided unless you specify a chan3e. You must, 
however, specify a hexadecimal order value for the default attributes, 
as discussed under "Coding the Panel." The default values are: 

• UNPR: Unprotected 

• A/N: Alphameric (alfhatetic and numeric) 

• NORM: Displayed at regular brightness 

• NCN: Not detectatle by the selector pen or cursor select 

• NORM: Displayed {at regular brightness) 

• CFF: Not modified 

• Extended Highlighting: When used as a character attribute, the 
default assumes the characteristics of the extended field attribute. 
When used as an extended field attribute, the default assumes the 
characteristics of the field attribute. 

• Color: When used as a character attribute, the default assumes the 
characteristics of the extended field attritute. When used as an 
extended field attribute, the default is the color green. 

• PS Set: When used as a character attritute, the default assumes the 
characteristics of the extended field attribute. When used as an 
extended field attribute, the default is the character set installed 
in the device. 

You are now ready to add the required orders to the panel layout form. 
This may require that ycu rewrite the right half of the form if it was 
originally prepared without regard to.orders or if insufficient space 
was allowed. 

Figure 2-20 shows a completed layout sheet containing all the orders to 
be sent with the sign-en panel. The hexadecimal order values are 
discussed under "Coding the Ianel" and shown in Figure 2-22. Each item 
on the panel bas been assigned an item number to help ycu ccrrelate the 
text with its associated orders. 

Un or A/N Norm Non Norm Off Green Note 1 Note 2 

\ ___ --Defaults - - - --1 '------- -- --------Defaults--------------- __ / 

Figure 2-19. Attribute tefault Values 
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Attribute 

Color Highlight PS Set 
Display Buffer 
Printer Address • Non· 

~ 
c $ -8 ~ 

~ High Sel Disp MDT ] • ~ ~ ~ ~:2 c <( m 
~ " o; c 0 

~ ~ ~ Item Row Col Dec H" Prat No. Int Dot Pct On !t'. >- o; a: >- ('.) a:> ::> ~ 

I 02 !!__ .Sllll 
SF /ITT "' 2 ()4 02 $811 
SF /ITT "' 3 06 Of SB/I 
SF llTT V' v 

4 06 07 SF /ITT 
re 

$ 06 25 Siii 
SF /ITT ... V' 

• oc 1111 SF l'ITT 
7 07 0/ .$811 

SF llYT .... ..... 
8 0'1 " SF l'ITY .,.. 
9 0'1 .23 SIR 

SF //TY ... 
10 10 03 Siii 

51' /ITT ... 
II II 05 Siii 

Figure 2-20. Completed Order and Attribute Information 

Item 1. SIGN-ON PROCErURE. To write this title, you must tell the 
control unit: 

w ... 
~ ~ 

• Where you want the title displayed on the panel. The SEA order sets 
the buffer address (SEA) to location R2, C11. 

• That this location is the start of a field. The SF order tells the 
control unit that the lccation contains an attribute byte and not a 
text character. lou also indicate which attributes the attritute 
byte is defining. In this case, the field is protected. The rest 
of the attributes for the field are default attritutes and therefore 
do not have to be changed. 

Item 2. PLEASE ENTER lCUE SIGN-ON INFCRMATION: To write this 
information, the central unit must know cnly where the text is located. 
Therefore, you must write an SBA instruction followed ty the address R4, 
C2. This is also the teginning of a protected field, sc ycu should 
include an SF order and a protected attribute. 

Item 3. NAME: As with Item 2, you must identify where this text is 
displayed. Therefore, you must write an SEA order followed ty the 
tufter address R6, C1, where the text begins. R6; C1 is also the 
teginning of a protected, high-intensity field and you should include an 
SF and an attribute as shown. 

Item 4. Input field fer operator's name. Since this item immediately 
follows Item 3, the central unit already knows the correct address. 
Therefore, there is no reason to issue an SEA order. Item 4 is the 
start of a new field, however, so you must issue an SF order to instruct 
the display to expect an attribute byte next. The attritute byte 
defines the input field as unprotected (U), alphameric (A), normal 
intensity, not detectatle by selector pen, and no MDT on. Eecause these 
are the default attributes, you do not have to check anything in the 
attribute definition cclumns. 

The cursor should follcw the attribute byte to indicate where the 
operator should begin to enter information. The Insert cursor (IC) 
order displays the cursor at this current buffer address. After the 
display has stored the attritute byte in location R6, C7, the new 
current address is R6, ca; this is the place where the cursor appears on 
the panel. 
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Item S. LOCATION: The control unit must have two orders for this item 
which (1) give the starting tufter address (SEA) of the field as R6, 
C2S, and (2) indicate that it is the start cf a new field (SF), that it 
is Frotected, and that it has high intensity. 

Item 6. Input field fer operator's locaticn code. This item 
immediately follows the text of the last item so there is no need to set 
the buffer address. Write cnly the SF order to indicate the start of a 
new unprotected field, and use default attritutes. 

Item 7. SERIAL HUMBER: This field requires an SBA to location R7, C1, 
and an SF to begin a new field. The attritute is specified the same as 
that for Item S. 

Item 8. Input field fer serial number. The attritute tyte for this 
input field immediately follows the last character of the Frevious field 
sc an SBA is not required. The attribute is numeric only. 

Item 9. An extra field created to limit the size of the serial number 
input field. This follows the input field and is protected only. An 
SEA is required for location R7, C23, for Froper placement of the 
attribute. 

Item 10. "WHfN ALL ••• COMPLETE." The central unit must have two 
crders for this item: an SEA order that gives the starting address of 
B10, C3, and an SF order to indicate that it is the start cf a new 
field. The attribute tyte defines a protected field, and the rest of 
the field attributes take the default values. 

Item 11. "YOU MAY ••• KEY." All the words from "WHEN ALL" through 
"KEY" could have been treated as a single item, but 8 blank spaces would 
have to be sent between "CC!FLETE" and "YOU" to positicn "YOU" proFerly 
at R11, cs. Use only the 3 characters required for an SBA order and its 
associated address, breaking the field into 2 items, tc position "YOU" 
at R11, CS. 

To write a panel in assembler language sc that it can be part of the 
application program, ycu must transfer the panel's text and orders tc an 
assembler coding sheet er tc any other form ycu find suitable. 

en the coding sheet (and in your program}, a panel is represented ty a 
series of assembler re statements, each with a name to which your 
frcgram can refer. In the example given below, SIGNPANL is the name of 
the sign-on panel. When the applicaticn prcgram wants to send the 
sign-en panel to a display unit, it issues an Erase/Write or Erase/Write 
Alternate command and designates SIGNPANL as the panel for display. 

The display orders must be written in the re statements in the 
hexadecimal codes listed in Figure 2-21. Thus, SF is represented by 1D, 
~EA ty 11, IC by 13, SFE by 29, SA by 28, and MF by 2C. 

Each part of each crder must be written in hexadecimal, including the 
attribute byte that follows the SF order and the buffer address that 
follows the SEA order. The 1~~ ]~1~ ~§!§!§~£§ ~Y!!~!I1 GX20-1878, 
contains the hexadecimal cedes fer all the attritute tyte combinations 
and the hexadecimal cede for every buffer location in beth EECtIC and 
A~CII. 



Eegin coding with the first item on the panel layout sheet: the title, 
SIGN-CN PRCCEtURE. Start with the orders for the panel text, which must 
always precede the text itself sc that the ccntrcl unit kncws what to do 
with the text. The extended data stream equivalent is written tc the 
right of the 3270 data stream coded statement. 

The first order for the title is the SEA order. Figure 2-21 shows that 
the SEA hexadecimal cede is 11, so you write this code in a DC statement 
as: 

DC X1 11 1 

New look UF the R2, C11 address that must follow the SEA crder. The 
EECDIC address is 40F2 and it follows the SEA code in the DC statement: 

DC X1 1140F2 1 

You should also record this statement in the buffer address HEX column 
tc the left of the SEA on the layout form for possible future reference. 
You may, if you prefer, leek up all the addresses and record them in a 
similar manner before you begin to write your re statements. See Figure 
2-22 for an example. 

The next order for the title is the SF order, which is followed ty the 
attribute byte. Attributes are shown in Figure 2-23. The SF code, 1D, 
and the attribute code, 60, are read from the table and added to the DC 
statement, which is then clcsed with a single quotation mark: 

(SF) DC X1 1140F21t60 1 or (SFE) DC X'1140F22901C060' 

~e 
Byte 1 

_lOrder Code) 
EBCDIC ASCII Byte Byte Byte Byte Byte 

r Hex Hex 2 3 4 n n+1 

Start Field 10 10 Attribute 
(SF) 

Set Buffer 

Address 11 11 Address Address 
(SBA) 

Insert Cursor 13 13 
(IC) 

Program Tab 05 09 
(PT) 

Repeat To 3C 14 Address Address Char. 
Address (RA) 

Erase 
Unprotected 12 12 Address Address 
to Address 
(EUA) 

Set 28 NA Attr Attr 
Attribute type value 
(SA) 

Start 29 NA Number Attr Attr Attr Attr 
Field of type 1 value 1 type value 
Extended pairs n n 
(SFE) 

Modify 2C NA Number Attr Attr Attr Attr 
Field of type 1 value 1 type value 
(MF) pairs n n 

Figure 2-21. Euffer Ccntrcl Orders and Order Codes 
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Figure 2-22. Sign-On Frcceaure Fanel Orders and Attributes 

Fellowing the re statement containing the orders for the title is the DC 
statement containing the text for the title: 

(SF) re X'1140F21r60' or (SH) re X' 1140F22901e060' 
re C'SIGN-ON FROCEtURE' DC C'SIGN-CN FROCErURE' 

~c cede an infut fiela that contains no text, such as the input field 
for NAME:, write just cne DC statement that ccntains the oraers for that 
field: 

(SF) re x' 1t4C 13' or (SFE) DC X'2901C04013' 

1D is the hexadecimal cede fer the SF order, 40 is the hexadecimal cede 
for an attribute tyte that defines an unrrctected field (and all other 
default attributes}, and 13 is the hexadecimal code fer the IC order. 
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ATTRIBUTE BYTE BIT DEFINITIONS 

50 

ATTRIBUTE 

Prot A/N MOT High 

ON lntens 

u 
u y 

u 
u y 

u H 
u y H 
u -
u y -

u N 
u N y 

u N 
u N y 

u N H 
u N y H 
u N -
u N y -

p 
p y 
p 
p y 

p H 
p y H 
p -
p y -

p s 
p s y 
p s 
p s y 

p s H 
p s y H 
p s -
p s y -

S =Skip 
U = Unprotected 
P = Protected 

Figure 2-23. 

Sel 
Det 

y 
y 

y 
y 

-
-

y 
y 

y 
y 

-
-

y 
y 

y 
y 

-
-

y 
y 

y 
y 

-
-

Non 
Oisp Hex 
PRT 

40 
Cl 
C4 
C5 

ca 
C9 

y 4C 
y 40 

•t--
50 
01 
D4 
05 

as 
as 

y 5C 
y 50 

60 
61 
E4 
E5 

ES 
E9 

y 6C 
y SD 

FO 
Fl 
F4 
F5 

FS 
F9 

y 7C 
y 70 

Y =Yes 
H =High 
N =Numeric 

Attribute Byte Combinations in Hexadecimal 



A tC statement can be written as two or more statements. 7he tc 
statement above, fer example, could be written as: 

(SF) tC 1 1 1£40 1 

tC X1 13' 
or (SH) tc X' 2901CC4C 1 

DC 1 1 13 1 

Each item from the panel laycut sheet is ceded in this fashion. Figure 
2-24 shows the complete code required to display the sign-en panel. 
Except for one control character, it consists entirely cf the panel 
text, preceded by the display orders for that text. (The control 
character is described under the heading "Write Control Character 
(WCC). 11 ) 

The Repeat to Address (RA) crder stores a specified alphameric or null 
character in buffer locations, starting at the current tufter address 
and ending at (but not including) the specified stop address. The 
specified stop address then tecomes the current tuffer address. You 
specify the stop address immediately following the RA order, just as you 
specify an addreps after an SEA order. After the stop address you 
specify the character that ycu want repeated. When attribute values are 
defined by the SA order, those attributes are applied as each repeated 
character is written into the character buffer. symbolically this 
a.u:ears as: 

.----,-~~--,.~~~----,--

I I I I c 
IB I I I h 
I I Rx I ex I a 
IA I I I r ....___ _______ __.__ 

RA is 3C in hexadecimal. BA can repeat null characters and can erase 
selected parts of the screen. You may also use it to repeat any other 
character. To put a rev of asterisks under the last title in the 
sign-on panel, after ~he tC statement for "YOU ~AY PRESS TEE ENTER KEY" 
you specify an SEA for R12, C1. The RA order should repeat the asterisk 
character to location R1, C1 (the address after the last *). This is 
noted en the layout fcrm as shown in Figure 2-2~. 

IBM ISM Sy.tim.1360 Anambl1t Cading Funn 

._ . .,_, ... ______________ _,r."''"'"' l"""• l Ill Ill l·"' °' 
1.... l '""'~"'"' r ··'" 1 I 1 1 I 1· 1 1""'""'°""""" 

- o .......... 

rSiG.-tJP~\J~ ~E 'C'1· 1 : '" wee 'i I 

'' 

'-'"""';-
s..,"""'' 

-·-~ 

Figure 2-24. Assembler Language Statements for Sign-On Panel 
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Figure 2-25. ExamFle cf RA Order 

Ihe order in the example is coded as: 

tC X'3C4040 1 

I:C C'*' 

If you want to delete a field already on the screen, you can repeat the 
"null" character to delete it. 

The control unit tc which the display unit is attached uses the orders 
tc format the pa.nel. cne control character for the control unit must be 
included as the first character cf every panel you write: the Write 
Ccntrol Character (WCC). The wee is a hexadecimal cede that provides 
central information fer the control unit and defines printer information 
fer printing panels. Ihe other information in the Wee specifies: 

• Whether to sound the audible alarm. The audible alarm is an 
optional display unit and printer feature that sounds a tone at the 
display unit upon program request. You can request this function by 
selecting the apprcpriate wee hexadecimal code. If this feature ~s 
not installed en a display unit, the request is ignored. 

• Whether to restore the keyboard at the end of your panel operation. 
If this option is requested, the keyboard, which locks when the 
operator completes a panel operation, is automatically unlocked when 
the program has finished processing the operator's input. Keyboard 
restoration means the operator does not have to press the RESET key. 



You might not want tc unlock the keyboard after each panel is 
displayed. For example, if you plan tc write out another panel 
tefore you want to accept input, lockin~ the keyloard frevents the 
operator from entering data before it is needed. Also, after 
writing an incorrect panel, you may want to force the cperator tc 
press the RESET key to make sure you have gained his attention. 

• ihether to reset the modified data tag (MLT) • If this opticn is 
specified, the attribute bytes of all mcdified fields are reset. 
This function resets all input fields to their original (unmodified) 
status when an operation is completed sc they are ready for the next 
operation. 

Each panel written to a disf lay unit or printer must begin with the iCC 
to identify whether these functions are reguested. 

The hexadecimal code fer each possible wee ccmbinaticn is shown in 
Figure 2-26. 

Note: Bit number 1 of the wee is the reset bit and can be used to reset 
characteristics to their system defined values. Refer to the IBM 3270 
!~!2~~~~!~~ Q!~E!~Y §y~~~~ ~2~E~~~~~ Q~~~~!E~!2~ manual for more
information on the wee reset. 

The sign-on panel data is new complete and can te sent to the display 
unit. 

WCCs for the Display 

Start Sound Restore Reset Code This Audible 
Printer Alarm Keyboard MDTs Hex Value 

No Yes Yes Yes Cl 

No YR<: Yes No C6 

No Yes No Yes cs 
No Yes No No C4 

No No Yes Yes C3 

No No Yes No C2 

No No No Yes Cl 

No No No No 40 

WCCs for the Printer 

Sound 
Code This Hex Value If You Want 

Start Audible Restore Reset NL and EM 40-Char. 64-Char. 80-Char. 
Printer Alarm Keyboard MDTs Codes Honored Line Line Line 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 4F SF 6F 7F 

Yes Yes Yes No 4E SE 6E 7E 

Yes Yes No Yes 4D SD 6D 7D 

Yes Yes No No 4C SC 6C 7C 

Yes No Yes Yes 4B SB 6B 7B 

Yes No Yes No 4A SA 6A 7A 

Yes No No Yes C9 D9 E9 F9 

Yes No No No cs DB E8 F8 

Figure 2-26. WCC Hexadecimal Codes 
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PANEL DESIGN WITH THE EXTENtED 3270 DATA STREA~ ATTRIBUTES 

Ccnsider now the example of the Sign-on Procedure panel frcm Figure 2-4. 
This panel will be designed for a color display with extended-color 
cai:ability. 

Again, this field is a heading that should not be altered and not te 
returned to the computer when the ENTER key is pressed. This field will 
be frotected. alpbameric, displayed at normal intensity, net detectable 
by the selector pen er curscr select, not modified, and blue. The SEA 
order would still be the same, but now a Start Field Extended order is 
used. The hexadecimal data stream would be 

X'11C15A2902CC6042F1' 

The X'11' (SBA) sets the buffer address to row 2, column 11 (X'C15A'). 
The Start Field Extended order X'29' indicates two (02) attritute "type 
and value" pairs. The CO indicates a 3270 field attribute cf 60, which 
is protected with the defaults mentioned above. The 42 a{:flies a color 
type •ith the attribute value F1, indicating this field will be blue. 

This field would have the same characteristics as field 1 and would not 
have to be defined sei:arately, but, if desired, this field could te 
defined with different attributes. 

This field should be protected, alphameric, not modified, and not 
detectable by the selector fen. Since this field will request 
information, it should be distinguished from the panel heading; 
therefore, it will be displayed with high intensity, which will be white 
en a color display. 

The hexadecimal data stream would be X'11C6502901COE8'. This 
decodes as set buffer address (11) to row 6, column 1 (C650). 
Field Extended ordEir (29) with one attribute "type and value" 
a 3270 field attribute (CO) of protect and intensify (E8). 

stream 
A Start 

pair (01), 

1he null area following NA~E is an operator input area and must te 
unfrotected. As before, the 3270 marks this field as modified if 
anything is entered into it. To call the operator's attention to this 
field, it will also have the Extended Highlighting attribute of 
underscore, and the cursor will te set at this location for entering the 
information. The hexadecimal representation would be X1 2902C04041F413'. 
This again would be a Start Field Extended order (29), indicating two 
ntype and value" pairs (02) with the 3270 field attribute (CO) 
unprotected (40) and the Extended Highlighting attribute type (41) of 
underscore (F4) with the cursor set (13) at the buffer address for the 
first space in the unprotected field, and with the defaults mentioned 
above. 
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ibis field would have the same attributes as field 3, and the remaind~r 
of the panel would be defined in th~ same manner as the above fields 
with any combination of attributes that suited user's requirements. To 
deviate from the atove, field 5 will be defined with some additional 
attributes besides those listed in field 3. This field will be 
protected, alphameric, non-selector-pen-detectable, and pink, and will 
tlink. The hexadecimal representation for this definition would be 
X'11C6E82903C06041F142F3'. This is a start Field Extended order (29) 
with three attribute "type and value" pairs (03), the first being a 3270 
field attribute (CO), frotected with the affropriate defaults (60), 
Extended Highlighting (41) of blink (F1), and color. (IJ2) of pink (F3). 
This same type of definition could be done for the remaining fields, all 
Oftions left to the user. 

The layou~ sheet for these farticular fields is shown in Figure 2-27. 

Nov suppose the user did not like the attributes-of the NAME field and 
decided to change them to prctected; alphameric, 
ncn-selector-pen-detectable, and yallov. ~bis data stream in 
hexadecimal would te'l'11C6502C02C06042F6'. This interprets as tuffer 
address row 6, column 1 (C650) to modify the field (2C) to the 3270 
field attribute (CO), cf protected with the appropriate defaults (60), 
with the color (42) of the field to be yellow (F6) (Item 6 in Figure 
2-27). 

suppose the user wanted to change the "N" in "NAME" to a different 
color, or any other appropriate extended 3270 data stream attritute. 
For this example, the color will be changed. ihe hexadecimal data 
stream to be issued would be X'11C6D12842F5t5'. This interprets as 
buffer address row 6, column 2 (C6D1) to define (modify) whatever is at 
this location (28) with the attribute type of color (42), and value in 
turquoise (FS) (Item 1· in Figure 2-27). 

Attribute 

Display Buffer Color Highlight PS Set 

Printer Address " 
Non· • -E High Sel Disp MDT " ~ 

! c i! ~ ~ ii;~ c .g ~ 
" .. 

~ " w u. 
Item Row Col Dec H" 0 Prat No. Int Dot Pn On a: iii ;;: ,: (!) a:> iii 

c 0 l(' "' &' l(' l(' ::> ~ ~ 

I OCl II Cl.1'A .3~ 
~ V"' v 

:l O'I ~ IC3FI SRA 
Sf ........ 

3 o" ol c1.10 w 
WE v ....... 

"I °" 67 lli v 
IC. 

~ iiii_ K f3M 00 
l.~FE ....... """ v 

], 09 01 c.c.so 15~ 
!Mi= v v 

J._ o::&. ~ .l!LC.DI ISP.A 
fil v 

Figure 2-27. Layout Sheet for Extended Data Stream Attributes 
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ABALYZIIG INPUT DATA 

ihen the sign-on panel is displayed, the OFerator responds by entering 
name, location, and serial number as shown in Figure 2-28. As the 
operator keys this infcrmaticn, the entered data characters are stored 
in the display unit's tuffer and are displayed as part of the panel. 
tata that is entered in a ncnd~splayable field is stored in the buffer, 
tut does net appear on the panel. 

ihen the operator finishes entering the requested sign-en data, be 
indicates the end of this operation by pressing the ENTER key, which 
causes an automatic Read Modified command execution and sends the 
fellowing information to your program: 

• An attention code to identify that the ENTER key was pressed 

• The address of the cursor's location 

• The start buffer address code to identify the next two characters as 
addresses 

• The starting addresses cf every modified field, followed by the data 
in the modified fields 

Figure 2-29 shows this sequence of input data, which is explained below. 

The Attention Identifier (Alt) is a hexadecimal code. By identifying 
this code, your program can determine in which of several possible ways 
the operator contacted the Frogram and determine what request is teing 
made. For example, pressing the EBTER key requests "Please enter this 
data. 11 

The AID code is always the first code received from the display unit by 
your program. The hexadecimal codes for all AID codes are shown in 
Figure 2-30. 

Fer a Read Modified, the Alt code is followed ty the cursor address, 
which is the hexadecimal cede for the row and column location of the 
cursor when the operatcr contacted your program. 

SIGN-ON PROCEDURE 

PLEASE ENTER YOUR SIGN-ON INFORMATION 

NAME: JOHN SMITH 

SERIAL NUMBER: 96398J.. 

LOCATION: BOSTN 

WHEN ALL INFORMATION IS COMPLETE 
YOU MAY PRESS THE ENTER KEY 

Figure 2-28. Sign-On Eanel with Operator's Input 
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r-----i-------1---T~<l<l;-~~-1;~;;-;;~~1---i~~<l~-~;-1~~~.-f;~;-~ {-_-_,J1
1 IAID I I lfirst lfirst I !second !second 

lfor !Cursor I lmodifiedlmodified I lmodifiedlmodified 
IENTERjaddresslSBAjfield )field ISBAlfield jfield 
L-----L-------L---L--------4---------L---L--------L----------
Figu£e 2-29. Input tata Sequence 

ATTENTION IDENTIFICATION 
(AID) CONFIGURATION 

AID VALUES FOR TEXT READ 

Graphic 
Char· EBCDIC 
acter Hex Operator Action 

- 60 No action by display operator 

BB No Action by display operator 
(Inbound Structured Field 
Identifier) 

v EB No action (printer) 

70 ENTER key depressed 

1 F1 PF key 1 depressed 

2 F2 PF key 2 depressed ., 
3 F3 PF key 3 depressed 

4 F4 PF key 4 depressed 

5 F5 PF key 5 depressed 

6 F6 PF key 6 depressed 

7 F7 PF key 7 depressed 

B FB PF key 8 depressed 

9 F9 PF key 9 depressed 

: 7A PF key 10 depressed 

# 78 PF key 11 depressed 
@ 7C PF key 12 depressed 
A C1 PF key 13 depressed 

B C2 PF key 14 depressed 

c CJ PF key 15 depressed 

D C4 PF key 16 depressed 

E C5 PF key 17 depressed 

F C6 PF key 18 depressed 

G C7 PF key 19 depressed 

H CB PF key 20 depressed 

I C9 PF key 21 depressed 

c 4A PF key 22 depressed 

- 4B PF key 23 depressed 

< 4C PF key 24 depressed 

= 7E Immediately detectable field selected 

0 FD TEST REQUEST key depressed 

w E6 Data transferred from card reader 

AID VALUES FOR SHORT READ 

- SD CLEAR key depressed (screen cleared) 

% SC PA 1 key depressed 

> SE PA2 (cancel) key depressed 

. 68 PA3 key depressed 

Figure 2-30. Attention Identifiers (AIDs) in Hexadecimal Codes 
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All the modified fields from the panel follow the AID cede and the 
cursor address. A modified field is any field whose attribute byte has 
the ~DT on. A modified field can be one that was modified ty the 
operator or one that was defined by you in ycur program with the MDT on 
in its attribute byte. 

When any character location in an input field is modified by the 
Cferator, the r.DT in the attribute byte for that field is automatically 
turned on. An input field is not necessarily a modified field. If the 
operator made no entry in the SERIAL field, for example, cnly his name, 
location, and the date would be sent as modified fields to your program. 

The display unit sends all the data in a modified field except nulls. 
When an operator finishes an operation, the display unit reads through 
the buffer for every attribute whose code indicates its MDT is on. Each 
time one is found, the display unit provides an SBA code and the 
starting address (the attribute byte's address plus one) of the modified 
field. The SEA code identifies to your program that an address follows. 
It is the same X'11' cede that you coded in your panel to identify the 
starting locations cf the panel's text. 

SEA codes identify the inccming data by cress-referencing it to the 
correct input field. 

Fer the sign-en panel, ycur program knows that row 6, column 8 (I'C34F') 
is the start of the name input field. When it receives the first SBA 
code (I'11'), it checks the address that follows to see if it is 
(X'C34F'). If it is, 1our program knows the text that follcws it (until 
the next SBA code) is the operator's name and can process the input 
accordingly. 

The first part of the input from the sign-en fanel is as follows: 

r- I I 1-,.-,.-,.-,.---y--1-r--r--r-r---, 
17DIC41C61111C314FIJIOIHIN I SIMIIITIHl···I 
L _ _.L_ .1,. I I I ..L.......1-...L--L---L- I I I I I .J 

The hexadecimal codes are: 

7D: 

C4C6: 

11: 

C34F: 

JOHN SMITH 
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The AID code for the ENTER key (see Figure 2-30). 

The curscr address R7, C23. The cursor is at the 
next character location after the entered serial 
number. 

The SEA (Set Buffer Address) order cede which tells 
the program that the next 2 characters are 
addresses. (See Figure 2-21.) 

The location (R6, C8) where the following text is 
located on the panel. 

The first modified field containing the operator's 
name. 



PRCGRAM ATTENTION KEYS 

Each 3270 keyboard has at least ene program access (PA) key that the 
eperator can use to request program attention without sending any input 
data. · 

The AID codes for the fA keys are shown under a separate heading in 
Figure 2-30, because they are not followed by input data even though 
there may be modified fields on the panel when a PA key is pressed. All 
four short read codes censist of just the AID code. 

Ycur program should use these keys for operator requests fer immediate 
action such as trouble alerts or requests for termination. For example, 
the assign~ent of several FA keys might be: 

PA1: Terminate current application 
PA2: Return to starting (master) panel 
PA3: Explain system message 

Frogram function (FF) keys are a keyboard feature. Your program defines 
the function that each key requests when it is pressed by the operator. 

There is a separate Air code for each FF key so that ycur program can 
quickly identify which key was pressed and consequently which function 
was requested. ihen a FF key is pressed, all modified fields en the 
panel and their addresses are sent with the AID code and cursor address, 
the same as the ENTER key. For this reason, a PF key can te a valuable 
time-saving device for the operator. For example, the assignment of 
several PF keys might te: 

PF1: 
PF2: 
PF3: 
PF4: 
PFS: 
PF6: 

Return to previous panel 
Clear (without using data) and repeat current panel 
Set up next panel 
Page forward 
Page backward 
Return to page t1 

SELECTOR PEN AND CURSOR SELECT INPUT AND OUTPUT 

Positicning data for selector pen (optional feature) or cursor select 
(tasic feature on the 3278 and 3276) use a~d setting the attribute 
characters is the same as fer any other type of data, tut the select 
function bas additional data-stream requirements. 

A field for selector pen operations must be defined as shewn in Figure 
2-31. The cursor select does not require the three part character that 
must precede the selectcr pen field, although they can be present. 
Also, the cursor selection can be on any character in the field. 
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SPD 
(Selector 
Pen 
Detectable) 
Field 

I 
I 

I Data I Preceding field Con the same line as the 
I Character I SPD field). 
t------------~ 
I 3 Space I Three space or null characters must precede 
j Characters I the attribute byte defining the SPD field 
I I unless the attribute byte is the first 
I I character on the line. 
t------------~ 
I Attribute I The attribute byte defines the field as 
I Character I displayed and selector pen detectable. (An 
I I SPD field may be protected or unprotected, 
I I alpharneric or numeric.) 
t------------~ 
I Designator I The designator character which defines 
I Character I the type of operation performed by 
I I detection on the field. 
t------------~ 
I Displayed I One or more displayed alphameric charac-
1 Data I ters for sensing by the selector pen. 
~I 

~ 
I 3 Null I Three null or space characters are required 
I Characters I when a new field follows on tjie same line 
I I as the SPD field. 
t------------~ 
I Attribute I Succeeding field (on the same line as the 
I Character I SPD field). 
t------------~ 
I Data I 
I Character I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

Figure 2-31. Definiticn of Field for Selectcr Pen Operaticn 

The attribute byte~ the designator character (described in the next 
section) , and displayed alphameric characters must be en the same line. 
If the field is longer than cne line, cnly those characters on the same 
line as the attribute tyte can be detected ty the selector. 

Designator characters define three types of selector fields: selection 
and two types of attention. Each type of field ferforms a different 
ci:eration. 

The selection field is defined by a questicn mark (?) designator 
character. When the selector pen detects a selection field, the !tT bit 
in the attribute byte for that field is set in the display buffer. 
Also, the designator character is automatically changed on the screen to 
a greater-than (>) sign to i:rovide a visible indication to the operator 
that the detection was successful. If a mistake was made and the 
operator again detects en that same field, the > reverts tc a ? and the 
!Di is reset. The first type of attention field is defined ty a si:ace 
or null designator character. Probing an attention field er selecting 
it with the cursor is similar to using an !BT!B key. ihe input 
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information is released to te read by the ccmfuter when it is ready to 
de so. The second tyfe of attention field is the ampersand (&) with the 
3274 or 3276 control unit. Probing this field causes the frogram to 
issue a Read Modified command and obtain both the address and data of 
each field. 

Figure 2-32 shows a samfle selector pen fanel that illustrates scme cf 
the special infut and output data stream ccnsideraticns. 

Fer output, an Erase/Write creates the panel. In the wee, you enable 
input and optionally reset the MDTs. Next you srecify an SEA sequence 
to get you to R1, C7, followed by an SF with a protected attritute. 

This should be followed by the beading "PICK ••• COLUMN" and another SEA 
to R3, C9. Then specify an SF order, followed by a protected 
(detectable fields may be frctected) and detectable attribute. Next you 
need the designator "?" followed by "REI:": 

r---,.---,---T---,---T---,---T ~ ---r---T--T---, 
I I I I I I I s I I p I I I I I 
I c I 0 I L I u I f I "t; I E I R3 C9 I s + I ? I R I E I r; I 
I I I I I I I A I I F D I I I I I 
L-- _.J._ __ ..L_ __ ...a___~-- _J 

An SBA after "REI:" to E3, C~S, provides more than the 3 required null 
characters and positicns the SF, attribute, and designator for "2 I:OOR". 
This type of sequence is rereated for the remaining fields to location 
R7, C28. The designator here must be a null or a blank so that prcbing 
or selecting by the cursor the "ENTER" field releases the selection to 
the computer. 

As the operator uses the selector pen or curscr select, the frogram 
correlates the address of each selector-pen-detectable field with the 
data associated with it. 

le combine selector-pen or cursor-select-detectable input with keytoard 
or cursor select input, use the keyboard tc release the data to the 
ccmruter by pressing the EN1ER key or a PF key. Use of the selector pen 
or cursor select to release the data, such as by selecting "ENTER" in 

01 

02 

03 

04 

•05 

06 

07 

08 

09 

10 

11 

12 
s:: 
0 13 a: 

Figure 2-32. Sample Panel fer Selector Pen or Cursor Select Detection 
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our example, transmits only the addresses of the fields in which the tiDT 
was set unless you are using a 3274 or 3276 central unit in which case 
the address and data are transmitted. 

In the example, if you pick EED and 4 tCOR the symtolic input would 
appear as follows: 

~ --,-----, 
Fen I I I 

A cursor s I s I I 
I At DR E R3 C10 I B R4 I C26 I 
D A I A I I 

L- __.______._ __ --1. .J 

Shortening transmissicns by eliminating unnecessary data requires some 
caution. If you design a panel requiring both pen selection and 
keyboard entry, do not IUt an attention designator (space er null) on 
the panel. An attenticn designator after keyboard entry transmits only 
the address of the keytoard input field and causes the loss of its 
contents. Bot having an attention designator en the panel assures you 
that an ENTER or PF key will be us~d and the modified field contents 
will be transmitted (and the words "RED" and "4 DOOR" in the example). 

The examples used so far have assumed that you started with a tlank 
screen and that you built the entire panel into your data stream with 
ERASE or WRITE commands. This approach may lead to tedious work and 
lengthy data streams, which you can avoid if the panel you wish to 
display differs only slightly from the one that is presently displayed. 

MOtIFYIBG EXISTING PAB!LS 

SUfIOSe the displayed panel is the sign-on panel in the previous 
sections. If the operator keys an invalid serial number, you may wish 
to notify him of his error and request reentry of the serial numter 
field only. You could create a new error message panel, write it to the 
display, require that the operator acknowledge its receipt, create a 
special serial number entry panel, write it, and finally read the 
corrected serial number. A tetter way might be to use the existing 
sign-on panel. 

After the operator has keyed the data and it has been read into the 
computer, the screen appears as shown in Figure 2-33. 

Icu would like the screen to look like Figure 2-34. 

Most of the informaticn you want displayed is already there. An 
Erase/Write or Erase/Write Alternate command would clear the screen and 
require writing a data stream containing all the information for the .. new 
panel. You could use a Write command which modifies existing data in 
the 3270's buffer. 

To change the panel in Figure 2-33 to leek like Figure 2-34, you would: 

1. Position the curscr at B7, C17; 

2. Replace the message beginning at B10, CS with the error message; 

3. Change the attribute at R10, C4 to high intensity for the error 
message. 
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COLUMN 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

07 

08 

09 

10 

11 

12 
3: 
0 13 a: 

Figure 2-33. ~edifying an Existing Panel -- Easic Panel 

COLUMN 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

07 

08 

09 

10 

11 

12 
3: 

~ 13 ....... ~.&....J.--L..J.....JL.......L~~~._.._._.._.._._..__.._._..L-'l-.J..~"'-'-'--'-'-'--'--'L.......l...-'-1-.J..~.L.-I'-'--' 

Figure 2-34. Existing Panel with Error Message 
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to do this the right side of your panel layout for the error panel might 
(in abbreviated form) lcok like Figure 2-35. 

l'IEM 1. 

lT:EM 2. 

ItEtl 3. 

ITEM 4. 

Repositions the cursor to R7, C17. 

Changes the attribute at R10, C4 to protected and high 
intensity. If the designer of the sign-on panel had comtiEed 
the original field at this locaticn with the previous field, 
the field "SIGN-CN PROCEDURE," and the following field ty 
omitting the attributes at R10, C4, R2, C11, and R4, C2, (as 
you saw under the discussion of attributes) the result would 
be undesirable. The attribute placed at R10, C4 would begin a 
new field. This would not affect the preceding field tut, by 
wraparound, would cause "SIGN-ON PROCEDURE" and "PLEASE ••• 
INFORMATION" to be high intensity even though they were 
neither intended tc be so, nor were they rewritten. For this 
reason you should adhere closely to the "~ield Ccncept" and 
not combine fields unless necessary for efficiency; if you 
must combine fields, be very careful to avoid undesired 
results~ 

Repositions the data flow to correctly place the second line 
of the error message. 3 characters ~f~ used instead of 6 null 
characters. 

Repositicn~ the data flow for the third line cf the error 
message. 

Since there are two different types of Write commands for the 3274 and 
3276, you must tell the I/C portion of your program which type to use 
for the data stream. You may want to indicate the type you want in a 
comment in the data stream. It is suggested that you estatlish ~ome 
convention for indicating ccmmand selection by discussing it at your 
installation with the people responsible for the I/O portion of the 
program. 

Display Buffer ~ 
Printer Address ~ Non-

" High Sel Disp MDT 
Item Row Col Dec Hex O Prot No. Int Det Prt On 

L 07 /7 f!BA! 1 
Tc 

'' L ti:Jie J or: EAAol NE~ w • 7 

r--t--t---t-~+--t--t-~-+--+----Jf--+--+--+-----¥17 
Figure 2-35. Panel Layout Changes for Error Message (Keyed to Text) 
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When the operator presses the ENTER key after filling in the sign-on 
panel, the keyboard automatically locks, as it always does after an 
operator-initiated input operation. One of the functions cf the Write 
Central Character, which was also discussed under "Coding the Panel," is 
to enable the keyboard. You should now decide if you want the wee at 
the beginning of the error panel data stream to enable the keyboard for 
the operator. While it is ncrmal to enable the keyboard at this point, 
you may not want to do it here. It might be better for the operator to 
press the RESET key, calling further attention to the error panel. (See 
the discussion of the Copy Function for additional information for the 
3274 and 3276 control units.) 

In Figure 2-33, assume that the operator now keys "9" and presses the 
ENTER key. The "9" corrects the original entry error and the serial 
number field now reads "963981". What goes into the computer? The 
prior discussion of input data streams shows the basic format, but which 
fields can you expect? You know that the serial numter input field will 
be received in its entirety, since keying the "9" caused the 3270 to 
turn on the MDT for this field, and any field which has teen modified is 
transmitted in its entirety (except nulls). 

The input field MDTs fer NAME, LCCATION, and SERIAL NUMEER were all 
turned on by the data entered into those fields in the sign-on panel. 
While an Erase/Write or Erase/Write Alternate resets all MITs, a Write 
does not; therefore, if you do not reset them, all 3 input fields are 
returned to the computer. Eecause not all of them have changed, all 3 
should not return to the ccmfuter. You may specify in the wee that all 
MDTs in the device are reset "off" or "not modified" (ycu should do so 
here). 

You may also want to scund the audible alarm, if you have cne, with the 
error panel. A wee tc reset the keyboard, reset all MDTs, and sound the 
alarm is defined as IC X'C7' (see Figure 2-26). You can new use the 
Write command to change the sign-on panel into the error message panel. 

~~YIJQ~: As you have seen, the Write command allows you to modify an 
existing screen image while retaining all or a portion cf the 
information already displayed. With the Write command, you can treat 
the 3270 as a typewriter-tyfe terminal and write your panel line ty line 
or field by field. Using multiple Write ccmmands to create a panel, 
while technically possitle, may create problems. 

The operator might start keying data into the panel befcre you have 
finished writing it all to the screen. You can prevent this protlem by 
not enabling the keytcard (see wee above) until the last Write in the 
series. 

Using successive Write commands to accomplish what one Write command can 
de is an inefficient use of the communication line on remote 3270s, and 
unnecessary I/O overhead on local 3270s. In addition, in beth local and 
remote use, successive Write commands without an intervening REAI may 
result in a "blinking" effect while you build up the panel. "Blinking" 
may be annoying to the operator. (The 3274 and 3276 ccntrcl units 
update screens without the blinking screen.) 

Wherever possible, use a single Write command to avoid the 
inconveniences noted abcve. 
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ihe error panel shewn in Figure 2~34 displayed the errcneous serial 
number. All the operator had to do was key ever the incorrect digits. 
ibis may sometimes be confusing. You might instead want tc erase cnly 
the serial number input field as shown in Figure 2-36. 

Eegin again with the desired wee. Place the cursor at R7, C17 with an 
SEA to R7, C17, follcwed by an IC order. Tc erase what was entered in 
the serial number input field, use the Erase Unprotected tc Address 
order, or EUA (watch the seguence of these letters so ycu do not confuse 
them with EAU, which is discussed next). EUA inserts nulls (erases all 
unprotected positicns) from the current buffer address up to, but not 
including, the specified step address. It will also set any character 
attributes of the nulled characters to X'00'. 

ihe specified stop address then becomes the current tuffer address. The 
format of the order is similar to an SBA: the code for the order itself 
(X'12' for EUA) is immediately followed by a row and column address. 

At the first position to be erased (a result of prior operation) you 
should include ~n EUA crder. For a terminating address, you may use R7, 
C23 (the first positicn after the last to be erased) • There is a better 
step address, however. Since EUA only erases unprotected fields, and 
since the field beginning at R7, C23 is prctected, it can be included in 
the range covered by the EUA. If R10, C4 is used as the stop address, 
nothing additional is erased, but you can then write the next attribute 
without using an SEA, saving three characters cf transmission (see 
Figure 2-37) • The current buffer address is the stop address. Any data 
or SF order that follow go into the buffer at this address. 

EUA erases all unprotected fields within its range and can erase 
multiple fields. suppose you wanted all three input fields erased on 
the error panel, as shewn in Figure 2-38. 

First place the cursor at R7, C17, then "tack up" with an SEA to R6, ca 
(the name input field) before issuing the EUA to R10, C4 (see Figure 
2.-3 9) • 
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Figure 2-36. Error Message Panel with Serial Number Field Erased 
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Figure 2-37. ExamEle of EUA Use 
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Figure 2-38. Sign-On Eanel with Three Erased Fields 
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Figure 2-39. Erasing MultiEle Fields with EUA 
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You could have started at R6, CB with an SEA to R6, cs, fellowed by the 
EUA to R10, C4. However, scmetime later in the data stream you would 
have bad to "back up," probably with an SEA to insert the cursor. 

In the preceding example, you wanted tc erase all unprotected data, 
reposition the cursor, and add some new titles to the sign-en panel to 
make it an error panel. The Erase All Unprotected command: 

• Clears all unprotected character locations and associated character 
attributes to nulls 

• Resets MDTs in all unprotected fields 

• Unlocks the keyboard 

• Resets the Alt (see "Ercgram Attention Keys") 

• Repositions the cursor tc the first character of the first 
unprotected field 

This command appears tc do what you want (it even does what the wee 
would have done), but it does not write any data to the screen. Ycu 
could issue an Erase All Unf rotected command before the Write command. 
Then you would just write the new titles in their proper positions. You 
have then issued two ccmmands to create one panel. What, then, is EAU 
fer? It logically resets the panel for repetitive input using the same 
panel. to not use EAU to change panels. 

~g!g ~~!~~ ]~g~J?l~: You can use the EAU command to change a sign-on 
panel slightly and make it a data entry panel. Then the operator just 
keys in NAME, LOCATION, and SERIAL NUMBER fer the first employee. If an 
error is made, an error panel is shown. If there is nc error, you may 
want to clear the input, reset the MDTs, unlock the keyboard, and 
reposition the cursor. 

The data entry panel might appear as shown in Figure 2-40. 
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Example cf Cata Entry Panel 
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The operator keys JOHN S!ITB, presses TAB, keys BOSTN, fresses TAE, keys 
963981, and presses ENTEB (Figure 2-41). 

You simply send the 3270 an EAU command to unlock the keyboard. The 
Cferator then sees the same panel as in Figure 2-40. The Oferator may 
now key data for the next emf loyee. You have used your knowledge of 
what is displayed already to arrive at the next panel or re-create the 
present panel. 

In the data entry example ycu used one panel repetitively for input of 
employee information. You can reverse the requirement and design an 
employee data screen. For this example, assume the application is 
inquiry with nbrowsing 11 capatility. Assume also that the cperator has 
previously used another panel to request the informaticn for employee 
numter 963981. The display might appear as shown in Figure 2-42. 

At the bottom of the panel the operator is instructed tc use the PA1 key 
to see the next employee page, probably numter 963982. The PA2 key is 
assigned to page backwards. Remember, PA keys are assigned by the 
frogram. Program access keys cause a short transmission; they do not 
even transmit the contents cf changed fields. For an inquiry and 
browsing application, there should be no input. The PA key assures 
there is no input even if the operator changes one of the unprotected 
fields, so its use is Ereferred to the ENTEB or PF keys. 
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Figure 2-41. Data Entry Panel with Entered Data 
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Figure 2-42. Employee tata fanel 

The input fields in the previous examples are output fields in this 
example. You could designate them as protected, but if you did, you 
could not use another 3170 function called "Program Tat." The Program 
Tab (PT) order advances the current buffer address to the address of the 
first character locaticn of the next unprotected field. When the PT 
order immediately follcws an alphameric or null character (not another 
crder) in the WRITE data stream (other than the character specified ty 
the Repeat to Address crder, which is discussed earlier), it also 
inserts nulls in all the character positions from the current tuffer 
address to the end of the current field. The PT order can te used to 
page through the employee data file. 

When the operator is ready tc view the information for the next 
employee, he presses the PA1 key. Since you want to modify only the 
present panel, not erase it er blank the unprotected fields, you request 
a WRITE command with a wee to unlock the keytoard. Because you are not 
sure of the present buffer address, you might begin with an SEA order to 
R6, ca followed by the next employee name from the disk file - JOE AMES. 
Eecause this name contains fewer characters than JOHN SMITH, the screen 
wculd look like this if you did not clear the remainder of the field: 
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You must also place the location code at lccation R6, C36. You could 
use tlanks after the name and an SBA sequence, or EUA with its 
associated address. Use PT instead. Insert a PT order after the "S" in 
"AMES". The single PT order clears the remainder of the unprotecte~ 
name field to nulls and positions for the location code. PT should also 
follow the location cede to fosition for the serial number. The data 
stream might look like this: 

..-,--,---,-- I I I 'T 
IW IS I I I I I I 
ICIEIR61C361JIOIE I 
IC I A I I I I I I 

I I I I I I I I I I 'T-r-'T-r-,--, 
I I I IP I I I I I IP I I I I I I 

AIMIEISITIKINIGISITITl9131918121 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

The screen would appear as shown in Figure 2-43. 

As you have seen, you can write each new panel out in its entirety with 
an Erase/Write or Erase/Write Alternate command. You should understand 
the relaiionship between the past data streams and the cne you are 
l:uilding. 

COLUMN 

Figure 2-43. Panel tefined with Program Tat 
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A screen management program module is a set of subroutines physically 
separate from applicaticn prcgrams and frcm the telecommunications 
management program module of an online 3270 system. Figure 3-1 
illustrates this relaticnship. 

~uppcrt functions in a screen management program may reduce the amount 
of detail work required by the applicaticn programs, and effectively use 
the features of the 3270. 1he separation of screen management from the 
other programs alsc allcws screen management to be modified with little 
or no impact en application programs or the telecommunications 
management programs. 

~creen management might include: 

• recoding input data streams. 

• Dynamic building of output data streams. 

• Generating multiple I/O requests tc the Line Control Mcdule based 
upon a single request frcm an application program (that is, iRITE 
then READ). 

• Automatic paging; the application program passes multiple pages to 
screen management~ which asks the line central module to write a 
particular page to a display, depending on the display operator's 
reques+:. 

• Automatic copying (providing a hard copy of a display image). 

The COPY function sup1crts data movement between any types of device 
attached to the same control unit: display to display, display to 
printer, printer tc display, and printer tc printer. Tc prevent copying 
information from an unauthorized device, the control unit 1rovides a 
program-controlled copy-lock for devices attached to it. If the first 
1csition of a device buffer contains an attribute character with the 
protected option, the ccntrcl unit rejects dny attempt tc copy from that 
device. (The differences in copy functions for the various control 
units are described at the end of this chapter.) 

1 
1 

.... 
Application Screen 

Telecommu- Physical TP .._ 
nications Interface 

...__, Programs Management 
Management -- such as BTAM --

Figure 3-1. Relaticnship of Screen ]anagement to Telecommunications 
Management and Application Program 
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Ihe data streams sent tetveen application programs and the 3270 contain 
unique orders that request Farticular cperaticns by the 3270 displays 
and printers. Generalized sutroutines can te written to assist the 
aFplication programmer's interface with the 3270 system, and an 
interface can be built to simplify online programs. 

ibis chapter discusses several approaches tc the develofment of a screen 
management module whose functions can be used ty the afflication 
Frogrammer to prepare cutput data streams and to decode infut data 
streams. The approaches demonstrate how some 3270 device-dependent 
considerations can be removed from the afplication programmer's 
resfonsibility. The different techniques for 3270 input er cutfut data 
stream manipulation can he used in various combinations to suit the 
needs of the installation. 

This discussion assumes that the device management routines (line 
central) discussed in Chapter 4 make the local and remote 3270 
transparent to the apflicaticn program. Therefore, discussion of data 
streams in this chapter ignores all header data in the input stream up 
to and including the Alt character, and all header data in the output 
stream up to but not including the Write Control Character (WCC). 

tICOEIHG READ MODIFIEt INPUT DATA STREAM 

A Read ~edified command for a display station with a formatted screen (a 
screen with at least cne attribute character defined) produces a data 
stream consisting cf the data from each field whose modified data tag 
has been turned en (either ty frogram contrcl or by data entered in the 
field). Each transmitted data field is preceded by the 3270 buffer 
address where that data is lccated on the disFlay. The order of the 
fields transmitted frcm the screen is from left to right for each line, 
starting at the toF of the screen and ending at the bottom of the 
screen. All null characters in a transmitted field are stripped out by 
the control unit during transmission. 

The data stream, ignoring the header information up to and including the 
AIE character, aFpears as: 

,.----,-
1 S I A 
I E I 1 
I A I 

.,----------r-----,--~-------T-----~~, 

A I I S I A A I I 
2 I LAU I E I 1 2 I I 

I I A I I I 

If the data entered in a field is variable-length or if a field can be 
skipped by the terminal operator, the data from a particular field on a 
given panel can appear in a different location within the data stream 
for each set of operator infut. A Read Modified command produces a 
variable-length data stream cf fixed-length fields and variable-length 
fields concatenated together. 

Each two-character screen address in the data stream is immediately 
preceded by a Set Euffer Address (SEA) order. The detecticn of each SBA 
order in the data stream identifies the next two characters in the 
stream as a 3270 screen address and also indicates the end of the 
preceding data field. The system/360 and System/370 translate and test 
instruction (TBT) can te used to scan the data stream and to stop at 
each main storage address ccntaining an SEA order. If the detected main 
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storage address of the current SBA order is known, the following 
calculations can be performed for a given data stream: 

SEA (1), ADD (1A) I Att (1E), DATA FIELD (1) I 

SEA (2) I ADD (2A), AID (2E) I DATA FIELD (2) I 

SBA (3) I 

The numbers in parentheses are used as subscripts to provide unique 
identification: 

• The length of data field(1) = (Address of SEA(2) - Address of SBA 
(1)) -3. 

• The two-character 3270 screen address of data field(1) can te found 
at the address of SEA(1) +1. 

• The length of data field(2) = (Address of SBA(3) - Address of SEA 
(2)) -3. 

• The two-character screen address of data field(2) can be found at 
the address of SEA(2) +1. 

The. two-character 3270 screen address as it aEEears in the input stream 
dces not provide a direct decimal or binary numeric value that can be 
used to calculate the relative position in the 3270 buffer from which 
the data was read. However, you can use the following routine to 
convert the 3270 address as it appears in the input data stream to a 
tinary value which directly indicates the position (relative to zero) of 
the data in the 3270 buffer·. 

Assume that R3 contains the address of SEA(1) and that R4 and RS are 
work registers. RS will contain the result at the end of the routine. 

AIDCNVRT EQU * 
SR R4, R4 
SR RS, RS 
IC R4, 0 (R3) 
R R4, = F1 63 1 

IC RS, 1 (R3) 

CLEAR WORK REG 
CLEAR iCRK REG 
GET FIRST ADDRESS CHAR (ADD (1A)) 
TURN OFF ALL EITS EXCEPT LAST SII 
GET SECORD ADDRESS CHAR (ADt (1B)) 
TURN OFF ALL EITS EXCEPT LAST SIX R RS, = F 1 63' 

SLL R4, 6 
AR RS, R4 

SHIFT FIRST ADDRESS SIX BITS TO THE LEFT 
ADD THE RESULTS TOGETHER 

Ey using the above technique, several apprcaches may be developed to a 
general purpose subroutine that decodes the variable field length data 
stream for the application Erogram, and returns the data in a more 
easily processed format. 

~1E~1!l ~]ffE~ ~A§] 1!f]]J~]]: Ey using the BEAD BUFFER ccmmand you can 
use the display buff er image technique to return to the application 
program a main storage buffer area the same size as the display tuffer 
(480, 960, 1920,. 2560, 3440, 3564). The data read from the display is 
placed in the same relative position in the main storage tuf fer as it 
occupied in the display buffer, with all other positions in the returned 
tufter cleared to spaces. 
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For this technique, use the iRT instructicn and the 3270 address 
ccnversion routine. lou must know the relative locaticns in the display 
buffer where data can te entered by the operator, so that the decoded 
tufter can be processed when returned ty the mapping sutrcutine. The 
comfleted layout sheet for the panel in which the operator enters data 
will give you the required addresses relative to the respective tuffers. 

Using the image technigue, all data received from the 3270 is 
left-justified in its respective fields. This has no effect on 
fixed-length fields, variable-length alphameric fields (which are 
normally left-justified), or omitted input fields. However, you must be 
aware of variable-length numeric fields where the operator can omit 
leading zeros. 

Although the image technique requires little main storage for the 
mapping subroutine, main storage can be wasted if the routine returns a 
complete buffer with little data. To help overcome this 1roblem, the 
decoding routine can pass back to the application program, a field at 
the beginning of the tufter. The field indicates the total length of 
the buffer, which allows the decoding routine to use a tuffer area just 
large enough to accommcdate the relative address of the last data field 
read. 

~!Rfl]§ !]g~ ! .!A]!] f! ]]~YJ]~~]~~~: This mapping technigue requires a 
tatle assembly for each unigue input panel that the mapping subroutine 
decodes for the application program. The table provides information to 
the subroutine so that the input data stream in one main storage buffer 
can. te decoded a field at a time and moved to a specified relative 
offset in another main storage buffer (the target buffer) according to 
the directions assembled in the table. The preassemtled tatle could be 
used to specify the following information tc the mapping subroutines: 

1. The 3270 buffer address preceding each field, which could te read 
from a particular panel. This is the buffer address as it appears 
in the data stream which corresponds to the first data position in 
a field, not to the buffer location of the attribute character that 
defines the field. Any data fields in the 3270 input stream that 
do not have a matching buffer address in the table would be ignored 
by the typical mapping routine using the table approach •. 

2. An offset relative to zero that provides the starting position of 
each field in the target tuffer. This information allows the 
application programmer to order the fields in the target buffer in 
a sequence that may or may not agree with the field sequence in the 
transmitted data stream. 

3. A value that indicates the maximum length of each field in the 
target buffer. This information allows the mapping routine to 
truncate data stream fields that are too long for the target 
fields. The maximum field length value is also required if the 
mapping routine supports right-justification of fields during 
mapping. 

4. A flag byte consisting of bit switches that could indicate: 
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• Whether left justification with lcw-crder blank padding is 
requested 

• Whether right justification with high-order zero fill is 
requested 



• Whether the field should be translated to ensure uppercase 
characters only 

• Any additional functions the installation wishes to implem@nt 
in the mapping routine 

Figure 3-2 shows scme typical logical contents of the table. The order 
cf the elements within each table entry is optional. 

Assume that you map the following input data stream in hexadecimal using 
the sample table in Figure 3-2: 

1140D4F1F2F31140E8818283848511C1C6E385A7A3 

The following target buffer, also in hexadecimal, would be returned to 
the applicaticn prcgram: 

C1C~C3C4C54C4C404040FOFOF1F2F3E385A7A34C40 

This approach to mapping makes the application ~rogram's input 
precessing routine device-independent. 

Instead of the mapping table, you could write a macro instruction to 
prepare the table; the macro would convert written requests into the 
proper machine language ccnstants. 

A typical format for a macro instruction to build the sample table shown 
in Figure 3-2 might be: 

MAP NAME=TAELE,~CDEL=2 

MAP ADD=(1,21) ,OFFSET=11,MAXL=5,JUST=RIGHT 
~AP ADD=(1,41) ,CFFSET=1,MAXL=10,JUST=LEFT,TRAN=YES 
MAP ADD=(1,71) ,CFFSET=16,MAXL=6,JUST=LEFT 

~~!§: The ADD parameter specifies the 3270 buffer in row and column 
notation relative to one. For example, buffer position zero equals row 
1, column 1. The offset values are expressed relative to cne. The 
macro instruction can have default options; for example, if JUST=RIGET 
is not specified, JUST=LEFT can be assumed. 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------1 
I TABLE DS OH I 
I ENTRYl DC X'40D4' ACTUAL 3270 ADDRESS FOR POS 20 I 

DC H'lO' RELATIVE OFFSET IN TARGET BUFFER I 
DC HL1'5' MAX FIELD LENGTH OF TARGET FIELD I 
DC X'80' RIGHT JUSTIFY, NO TRANSLATE FLAG I 

ENTRY2 DC X'40E8' ACTUAL 3270 ADDRESS FOR POS 40 I 
DC H'O' RELATIVE OFFSET IN TARGET BUFFER I 
DC HL1'10' MAX FIELD LENGTH OF TARGET FIELD I 
DC X'40' LEFT JUSTIFY, TRANSLATE FLAG I 

ENTRY3 DC X'C1C6' ACTUAL 3270 ADDRESS FOR POS 70 I 
DC H'15' RELATIVE OFFSET IN TARGET BUFFER I 
DC HL1'6' MAX FIELD LENGTH OF TARGET FIELD I 
DC X'OO' LEFT JUSTIFY, NO TRANSLATE FLAG I 

ENDOLIST DC X'FF' END OF LIST INDICATOR I 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
I Note: 3270 buffer addresses in the table are shown relative to I 
I buffer location zero; relative offsets in the target buffer are I 
I shown relative to zero. I l ______________________________________________________________________ J 

Figure 3-2. Table of Beouirements 
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The following exam1le shows the logic flow for a table-driven input 
maffing technique: 

1. Find the 3270 buffer address of a data field to be frocessed in the 
input data stream using the TRT instruction. 

2. tetermine the length of the data field in the data stream using the 
techniques discussed in this section. 

3. Search the tatle cf requirements, using the 3270 buffer address 
found in step 1 as a search argument to find a matching entry. 

4. Add the offset value frcm the entry found in the table to the 
starting address cf the main storage map tuffer, to froduce the 
main storage address of the start cf the receiving field. 

5. If the length of the data field determined in stef 2 is greater 
than the maximum field length value in the entry found in the 
table, go to stef 10. 

6. Check the flag byte in the entry found in the table. If left 
justification is requested, go to step 10. Otherwise proceed to 
step 7 for right justification. 

7. Move zoned decimal zeros to the receiving field, using the field 
starting address determined in step 4. Use the maximum field 
length value in the entry found in the tatle as the length for the 
move. 

a. Develop a new main storage address for the start of the receiving 
field to accommodate the request for right justification. The 
right-justified starting address for the receiving field = (field 
starting address determined in step 4 + maximum field length value 
in the entry found in the table) - length of the data field in the 
data stream fcund in step 2. 

9. Move the data field from the data stream to the main storage 
address developed in stef 8, using the length of the data in the 
data stream determined in step 2. Return to the start of this 
routine to find the next data field in the data stream. 

10. Move blanks tc the receiving field using the starting address of 
the field as determined in step 4. Use the maximum field length 
value in the entry found in the table as the length fer the move. 

11. Move the data field frcm the data stream to the receiving field 
using the field address determined in step 4. Use the length of 
the data in the data stream (determined in step 2) as the length 
for the move. 

12. Check the flag byte in the entry found in the table to determine if 
uppercase translation is requested. If it is not requested, return 
to the start of this rcutine to find the next data field in the 
data stream. 

13. Translate the data in the receiving field to uppercase, then return 
to the start of this routine to find the next data field in the 
data stream. The translation can be dcne. in two ways: 
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• Use the TRANSLATE instruction with the translation table tuilt 
to convert lowercase alphabetic characters to uppercase. 



• Use the OB instruction to place blanks 
change the tUF and FM characters. The 
screen, but aIIears in the data stream 
converted to a true ; that is, x•·S:E'. 
on the screen, but aipears in the data 
will be ccnverted to a true* (X'SC'). 

in the field. This will 
FM appears as a ; on the 
as X' 1 E'. It will be 
The tUP aptears as an * 
stream as X'1C'. It 

When a Read Modified ccmmand is executed fer a display station as a 
result of an immediate detection by the selector pen or curscr select, 
the resulting data stream ccnsists of address strings that identify 
which fields on the screen have the modified data tag set; the 3274 and 
3276 control units alsc transmit the modified data if the Iroper 
designator character is used. 

The data stream, ignoring the header information up to and including the 
Ait character, appears as: 

r- "T ---, 
I s A A s I A A I 
I E 1 2 E I 1 2 . . .i 
I A A I I 
'--- i--~--~-...___-~_J 

If the operator keys into a field and an immediate selector field is 
selected, the keyed data is not transmitted. However, if keyed data is 
entered by the operatcr, delayed selector fields are selected, and the 
EBTER key or a PF key is pressed; then the address and data for all 
fields, whether selected or keyed, are included in the data stream. 

You can use a subroutine to free the application program from 
determining which fields were selected on a panel. A table can te built 
that consists of the 3~70 buffer addresses, giving the location of each 
selectable field on a panel. The mapping routine can then ccmpare the 
addresses in the table, and return to the aIIlication program a list Of 
indicators that identifies the selected fields. 

The list of indicators can be returned to the application program. A 
string of one-position fields can be used, and each position can 
indicate with a unique character that a field was selected. The first 
IOSition in the returned list can be marked if a field in the data 
stream has the same address as the first element in the address table; 
the second position in the returned list can te marked if a field in the 
data stream has the same address as the second element in the address 
tatle. The applicati~n program can then determine which relative 
positions in the list have teen marked to determine which fields have 
teen selected by the operator. 

Eecause the input from a display using selector pen or cursor select 
detection is a series cf fixed-length addresses, the mapping routine can 
analyze the input streaa and decode it. 

For example, using the selector panel illustration in Figure 3-3, assume 
that the operator bas selected the delayed-detectable fields located at 
row 5, column 10 and row 3, column 26 and the immediate-detectatle field 
located at row 7, column 18. The input data stream transmitted in 
hexadecimal from the display would be: 

11C1E911C2E911C4C1 
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Figure 3-3. Example of Selector Pen Panel 

Using the sample table in Figure 3-4, the maffing routine returns a list 
in hexadecimal to the application program: 

406F40406F406F 

~his list indicates that the second, fifth, and seventh fields were 
selected. Note that the addresses of the selected fields afpear in the 
data stream in the same sequence as the fields appear in the display 
tufter. When a selectcr pen panel is designed by columns, the address 
cf the field selected from the first column may not occur tefore the 
address of the field selected frcm the second column in the input data 
stream. 

You can write a macro instruction similar tc the one used to build the 
tatle in Figure 3-2 to tuild the selector pen table: 

MAP NAME=SELTAELE,MOtEL=1 
~AP ADD=(3,10) 
MAP Att=(3,26} 
MAP ADD=(4,10) 

r---------------------------------------------~--------------~-------, 
I SELTABLE EQU * FOR MODEL 1 DISPLAY I 
I DC X'C1D9' ROW 3 COL 10 I 
I DC X'ClE9' ROW 3 COL 26 I 
I DC X'C2Cl' ROW 4 COL 10 I 
I DC X'C2D1' ROW 4 COL 26 I 
I DC X'C2E9' ROW 5 COL 10 I 
I DC X'C2F9' ROW 5 COL 26 I 
I DC X'C4Cl' ROW 7 COL 18 I 
I DC x I FF I TABLE STOP INDICATOR I . 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ I Note: The 3270 addresses used in the above table correspond to the I 
I buffer position of the Selector Pen designator character in a field, I 
I not to the location of the attribute character which defines the I 
I field. I 
L----------------------------------------------------------------------J 
Figure 3-4. Sample Maffing ~able 
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ihen some keyed input and scme delayed selector pen or cursor select 
detection occur in a panel during the same infut operation from a 
display, you can use the table-driven mapping technique for 
non-selector-pen er cursor select panels. Sfecify the table elements 
so that all delayed selector fields have a maximum length cf one 
character. The mapping routine flaces the first character from the 
afpropriate data stream field into the target field. The first 
character in a delayed selector field that has been selected is always a 
(>); that is, X'6E'. 7he afflication program can examine the target 
buffer for that character in the proper target field to determine if the 
field has been selected. 

EUILIING OUTPUT DA7A SiBEAMS 

ihe 3270 requires specific tit patterns for order sequences, control 
characters, and buffer addressing. The data streams can be frepared in 
several different ways. A data stream to tuild a static fanel (a panel 
which will always be disflayed in exactly the same manner) can be 
assembled in an application program as a set of data constants. A 
semi-dynamic panel, which may occasionally be modified er added to, can 
have the static portion assembled in the application program and have 
the program dynamically modify or add to the data stream. A data stream 
fer a dynamic panel (a panel with a high degree of change) must be 
created or assembled as a unit at executicn. This section discusses bow 
tc reduce the considerations of device-dependency required to supfort 
static, semi-dynamic, and dynamic output data streams. 

You can write macrc instructions to simplify the preparation of static 
data streams for the 3270. One approach is to write a set of macro 
instructions in which each macro instruction prepares a single order 
sequence. Another apfroach is to write one macro instruction that can 
prepare all types cf order sequences, tut prepares only one sequence for 
each execution of the macro instruction in a frogram. 

A sample macro instruction of the first type might te: 

$MOD MODEL = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

ibis macro instruction sets a global value so that the specified model 
number is used until another $!OD macro instruction is encountered. The 
mcdel number is reguired to correctly calculate 3270 buffer addresses. 
The buffer address X'C2D5' represents column 4, row 30 for a Model 1 
disflay, and column 2, row 70 for a Model 2 display. 

The following are alsc examfles of the first type of macro instruction: 

$SBA (1,10) generates the SEA order sequence X'1140C9' 

$SF (PROT,NUM,SKIP,MD7,HI,DET,BORDISF) 

generates an SF order (X'1D') followed by the appropriate 
attribute character defined by the options selected in 
parentheses. Notice that if PROT is not specified, unprotected 
is assumed; if numeric is not specified, alphameric is assumed. 
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$RA (1,10,'*') generates the RA order sequence X'3C40C95C'. 

$EUA (1, 10) generates an EUA order sequence X' 1240C9'. 

$WCC (RESET,RESTCBE,ALABM,PBINT,40CHAR,64CHAR,80CHAR,NLEM) 

generates the proper wee, depending en the options selected in 
parentheses. 

$CCC (PRINT,40CHAR,64CHAR,80CHAR,ALARM,ATT,UNPROT,FROT,ALL) 

generates the proper copy control character (CCC), depending on 
the options selected in parentheses. (The CCC identifies the 
type of data to he copied.) 

$IC generates X'13' 

$KBD KEYBOARD = AIL or Text 

Used with the tata Analysis feature tc identify the keyboard 
providing 3277-2 display input. 

$SI generates the suppress Index character, valid for the 3288-2 or 
3289 printer. Ct her printers receive I (the or l:ar} in place of 
the suppress Index character. 

After you have defined the macro instruction, the data stream required 
to build the sign-en panel shown in Figure 2-12 could be created as 
fellows: 

SIGNON. 
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$MOD 
$WCC 
$SEA 
$SF 
re 
$SEA 
$SF 
DC 
$SEA 
$SF 
re 
$SF 
$IC 
$SEA 
$SF 
DC 
$SF 
$SEA 
$SF 
DC 
$SF 
$SEA 
$SF 
$SEA 
$SF 
DC 

MO:CEL= 1 
(RESF.T, RESTORE) 
(2,11) 
(.l?RCT) 
C'SIGN-ON PROCEDURE' 
(4 I 2) 
(PROT) 
C'ElEASE ENTER YOUR SIGN-CN INFORMATION' 
( 6 I 1) 
(ERCT I HI) 

C 1 1UME: 1 

(6,25) 
(PRCT I HI) 
C'ICCATICN:' 

(7 I l) 
(PROT I HI) 
C1 S.ERIAL NUMB.ER:' 
(NUM) 
(7, 2 3) 
(PRCT) 
(1C,4) 
(PROT) 
C'iHEN AIL ••• ENTER K.EY' 



You could also write the seccnd type of instruction, a single 327C data 
stream macro instructicn, which might have the format: 

r- -,.---~----~--~~~---------~-----~----~---~----, 

1 I , (attributes) 1 I 
I (symbol] $MAC I OF-type , (rov,column) [,character] ,MODEL= 2 I 
I I 3 I 
I I 4 I 
L ...._--------~--~~--~~-~--~-~----~~~--~-_____J 

syml:cl 
specifies a symbol that refers to the data stream 

op-type 
specifies the type of screen control operation to generate. Valid 
values are: SF, SEA, IC, RA, EUA, wee, and CCC. 

(row ,column) 
specifies the rev (1 tc 43) and column (1 to 132) where the 
operation starts or ends (depending on the op-tyfe) • 7his parameter 
is required for OF-types SBA, RA, and EUA. 

(attributes) 
indicates attributes er control bits fer SF, wee, and CCC: 

Some valid values for SF are: PROT, SKIP, NUM, Mt7, HI, DET, 
NONDISP. 

Some valid values for wee are: RESET, RESTORE, ALARM, PRINT, 
40CHAR, 64CHAR, 80CHAR, NLEM. 

Some valid values fer CCC are: PRINT, 40CHAR, 64CEAR, 80CHAR, 
ALARM, ATT, UNPROT, PROT, ALL. 

character 
specifies the character used in the RA function. 

!IC:tEt= 
indicates the model of 3270. This model number is used to calculate 
the buffer address. This parameter is specified only cnce in the 
first macro instruction cf a data stream series or whenever the data 
stream to be generated is for a different model than the preceding 
series. Model numl:ers 3 and 4 can be sfecified only fer the 3278 
Display Station. 

After you have defined the macro instruction, the data stream required 
tc create the sign-on panel shown in Figure 2-14 could te as follows: 

SIGNON $MAC 
$MAC 
$MAC 
DC 
$MAC 
$MAC 
DC 
$MAC 
$MAC 
DC 
$MAC 
$MIC 
$MAC 
$MAC 
DC 
$1!1AC 

wee, (RESE7,RESTORE),MODEL=1 
SEA,(2,11) 
SF, (PROT) 
C1 SIGN-CN PROCEDURE' 
SEA, (4,2) 
SF I (PBCT) 
C'PLEASE ENTER. YOUR SIGN-ON INFORMATION' 
SEA,(6,1) 
SF I (PROT ,HI) 
C 1 NAl!E: 1 

SF 
IC 
SEA1 (6,25) 
SF I (UOT ,BI) 
C1 LOCATIC1!1: 1 

SF 
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$MAC 
$MAC 
DC 
$MAC 
$MAC 
$MAC 
$MAC 
$MAC 
DC 

SEA,(7,1) 
SF, (HiCT ,BI) 
C1 SIRIAL NUMBER:' 
SF, (NUM) 
SEA, (7,23) 
SF (UCT) 
SEA, (10,4) 
SF, (PRCT) 
C1 iHEN ALL ••• ENTER KEY' 

ihese two types of macro instructions can generate either a total static 
data stream or static secticns of data streams that can be dynamically 
assembled at execution ty the application program. 

A semi-dynamic panel requires some dynamic modification. Perhaps an 
error message must be written to a particular part of the panel and the 
cursor must be moved tc the input field in which an error was detected 
during editing. The afplication program can concatenate preassemtled 
static data stream segments into the program, such as field error 
messages. The same macro instructions that build static data streams 
can build partial static streams. As the input from a panel is edited, 
the standard error message for each field can he assembled in the output 
buffer, thus allowing multiEle brief messages to be sent tc the display 
in one operation. 

You may have to change cne er two attribute characters from high 
intensity to low intensity and erase the unprotected fields on a 
display. For example, an error message segment may have changed a field 
tc high intensity to call the operator's attention to the field; the 
operator has recognized the error and re-entered the correct 
information. The display must now be made ready for the next input en 
the panel. Concatenate the order stream segments to change the 
attribute characters and use the Erase Unprotected to Address (EUA) 
order to restore the panel; do not transmit all the data and orders to 
completely refresh the panel. 

It may become physically imEossible to hold in main storage all possible 
output data and order stream combinations that could occur during the 
execution of an application. You can incorporate a subroutine into 
screen management to accept parameters from an application Erogram to 
decode the parameters and tc create the data stream. You can also write 
fer the application program a macro instruction that tuilds a parameter 
list inline frcm entries you specify in the macro instruction, and then 
tranches to the screen management routine to build the required orders 
and data in the buffer area. 

The macro instruction could appear as follows: 

$BUILD ADD=ADEFIIIE,ATi=(R3),DATA=(R4),LEN=(R5) 

The AEDFIELD contains the 3270 buffer address in either row-column 
fcrmat, binary offset, or 3270 address form. R3 contains the address of 
the attribute byte, R4 contains the address of the data to be entered in 
the field, and RS contains the length of the data. The attribute 
character parameter is optional. 
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The subroutine could ccnvert row and column buffer addresses relative to 
one to decimal offsets relative to zero with the following formula: 

Model 1 Euffer: 
Medel 2, 3, 4 Euffer: 

( (R-1) X40) + (C-1) 
( (R-1) X80) + (C-1) 

If the row and column tufter addresses relative to one are in two 
single-byte areas in tinary, the conversion to tinary offsets relative 
to zero can be coded as follcws: 

SR 
IC 
BCTR 
SR 
IC 
BCTR 
MH 
AR 

R3,B3 
R3,COLUMN 
R3,C 
R4,R4 
R4,RCi 
R4,C 
R4,=H 1 40 1 USE VALUE OF 80 FOB MODEL 2 
R4,R3 RESUl! IN R4 

!he following subroutine converts a binary halfword that represents the 
offset relative to zerc cf a position in a 3270 buffer to an equivalent 
two-character 3270 address. R3 is a work register, and R4 points to the 
binary halfword to he converted. The converted result is found at 
ANSiEB. 

LH 
STC 
SRL 
STC 
NI 
TR 

ANSWER DC 
HE tC 

tc 
DC 
tc 
DC 
r:c 

R3, C (R4) 
R3,ANSHR+1 
R3,6 
R3,ANS1iER 
ANSiER+1,X 1 3F 1 

ANS'liER (2) ,TAE 

x•ccoo• 
X1 40C1C2C3C4C5C6C7C8C94A4E' 
X1 4C4r4E4F50r1D2D3D4D5D6D7 1 

X't8t95A5B5C5t5E5F6061E2E3 1 

X1 E4E5E6E7E8E96A6B6C6D6E6F' 
X1 FCF1F2F3F4F5F6F7F8F97A 1 

X1 7E7C7r7E7F 1 

Application programs written for systems that use 480- er 1920-character 
screen size will run en large screen displays with the same width tut 
with a greater numter cf lines. Terminals with large screen capacity 
(960, 2560, 3440, and 3564 characters) will automatically default to 
smaller screen size unless tbe large screen size has been specified 
explicitly by the applicaticn program. The Erase Write Alternate 
command is used to switch a display intc large screen mode. 

Since buffer address wrapping is screen size dependent, application 
programs should not depend en buffer wrap during write operations. Also 
field attributes must le appropriately placed to delimit the end of the 
screen image. 
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Many applications require complete and unaltered hard ccpy (printout) cf 
the terminal's current screen contents for the display station operator. 
lhe f rinter on which the display contents are printed may support cne or 
more display staticns, depending on the 3270 configuration. 

When using the copy function to obtain a printout on a 3288-2 or 3289 
printer, remember that varicus print belts can be installed on these 
frinters. 

You should define a Prcgram Attention key so that a terminal operator 
can request hard copy en an assigned terminal printer. The screen 
management program can be nctified of the operator's request and perform 
the appropriate action. 

When a data transfer tc the computer occurs frcm pressing a Program 
Attention key, a remote BSC 3277, 3275, 3276, 3278,or 3279 transmits AID 
and cursor address, a local 3277 only transfers the AID (Attention 
Identifier) character. The AID character identifies which key 
transferred the data. No screen data is transmitted, sc the program is 
notified of a specific request. 

Cnce the request is identified by inspecting the AID character, the 
program must identify the type of unit that made the ccpy request. This 
can be done by examining the characteristics cf the specific device in a 
terminal characteristics table that you can create. Fer example, 
depending on the type cf device, the following procedures can be used to 
produce hard copy: 

• To copy frcm a remcte 3275 to the printer attached to the 3275, the 
program should send WCC ro the 3275. The WCC (Write Central 
Character) restores the keyboard, starts the printer, and prints 40 
or 80 characters per line. Eecause the printer attached to the 3275 
uses the same tufter as the display, all that is necessary to print 
the buffer (which contains the screen data) is the start print bit 
in a wee sent in a valid WRITE command sequence. 

• To copy from a 3277 attached to a remote 3271 to a printer attached 
to the same 3271, the program should send the following data stream 
to the printer: SlX, ESC, COPY command, CCC, from-device address, 
Ell. The CCC (Copy Control Character) specifies start printer, the 
option to copy all data, and either 40 er 80 characters per line. A 
model 2 display cannot te copied to a model 1 printer, tut all other 
copy combinaticns are valid. The device address following the CCC 
is a single-character address which identifies the device to te 
copied from, and which is identical with the device address used to 
specifically pell the display requesting the copy function. 
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The COPY command allows the buffer ccntents of a device attached to 
a 3271 to be copied to the buffer of another device attached to the 
same 3271, without moving the data to be copied to and from the 
computer. Once the prior data stream has teen sent to the printer, 
the program should send the following data stream tc the display 
station that requested the copy: STX, ESC, ~RITE command, iCC, ETX. 
The wee restores the keyboard. The operator has a positive response 
that the request has been honored, and the keyboard allows the 
operator to continue without manual intervention. 



• To copy from a local 3277 to a local terminal printer, the program 
should execute a Read Buffer command to the display that made the 
copy request. The Read Euffer command is executed, and the display 
station transmits Alt, a two-byte cursor address, and the screen 
data to the computer. The program should then remove the Alt 
character and the cursor address from the received data and, 
immediately ~receding the remaining data, insert a wee that 
specifies start printer and 40 or 80 characters per line. The 
altered data stream beginning with wee should then be sent to the 
frinter to copy the data. The program should then send a wee with 
the restore keyboard Oftion to the disflay that requested the copy 
function. 

If the program determines that the rece1v1ng frinter is busy, and the 
requested copy function cannot be immediately completed, one of the 
following actions should be taken: 

3271: Notify the terminal operator of the situation and ask 
the oferator to wait or cancel the request. 

3271 or 3272: Perform a Read Buffer to bring the screen ~ata into the 
computer where it can be queued until the frinter is 
availatle, without delaying the operator. 

3274 AND 3276 COPY FUNCTION --------

The 3274 and 3276 control units operating in Bse mode can frocess the 
ecPY command identically with the 3271 control unit. However, these 
central units can alsc handle the local copy function as fellows: 

1. With the 3274 a lccal copy can be initiated by using the Print key 
and the print authcrization matrix. A lccal copy involves the 
transfer of data directly from the display tuffer to the printer 
buffer and its sutsequent printing. 

2. The host can initiate a copy via the print authorization matrix by 
setting the start-frint bit in the wee cf a write command. 

THE PRINT AUTHORIZATICti !ATEIX FCR THE 3274 ANt 3276 

With the excefticn of frocessing the BSe ccfy command, the print 
authorization matrix is always used by the 3274 and 3276 central units 
for copy operations, that is, to direct data from a disflay to a printer 
attached to the same central unit. For the 3274 the print authorization 
matrix allows each installation to define destination, printer mode, and 
classes of print devices and to authorize their use ty disflays attached 
to the same control unit. The 3276 uses a default matrix to control 
this. 

The definition of a class of printers can be based on physical 
characteristics, location, or security of the printer. For examfle, in 
a particular installaticn class, "72" may have been defined as referring 
to all printers with a text character set and yellow paper. Thus an 
operator may select an authcrized printer en the basic of these 
characteristics rather than ty address. 

The print authorizaticn matrix allows a maximum of 16 classes to te 
defined in each subsystem. In any configuration a single printer can be 
in one class~ or several classes, or non~. A destination device may be 
in one of three modes specified in the print authorization matrix: 
Jff~J, §l§!~~' Gr §h~!§~· 
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l _printer in local mode is used solely for operator-initiated local copy 
functions. This means that displays within the cluster can contend for 
u~e of printers but the host cannot. The printer is not availatle for 
direct print operaticns from the host. A printer in local mode using 
ESC also is unavailable to the host via the COPY command. In particular 
a printer in local mode cannct validly be specified as a "from" device 
in a COPI command. 

A local copy can be initiated by an operator, using the Print key on the 
3274, or by th~ host when the printer is operating in shared mode. In 
ESC mode the start-print bit in the wee or a WBITE command to the source 
dis~lay initiates the copy cperation. 

A printer in §l§~! !~9~ is entirely under host (system) control. The 
printer cannot be used fr operator-initiated local co.py requests. The 
printer is likewise not available for host-initiated copy operations. 
However, when operating with BSC the printer can honor a CCFY command 
when in system mode. ihe CCFI command directed to the "to" device 
specifies "from" device as a command parameter. The print authorization 
matrix is not used to direct the copy operation. 

THE MATRIX STBUCTUBE 

ihe print authorization matrix consists of a numter of destination 
device descriptors with the following format: 

T , 
I De~tination Address I Mode I Class I source Device List I 

.J_ __. 

]~§!i~g!i~~ jgg~~§§ is the first field cf the descriptor. 
Addresses from 1 to 7 fer the 3276 and 1 to 31 for the 3274 allow 
printers to be attached to any port on the control unit (port 0 
cannot be used for a printer). Addresses are sequential, by 
adapter. 

~~g~ defines the printer to be in lccal, system, or shared mode. 

~lg§§ is the third field of the descriptor and provides the ability 
to group printers into classes. This field is bit-coded, one bit 
for every 16 classes so that a single printer can te in more than 
one class. Valid classes are designated 70 through 85. 

~.Q.Y~~~ ]~~i£~ 1i§! is a bit-coded field that specifies which 
displays are authorized to use the printer associated with this 
device descriptor. Each bit position is associated with a port 
number on the cluster. 

A printer can belong tc one er more classes, and several printers can 
belong to a single class. It is important to note that source devices 
are associated with destination devices, not with 'classes. Thus several 
printers may be defined to te in class 75, but a particular display can 
only be authorized for some subset of all printers in that class. When 
class identification is displayed in the indicator row of the display, 
copying is performed cnly tc authorized ~rioters in that class. 

ihe print authorization matrix is required to perform lccal copy 
operations. If the matrix is not loaded in the 3274, all printers are 
in system mode, and local copy operations are not possitle. (The 3276 
bas a default matrix.) The exception occurs during BSC line discipline, 
where the host can initiate a local copy by sending a COPY command to 
the printer. 

SS 

/ 
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tEFINING THE MATRIX 

The matrix must be defined by the applicatien frogram at the host system 
and loaded into the subsystem as follows: 

1. The operator at the disflay attached te fort zero initiates a 
transaction with the best program responsible for defining, 
managing, and loading the print authorization matrix. This 
transaction may, through appropriate interaction with the operator, 
define a new print autherization matrix, redefine an existing 
matrix, or retrieve a previously defined matrix from storage. 

2. The applicaticn prcgram must then transmit the matrix data to the 
display as normal application data, in a data stream that resides 
in the regeneraticn buffer as normal character data. 

3. The operator then holds down the ALT key and presses the Erase End 
of Field (EOF) key en the keyboard. This will cause the buffer to 
be scanned one character at a time and the configuration data tc be 
stored in internal form in the control unit. 

During the loading precess, the Wait indicator is displayed and the 
keyboard is locked. If the lead is successful, the Wait indicator is 
turned off and the keytcard unlocked. The operator can then return to 
normal activity. Local printing can take flace according tc the 
authorization established in the matrix. If the loading frccess fails, 
the Program Check indicator is displayed and the keyboard remains 
locked. The operator can reset the keyboard and resume operation. Only 
those device descriptors that have been loaded take effect. 

The application program must ensure that correct matrix data is loaded. 
If invalid data is loaded, unexpected results may occur when the matrix 
is used by the subsystem. leading of the matrix will terminate 
abnormally only when there is a format violation. 

ihen the operator initiates the load operation from the keytoard, the 
print authorization matrix must appear in the buffer as shewn in the 
fellowing text. 

The first two lines of the display are reserved for the use of the host 
program to display descriptive information to the display cperator. 
These positions are net scanned during the lead process. 

There must be a sequential string of attribute characters, teginning at 
the first character fCsiticn en the third rcw cf the display (buffer 
address X'A0') as follcws: 

r------,--------,--------,.. ,---------,-------, 
I Ei ts I Pr ct I Alpha I MDT I High I I Ncn I 
I 23 4567 I Unprot I Numer I I Inten I Sel Pen I tisp I 
~----+-------+------+----+-------+---------+------1 
I 10 COCO I p I I I I I I 
I O 0 O 0 O 1 I u I I yes I I I I 
I 0 1 C 100 I u I n I I I yes I I 
I 10 0000 I p I I I I I I 
L ______ .i___ ___ ~ ____ _._ ___ .L_ ______ ~--------~-------' 

This 4-byte sequence uniquely identifies the buffer data that follows as 
print authorization data. If the sequence does not apfear exactly as 
shown, the load precess will not occur. The remainder cf the third row 
is not scanned. 
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lhe remaining rows of the display contain the destination device 
descriptors. One descriptor is contained in each row. The format of 
each descriptor is as follows: 

r T-----------,--------,----------T-------------, 
I Col 1 I Col 2, 3 I Col 4 I Ccls 5-20 I Cols 21-52 I 
!-------+------------+------+-- +---------; 
I Protected I Address I frinter I Frint I Source Device I 
I Attribute- I cf Printer- I Mode -- I Class I List -- 32 I 
I one byte I two tytes I one byte I 16 tytes I bytes I --'-----------'-----------i ____________ __. 

The protected attribute, '110 0000', defines the next 51 bytes as a 
destination device descriptor. If it does not appear in the first 
column of the row, a fcrmat violation occurs and the loading precess 
will terminate at this point. 

lhe two bytes immediately following the attritute provide the 
character-coded decimal address cf the printer being described. For 
example, the printer at port 03 is identified ty the character data 
1 03', X'F0F3'. Addresses are not validated at the time the matrix is 
leaded. For example, the device at the specified address must not be a 
printer. 

Frinter mode is expressed as follows, as a 1-character field: 

~.Qg~ fl!i! ! i!.f .!&! ].§! rn~f].!.f> 

Local L C3 
System s E2 
Shared J D1 

Any other coding of this byte results in the printer's teing defined as 
unaccessible for either local-copy or direct-print operaticns. There is 
no validation of this tyte during loading cf the matrix. If there is a 
conflict between the mcde definition and the coding of the source device 
list, the mode byte takes precedence. 

The next 16 characters define the printer classes that are applicable to 
the device. Ey apprcpriate coding of this field, a device can te 
defined for multiple classes. Each character in this field is defined 
tc te a character-coded digit representing one entry in the class field 
of the device descriptcr. 
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5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

7C 
7 1 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
8C 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 



The character 1, EECtIC X'F1', in one of these character pcsitions 
defines the device being described as a memter of the class associated 
with the corresponding FOSiticn in the class field of the device 
descriptor. Any other character in this position means that the device 
is not in the associated class. 

!be source device 1ist is a 32-byte field. Source devices authori2ed 
for printers are character-ceded. The character '1', EECtIC X'F1 1 , in 
any character location specifies the associated device as an autbori2ed 
source device for the destination device defined. Other values in this 
location indicate that the associated device is not a valid source 
device. 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 

00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 

Each descriptor takes 52 bytes, including the attribute byte; thus, each 
rev contains 52 bytes cf significant information. Other data on the row 
is not scanned during the lead process. The first descriptor tegins at 
buffer address X1 0CF0', tbe second at 1 1 0140 1 , etc. 

The end of the matrix is signaled by the following sequence of attribute 
bytes beginning in the first column of the row following the last valid 
destination device descriptor: 

r ~---.------,. .------,..-----, 
I Eit I Prat I Al:i;ha I l!!DT High I Sel Pen I Non I 
I 23 4567 I Unprot I Numer I Int en I tetect I Disp I 
l-- ----t-----+- ------t-----1---~ 
I 10 ccoo F I I I I I 
I 00 0101 u I I y I y I I 
I 01 0101 u I n I y I y I I 
I 00 0100 u I I I y I I 
L ~------~----1. ______ i ______ .J._ _____ J 

After the print authori2aticn matrix is loaded the operator initiates a 
lccal copy, using the Frint key on the 3278 keyboard. Print data frcm a 
terminal is always directed to the authorized printer in the associated 
printer class. Ey using the Print !DENT key, however, the display 
operator can alter this defined association frcm the display keyboard. 
A new print class can te selected by pressing the Print II:!NT key and 
keying in a two-digit class identificaticn number between 70 and 85. 
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The host applicaticn program can initiate a local copy function in 
shared mode by sending to the display a WRITE command with the start 
print bit turned on the wee. The control unit performs the local copy 
function as required, using the print class assigned to the display. 
When a write-type command is sent to the display with the start-print 
hit on, the display first interprets the orders and data in the write 
data stream, and then updates the display tuffer. 

]f!~: On copy operat~cns, if the required display and printer features 
do not match, the desired printed output may not result. 

Programs written for the 3271/72 using the Katakana character set might 
encounter problems in certain instances if ran on the 3274/76. The 
3274/76 control units handle four characters differently from the 
3271/72. These characters are t, 11 , ", The table below summarizes 
the handling of t~ese characters. 

,--------------T-----,---------T-----------------, 
13274/76 I I/O I 3271/72 I Hex Code I 
!Characters !Cede I Display I Eack to Host I 
~ +----+ ---+-------------~ 
I t (pound sign) I 4A I x LC I 55 I 
I I SA I le I 56 I 
I " I 7F I space I nothing I 
I I Al I space I 00 I 
L _J._-----'----------'----------------~ 

The 3271/72 handle code 7F as the escape central character used with NL 
(new line) and E! (end of message). Although the character" will 
display as blank, the printer will treat it as NL or E!. Thus, systems 
that have a mix of 3271/72 and 3274/76 contrcl units should avoid using 
the four ~haracters. 
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ibis chapter, a supplement to the 3270 information in the ETAM and 
ETAM-ES manuals, descrites scme aspects of the support BTAM and BTAM-ES 
provide. (Chapters 5 and 6 describe TCAM and VTAM support.) It 
discusses how you might manage devices and keep track of device status, 
and how BTAM and BTAM-ES analyze 3270 operations and perform error 
recovery. Before writing any application programs that use BTAM and 
BiAM-ES macro instructions, however, refer to the BTAM and BTAM-ES 
publications and the ether 3270 publications listed in the preface to 
this book for a more ccmplete description of BTAM and BTAM-ES support 
for the 3270 display system. Use of the term BTAM throughout this 
chapter is meant to include ETAM-ES. 

ETAM provides support for the 3270 under both DOS and DOS/VS and OS, 
CS/VS1, and OS/VS2. EiAM-ES provides support for the 3270 under 
tOS/VSE. BTAM and BTAM-ES support local 3272, 3274-1B, 3274-1D, and 
remote BSC 3271, 3274-1C, 3274-51C, 3275, and 3276. This support 
includes generating channel programs for the 3270, starting and 
supplementing I/C operations, handling attentions and line 
interruptions, and performing error recovery. 

Using BTAM as part of the telecommunications management of a 3270 
display system involves several factors, including the following: 

• Different devices en the lines have different characteristics. 

• Application programs require information contained in the data 
stream. 

• screen management should receive the same data from a 
telecommunications management program, regardless of device type, to 
maintain a standard interface. 

BiAM and BTAM-ES include SUEport for the extended 3270 data, which 
includes the Write Structured Field command, Prepare to Read, and 
transparency macros. 

WRITE STRUCTURED FIELt (WSF) 

ibis command causes a 3274 (with the capability) to enter Write 
Structured Field mode. This operation transfers a data stream 
containing structured fields to a specified device. The structured 
field contains a type field that determines device action. 

Local 3270 operation devices unable to support structured fields, that 
is those attached to a 3272 or 3274-1B Control Unit, will reject the 
Write Structured Field with a command reject error. On the 3274-1D, 
exceft for the optype, operands for this macro are the same as these for 
the WRITE ERASE macro instruction. The optype for the WSF macro is TSF. 

For remote 3270 operations, Write Structured Field requires data 
transparency because full 8-tit tytes describe many of the device 
actions. Data transparency means that data, including normally 
restricted data-link line-control characters, are treated as specific 
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hit patterns. Thus, any bit pattern can be transmitted as information 
data and not as line-control data. To enter transparent mcde, use the 
WRITE transparent macrcs. 

If contact has not been previously established with the selected device, 
a WRITE TIE or WRITE TIX is issued, with the entry operand specifying 
the address of the device's entry in an addressing terminal list. If 
contact is already established, a WRITE TTE or WRITE TTX is issued, and 
the entry operand is not applicable and should be omitted. In toth 
cases, the area operand specifies an output area containing: 

I DLE STX ESC I 3t I Structured Field(s) I DLE I ETX or ETB I 
'--~~4-~~-------1-----i 

'This is X'F3' in EBCDIC 

1. The DLE ETX or DIE ETB characters are supplied ty BTAM when the 
application program uses BTAM transparency macro instructions. 

2. Any application program using Write Structured Field should return 
the device to its 3270 default mode before terminating. This will 
avoid starting a second application program, which may not use WSF, 
with the device in WSF mode. To reset iS? mode, issue an ERASE 
WRITE or ERASE/WRITE ALTERNATE command with a wee of .1 •••••• BTAM 
will automatically reset WSF mode during a Request for Test (RFT) 
processing. ETA! CPEN and LOPEN routines will also reset WSF mode. 

PREPARE TO READ OPERATIONS (PTR) 

The Prepare to Read operation applies to local 3274 Model 1D devices. 
Prepare to Read does net apply to the 3272, 3274-1B, or remote 3270 
central units. 

tisplay systems with PTR capability communicate with a host program so 
that, at selection time of a particular display or printer, the next 
program action (for example, Read Modify, Read Buffer) is known by the 
display system. The display system performs initialization sequences 
while the host prepares and issues the next action. This overlap of 
host and control unit activity frees the channel and ccntrol unit 
resources. 

Prepare to Read does net have to be specified, because the 3274 8odel 1D 
will operate in default mode, using the previously defined (local 3270) 
select command. 

To use the Prepare to Read ccmmands, the devices attached to a 3274-1D 
must be specified as supporting the Prepare to Read select commands. In 
OS/VS1 or OS/VS2 MVS operatng systems, specifying FEATURE=PTREAD in the 
ICDEVICE macro sets an indicator in the Unit Control Block (UCB). In 
DCS/VSE, a value specified en the MODE operand sets an indicator in the 
PUE. If these indicators are on, BTAM constructs channel p~ograms · 
containing the PTR select ccmmands. If the indicator is off, they use 
the local 3270 select command in the channel programs •. The result is 
that ETAM applicaticn programs do not require modification to use the 
PTR select commands. For more information on the Prepare to Read select 
commands, refer to ~~L]~ ~!J~, GC27-6980, or ]Esi£ 1~l~~9!!Y~i~~!i9B§ 
A~~§§§ ~§!h2g ~Xt§Bg§g ~Y~fff! (~1!~=~~} Rf23£g!!iBg, SC38-0293. 
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~2!~: PTR is supported only on OS/VS1 and OS/VS2 (MVS) ETAM and ETAM-ES. 

The following examples show how an application program using BTAM macro 
instructions can he used to concatenate and standardize a data stream. 

~!~!~1~ j: The normal Read iodified message from a remote ESC 3270 
(3271, 3275, 3274-1C, 3274-51C, 3276) on a nonswitched or switched 
network hackup line affears as follows: 

r-----,----,--- T------,-----,------.---r---. 
IIHDEXISTXICUA DVCIAltlCA1 CA21SEAIA1 A21TEXTIETEI 

Header for First Block Only 

For Structured 
Fields: 

r----.,.-- I I 

IINtEiltLEICUAIDVCISTXIAltlStructured Field(s) IETBI 
I I I I I I I I I L ___ __.,L_ 

The application program can concatenate the blocks (which are generally 
256 hytes or less) in a particular data stream, and strip the index, 
5Tl, ETX and ETB characters. control unit address and device address 
can he converted to a specific terminal name or ID with a tahle. The 
attention identification may be used to take a standard action (such as 
printing the buffer ccntents) defined for the terminal key that caused 
the interruption. A subroutine may he used to convert the cursor 
address into screen position (by number, such as 440, or row-column, 
such as 10, 15). The program can then pass the combined text (preceded 
with the SBA and address characters) to a screen management routine. 

Fer a 3274-1C or a 3274-51C control unit with the capability of 
interpreting the structured fields, the inbound write structured field 
would be as below. 

~dexfDLEf~;;rCUAln;~lAID !Structured Field~CStructured FieldlETB orf 
I I I I I I I I 88 I I I ETX I 
.____ ...L-- ..L__ ___ _ 

~~~~f1~ ~: A message frcm a local 3272, 3274-1E, and 3274-1t appears as 
follows: 

r----.------
1 AID 
L-

CA1 CA2 SEA 
-L---~ 

A1 A2 TEXT 

The application program should know where the data came from so it can 
send data to the source. You can check the relative line number in the 
tECE for the device address. The attention identification and cursor 
address information may he used as described in Example 1, and the text 
then sent to the screen management routine. 

For an inbound data stream from a 3274-1D control unit with the 
structured field capability, the data stream would be: 

-------, 
I AID Structured Field I 

I 1 x•00• 
L-. ___ _._ ____ _ 
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]~~~fl~ ~: A 3275 with the Eial feature sends a message that appears as 
fellows: 

-, 
STX I AID I CA1 CA2 I SEA I A1 A2 I TEXT I ETB I I 

J 

As in Example 1, the application program can concatenate the blocks; 
strip the STX and ETE er ETX characters, use the AID and cursor address 
data to provide meaningful information, and supply a complete data 
stream to the screen management routine. 

A program using BTAM macro instructions should include error recovery 
procedures to prevent unnecessary system or program failure. The 
program should be able to recognize, record, analyze, and correct error 
conditions and isolate a defective terminal, line, or control unit after 
a specific number cf retries. Human intervention should be avoided by 
including error recovery procedures in the creation of the Frogram. 

THE ADVANTAGES OF A TERMINAL CONTROL PROGRAM 

A terminal control program may be part of your ETAM application program 
or it may serve a number of apflications. The terminal control program 
issues the BTAM macro instructions that initiate input and outfut. 
Usually it handles the error recovery you have specified. Ey separating 
this program from the frocessing appiication or applications, you allow 
future expansion of individual modules in your teleprocessing 
programming system without having to change all of them. A terminal 
control program can: 

• Free the application program from the details of I/O, including 
error recovery. The terminal control program can be invoked by an 
instruction such as GET or PUT. 

• Provide some buffering for the calling program. The terminal 
control program might collect all 256-byte blocks to be read from a 
3270 termina~ in its input area, then return with the address of the 
entire message. 

• Simplify input for the processing program. For example, the •ID 
byte in the data stream from entry of data might not matter to the 
processing program; the terminal contrcl frogram can strip the AID 
byte or bypass it. 

• Insert certain data stream characters. The terminal control program 
might contain some or all of the mapping functions suggested in the 
section "Screen Management" or only the I/O macro instructions and 
error recovery, and interface directly with a mapping module. 

THE AEVANTAGES OF A MASTER iERMINAL PROGRAM 

A master terminal program allows changes (in configuration, for example) 
in a teleprocessing application while the system is in operation. It 
provides a central control that allows the teleprocessing application or 
system to react flexibly to variables such as time of day, user or 
system priority, and system operator or remote supervisor messages. A 
master terminal program can usually be invoked (perhaps by the terminal 
control module) from a message by the console operator or from a local 
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or remote 32771 3278 1 3279, or a remote 3276 designated as a master 
terminal. 

The master terminal can communicate exclusively with the master terminal 
program or serve as a werk terminal and be used as a master terminal 
when required. Access to the master terminal program may be available 
to any operator at a terminal designated as a master terminal, to a 
supervisor using his identification card at any of a number of terminals 
eguipped with a card reader, to any terminal operator who entered a 
password authorizing use of the master terminal program, or to an 
operator at the system console. 

Here are some uses for a master terminal program: 

• A common use would be to change the configuration of a 
teleprocessing network; add or remove one or more terminals to a 
line. A supervisor at a master terminal in a Denver office could 
send a message to the central office in Kansas City to remove a 
temporarily inactive terminal from a line; the master terminal 
program would then (perhaps using the BTAM CHGNTRY macro 
instruction) set the skiF bit for that device· in the aHropriate 
terminal list. Time would not be wasted polling that terminal. 

• Cne or more application programs that depend on input and output 
from a system console or master terminal could use the master 
terminal program as a common interface to the master terminal or 
system console operator. 

• en receipt of a master terminal message that the teleprocessing 
system will be switched from one operating system to another, the 
master terminal program could arrange an orderly collection of 
outstanding messages prier to system shutdown, then start up the 
teleprocessing system again after the new operating system is 
running. 

• If it is desirable to switch disk files at a particular time for a 
given data entry application, a supervisor at a master terminal 
could request the switch and the master terminal program could send 
a request message to the system operator. 

• A master terminal i:rogram could broadcast messages to all or 
designated terminals in a system. For example, operators could be 
notified of temporary system shutdown. A tank might use such a 
broadcast message to send branches of affiliates the serial numbers 
of stolen $100 bills. 

• A master terminal program could maintain the time of day and assure 
that no terminals were polled in time zones that were net yet at 
work. 

TECHNIQUES FOR KEEPING TRACK OF tEVICE STATUS 

There are sever&l reascns why you may want to maintain tables in your 
program with entries fer each control unit er terminal. These tables 
can be used to store logical or symbolic names for use in messages (you 
may want to refer to a particular terminal in a message as MIAMI rather 
than by its device address number), to record the activity of each 
device, or to store other information such as dial digits used when 
calling a nonswitched device through a switched network backup facility 
(for example, using the IBM 3872 Modem). 
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The tables in Figure 4-1 may be used to: 

• Associate each control unit or terminal with a name based on its 
geographic locaticn or work station number. 

• Keep track of the number of transactions (inguiries or entries, for 
example) from a terminal either for billing purposes or to see how 
much the terminal is being used. 

• Keep track of various kinds of errors. 

• Keep a priority assignment number when the network is heavily used. 

• Keep the phone number to be dialed when using switched network 
backup to a control unit. 

One way to associate a table with line activity is to tuild your own 
extension to the DECB. Figure 4-2 suggests some of the uses for such a 
DECB extension. 

TRANPTR is an area that stores a pointer to a translation table used 
after an input operation. Another byte, PREVOP, stores information on 
what I/O operation t'ook place prior to the one the DECB is presently 
associated with; thi's could l:e useful in determining error recovery 
actions. Another use would be to store the return address associated 
with an I/O operation when one Read or Write macro instruction and DECB 
is l:ranched to from mere than one place in a program. Here is one DOS, 
DCS/VS coding technique for saving a ~eturn address with a DECB 
extension: 

BAL R11,WR7TT 

lill'I'IT WRITE 
B 

TWAIT EQU 
ST 
TWAIT 
L 
BR 

(R6),TT,tTFBT1,AREA1,200,,3,MF=E 
TWAIT 

* R11,RETURN 
(R6),TERMTST,ECBLIST=LIST 
R11,RETURN 
R 11 

RETURN, shown in Figure 4-2, is a three-byte area in the D!CB extension. 

Symbolic Future 
Symbolic Number of 
name transactions 

name use 
Number of Tota I 

Control unit Switched backup 
address in hex dial di its 

Terminal address interventions transactions 

in hex ;~u~=~k tod?Y 

Entry 1 4040 MIAMI 7102 010 WKSTl 123 

Entry 2 Cl40 ATLAN 6259 015 40Cl WKST2 072 

T T T T 
A control unit table A terminal table 

Figure 4-1. Table of Contrcl Unit and Terminal Informaticn 
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DECB 

User's DECB 
Extension 

------4--------..i 

l 1 t' 

Not Used TRANPTR 

PREVOP RETURN 

.J 

T T 

Figure 4-2. Example cf a User-Built DECB Extension 

REMOTE LEASED LINE EVEN! COMPLETION ANALYSIS 

en completion of a 3270 I/C operation, the terminal control program 
should analyze the circu~stances of the completion and decide what 
action to take. This secticn applies to any terminal control program 
that uses ETAM. 

ihe BSC 3270 remote leased line completion analysis is organized in six 
parts. Four of the parts are the flowcharts in Figures 4-3 through 4-6, 
which are a logical sequence for analyzing completion information after 
a read or write operaticn. ihe flowcharts refer to the Read action 
descriptions or Write action descriptions which follow the Read or Write 
flowcharts. 

rhe action descriptions are in the following format: 

• The ETAM operations to which the acticn applies 

• An explanation of the causes of the com1letion conditicn 

• The advised actions and an explanation, where appropriate 

Certain completion conditions indicate that a control unit sense/status 
message has been received. ihese messages are generated by the remote 
BSC 3270 in a variety of circumstances to inform the computer of changes 
in the status of 327G devices. Examples of such changes are the 
completion of a mechanical print operation or the receipt ly the central 
unit of an invalid command. For further information on the sense/status 
message, refer to the descriftion of remote operations in the 1~~ l11Q 
lDLQlID~!lQD ~1§~1~1 §1§!§m, f2~E2D§D! ~§§fli~!lQD· Where completion 
conditions exist, the action description contains the advised procedure 
for processing the receipt cf the message as input. However, the 
description of sense/status analysis should te consulted tc interpret 
the information in the message and the actions that follow. The 3270 
sense/status message must be processed to maintain the availability of 
the remote BSC 3270 devices. 
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DECB Fields 

Completion Code Flag Byte Sense Byte 

OffsetO Offset 24 Offset 16 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

TP Code Response Info 

Offset 28 

N 

y 

See This 
Read Action 
Description 

13 

4 

6 

7 

8 

13 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Figure 4-3. DOS BTAM, DOS/VS BTAM, and DOS/VSE BTAM-ES, Remote 
Nonswitched Line Read Completion Analysis 
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Completion Code 

Offset 0 

y 

N 

Flag Byte 

Offset 24 

y 

y 

y 

y 

DECB Fields 

Sense Byte 

Offset 16 
TP Code 

Offset 28 

y 

See This 
Read Action 
Description 

11 

2 

13 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

13 

Figure 4-4. OS BTAM and OS/VS BTAM, Remote Nonswitched Line Read 
Completion Analysis 

~1A~ 9~g~g!igns: Fellows completion of a Read Initial (TI) or Read 
Continue (TT) • 

£~E12~atig~: A text block has been received without hardware or line 
error. The input message may take one of several formats. The format 
generally appears as fellows: 

~---~--,-----,-------,-

AU TCP O LL I I I 
INDEX I STX I CU I DVC 
BYTE I I AI:DR I ADDR 

'-------------'----..L 
AID CURSOR 

ADDRESS 

--,----, 
I ETB I 

FIELD DATA I I 
I ETX I 

.1.---------L---------..L·~---' 
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If an operator has initiated the message other than with the Test, 
Bequest key, the first block from a device has the above format. The 
maximum block length is 256 characters from Auto Poll index byte through 
ETI or ETB. The block could be less than 256 even if there are 
subsequent blocks. 

The following variations to the above format are also possitle: 

• If Auto Poll is not used or if the message is not from the first 
device to respond to a general poll, STI or DLE STX ~s the first 
character in the input area. 

• If the CLEAB key or a Program Attention key was pressed, the ETX is 
the only character follcwing the AID byte. 

• If there are no modified fields, the ETX is the only character 
following the curscr address. 

• If the input block is not the last from the device, an ETB 
terminates the block. ETX terminates the last or only block. 

..-~~--..~~~~~~--r~------"T~~~~~ '-~~~ ......... ~~~~~~-.-~~~,, 
STX FIELD DATA ETE I 

ETX I 
or I:LE STX FIELD DATA ETB I 

ETX I 
L-~~~~~~----~-L---,~---~~~~ ....... --~-~--''----~~----''----~'~ 

If the input block is not the first from the device, it has the above 
format. STX or DLE STX is the first character in the input area and 
there is no 3270 header information • 

.-'~~~~~---~~~~-,--_,.,~~~~~,--,---~, 

I AUTOPOLL I I I I 
I INDEX SOH ~ I I I STX TEXT I ETX I 
I EYTE I I I I 
L-,~~~~~--~- '-~~~~---~~_....-~-~--------~ 

The above format could be received if the operator pressed the Test 
Bequest key on the 3277 or System Bequest key on the 3278 or 3279 and 
the Binary Synchronous test facility is not included in the ETAM 
support. 

I STX I ETX or rLE STX I ETX 

The above null message format may be received as the last tlock under 
unusual circumstances. 

r----. 
I EOT 
I 

BTAE passes the EOT character to the user in the input area as a normal 
completion. Bits are set in the DECB to indicate that an EOT has teen · 
received (DOS, DOS/VS, and tOS/VSE BTAM-ES). 

• Issue READ Continue (TT) until EOT is received if multiple messages 
from a control unit on general poll are acceptable. 
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• Issue READ InterruFt (TRY) if multiple screens from any additional 
devices pending on the cluster are not desired. 

General polling is being performed and all tlocks associated with the 
first message have been read. All blocks of a screen should be read and 
concatenated before precessing. To do this, move the STX Flus one 
location of succeeding blocks to the ETB location of preceding blocks. 
Receipt of a null block can te processed in the same way. If a Test 
Request message is received in this manner, the Binary Synchronous test 
facility should be included. If this is not possible, the message may 
be processed as a CLEAR key depression. 

If CS or OS/VS BTA~ is used and an EQT is received, the resFonse depends 
on the application. See Read Action Description Three. 

~1!~ QE~fg!igB: Follows comFleticn of a Read Initial (TI) or Read 
Continue (TT). 

~!EJgBg!igB: A tex·t blcck ccntaining a sense/status message has been 
received from the remote control unit . 

..-~~~~~~~~---,-----,-

AUTCPOLL 
INDEX 
BYTE 

I I 
SOB % R I s~x I cu 

I I ADDR 
-l-----L-~~----

DVC 
ADDR 

S/S 1 S/S 2 ETl 

The Auto Poll index is not Fresent if the Auto Poll feature is not used 
er if the message is not the first received in response to a general 
poll. 

Af!ign: same as Read Action Description One. 

In order to maintain the availability of the remote 3270 devices, the 
sense/status message must be analyzed and acted upon. For guidance in 
processing this message, see the section "Sense/Status Analysis." 

~1!~ 9E~fg!ign: Follows comFletion of a Read Continue (TT). 

]!EJgBg!ign: An EOT was received in response to the previous Read 
Continue (TT) for a text blcck ending in ETX. 

Af!ign: The action taken depends on the line control program. 

• A held line system holds the communications line open after receipt 
of a message in anticipation of a respcns~ to the device. For this 
type of system the line is left inactive until a response is 
created. At this time a write Initial (TI) is issued to select the 
device and send the response. 

• A non-held line system dces not hold the line open after receipt of 
a message. In this type of system the line control program might 
check and issue a Write Initial if output is available. If there is 
no output for the line, polling might be initiated with the Read 
Initial (TI) macrc instruction. 

In most systems where message throughput is a primary otjective, lines 
should not be held. 
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£%!~ Q]~!!!iQB: Follows completion of a Read Initial (Tl} or Read 
Ccntinue (TT} • 

~~]JgBs!iQB: A text blcck has been received that terminates with an ENQ 
character. 

I" ---, 

I STX TEXT ENQ I 
I I 
L------~~~_...__ ___ ~ 

or 
.--~--,-~~--,.~~-.. 

I DLE I TEXT I ENQ 
I STX I I 
L.____.~~~~~~~~ 

This message format indicates that the 3270 control unit has detected an 
internal parity check er a cursor check· during transmission. A 
character with invalid parity is transmitted as a SUB character (EECtIC 
1 3F' or ASCII '1A'} and the ending ETX or ETB is replaced with the ENQ 
character. In additicn, a data check sense/status condition is recorded 
at the 3270 control unit. 

!f!i~B: Issue a Read Initial (TI} using the specific polling character 
for the sending device to retrieve the sense/status message and reset 
the status condition at the control unit. Use Action tescription Twc 
after receipt of the sense/status message. 

]11~ Q]~!s!iQB: Follows completion of a Read Initial (TI). 

~!]l£Bs!!QB: A timeout has occurred. No respcnse to the previous 
polling sequence has teen received in the time allowed by the 
transmission control unit. Eossible causes are: 

• The 3270 control unit is unable to respcnd, perhaps due to lack of 
power, a malfunction, or the keylock has not been unlocked. The 
3274 or 3276 ccntrcl unit might be busy executing a local 
diagnostic. 

• Conditions on the communications line prevent transmission. 

• A modem is not functioning. 

• The transmitted polling sequence is not valid for any control unit 
on the communications line. 

Action: To retry the polling operations, issue a Read Initial (TI}. 
ETAM-will have retried the operation; reissuing the macro instruction 
tegins a new sequence. 

After retrying the polling operation, if the condition persists: Take 
the control unit or terminal out of service and off the polling list. 
This can be done either under program control or in response to operator 
intervention through a master terminal (see "Advantages of a Master 
Terminal Program" in this section). Whether the action is automatic or 
in response to a command entered by an operator, you should issue the 
ETAM CHGNTRY macro instructicn. 

The following is an example of using the CHGNTRY macro instruction to 
remove a control unit from a polling list: 

CHGNTRY (R2} ,AUTCWLST, (R3} ,5,SKIP 
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(B2) is a register with the address of the falling list, (B3} is a 
register with the relative fOsition of the entry to be changed, and 5 is 
the number of characters in a 3270 polling list entry. The examfle 
specifies the list as an Autc Poll wrap list but should agree with the 
type specified in the rFTRMLST macro instruction used tc create the 
list. A CHGNTRY macrc instruction with the ACTIVATE parameter can 
reinstate the control unit when the difficulty has been ccrrected. 

The fact that the control unit is not available should be recorded for 
use of the terminal central program, and the operator should be notified 
to take manual recovery acticn if the system has not previously informed 
him. 

Read Initial (TI) should be reissued after forcing the DECE polling 
entry address (OFFSET 21) to another control unit. If there is no other 
control unit on the line, or all on the line are out of service, the 
line should be reccrded as cut of service and no further operations 
initiated until it is placed back in service, perhaps by a master 
terminal. 

£1]~ QE§I~!!gn: Follows completion of a Read Initial (TI) or Read 
Continue (TT) . 

!lf1sns!!gn: A time-out has occurred. No further transmission has been 
received after a text block acknowledgement (ACK-0 or ACK-1), or text 
flow has stopped without a proper ending sequence (ETB, ETX, ENQ). The 
possible causes include those in Read Action tescription Five, except an 
invalid polling sequence does not apply. 

• Issue a Read Repeat (TP) to acknowledge nc transmission received and 
to receive the response, if you want more retries than ETAM error 
recovery provides. 

• If the problem is not corrected issue a Write Reset (TR) to reset 
the line with an IOT. Remove the ccntrcl unit from the polling list 
as in Read Action Lescription Five. 

]1]~ QE§Is!!gn: Follows completion of a Read Initial (TI) or Read 
Ccntinue (TT) • 

£lf1sng!!gn: The transmissicn control unit has detected an erroneous 
parity or BCC check on the received data. 

~f!Jgn: See Read Acticn Description Six. 

]I]~ QE§Is!!2n: Following ccmpletion of a Read Initial (TI) or Read 
Ccntinue (TT) • 

~1E1sng!!gn: An overrun condition has occurred. The I/C channel has not 
maintained the speed cf the incoming data. 

~f!!gn: See Read Action Description Six. 
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]§gg A£!i9B ~~£Ii]!ifE !iB§ 

£11~ ~~!g!i2B: Follows completion of Read Initial (TI) or Read Continue 
(U) • 

~!£lgnati9B: A lost data condition has occurred. This is usually due to 
receipt of a data stream that exceeds the length specified for the Read 
oi;eration. 

Ag!ign: See Read Acticn Description Six. 

]§gg !£!i9B ~§~£Ii]!ifE 1~B 

£1A~ Q£~!g!i2B: Follows a Read Continue (TT). 

~~£1gBg!i9B: The positive acknowledgement cf the preceding text block 
was not properly received by the r~mote control unit, which responded 
with an ENQ character. 

Ag!ifB: Issue a Read Ccntinue (TT) to retry the acknowledgement. If the 
condition persists, see Read Action Descriftion Five. 

]1A~ g]~!s!i9B= Follows a Read Initial (TI). 

~!E1~Ilg!i9B= A negative respcnse was received from the last active 
terminal in an open pclling list (DFTRMLST AUTOLST), or a BESETPL macro 
instruction terminated polling. 

Ag!i2n: The appropriate acticn depends on the line control program: 

• If output is available fer the line, issue a Write Initial (TI) 
macro instruction to send the messa~e. 

• Resume polling at the beginning of the list. 

• Suspend polling long enough to reduce the impact of processing 
negative polling resi;onses. 

~1A~ g£~!s!i9B= Follows a Read Initial (TI) er Read Continue (TT). 

!~f1gBg!i9B= A Test Request message has teen received tut the TWAIT 
macro instruction has net teen issued. 

jg!!2B: Issue a TWAIT macro instruction of the form: 

TWAIT (R1),TERMTST,ECBLIST=(R2) 

where (R1) specifies a register which will contain the address of the 
tICE posted complete when the TWAIT is satisfied, and (R2) is loaded 
with the address of the DECE with the 1 1 42' completion. 

to not alter the completion code prior to issuing the TWAii macro 
instruction. 
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]J~~ QE~fs!.!gB: Follows Reaa Initial (TI) er Read Continue (TT). 

!!il~Bs!.!QB= This is an unrecognized completion and should not occur; it 
is probably a software rroblem. 

!.f.!.!2B: 

• Take a SNAP dump or EDU~E of the system and analyze it. 

• Notify the operatcr cf tbe condition. 

• Issue a Read Initial (TI) to reset the line and resume polling. 

TRANSPARENCY 

For remote 3270 devices, the write transparent macros are used for 
sending Write structured Field messages. These macros are the 
following: 

r T-~---~~--~~~------, 

I DCS, DCS/VS 
I OS/VS ETAM and DOS/ 
I Macro BTAM VSE BTAM-ES 
~ 
I liBITE Initial Transparent TH 
I WRITE Initial Transparent Text TIX 
I WRITE Initial Transparent Block TIE TIE 
I WRITE Initial Transparent and Reset TIXR TIXR 
I WRITE Continue Transparent TTX 
I liRITE Continue Transparent Elock TTE 
I WRITE Transparent Text TX 
I WRITE Transparent Elock TI 
I WRITE Initial Conversational Transparent TIVX TIVX 
I WRITE Continue Conversational Transparent TTVX TXV 

ln the following descriptions of write actions, the above macros vould 
replace their counterrarts if the text being sent vere a structured 
field. 

£1!~ QE~fs.!.!QB: Follows Write Initial (TI), Write Continue (TT), Write 
Conversational (TV), er Write Initial Conversational (TIV). 

!!El~Bs.!lQB: Text transfer bas completed normally. 

• If the previous oieraticn vas Write Initial (TI), issue Write 
Continue (TT) if blocked output is being sent and more blocks 
remain. Note that the 3270 does not accept conventionally blocked 
output. 

I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Issue Write Reset (TR) tc send an EOT which resets the line. If it 
is desirable to resume rolling on the line, issue Read Initial (Tl), 
which resets the line and begins polling. 
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DECB Fields See This 

Completion Code Flag Byte Error Info Sense Byte TP Code Response Info Write Action 
Description 

Offset 0' Offset 24 Offset 29 Offset 16 Offset 28 Offset 8 

I 
I 

y 
2 

3 

I y 4 

I 
I 

5 

I 
6 

(Test for any of 
08, 04, or 02 .) 

I 
y 7 

1 11 

) 
8 

N 
9 

10 

11 

Figure 4-5. DOS BTAM, DOS/VS BTAM, and DOS/VSE BTAM-ES, Remote 
Nonswitched Line Write Completion Analysis 
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Completion Code 

Offset 0 

N 

Figure 4-6. 

DECB Fields See This 

Flag Byte Sense Byte TP Code 
Write Action 

Response Info Description 
Offset 24 Offset 16 Offset 28 Offset 26 

y 

y 
9 

y 
12 

y 
10 

y N 

13 

11 

y y 

N 

6 

11 

7 

y 
4 

y 

11 

OS BTAM and OS/VS BTAM, Remote Nonswitched Line Write 
Completion Analysis 
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• If the previous operation was Write Initial Conversational (TIV), 
Write Continue Conversational (TTV} or write Conversational (TV), 
issue Read Continue (TT} to read all blocks and the final EOT. 

]!1!~ A.f!i9~ ~~2£!i]!i9~ 1!9 

~1A~ 9~!g!i2D: Follows a Write Initial Conversational (TIV), irite 
Continue Conversational (TTV}, Write Conversational (TV), irite Initial 
(TI), or Write Continue (TT). 

!!flg~g!j9~: An EOT has been received in response to a text 
transmission. This resp1nse indicates that the device could not perform 
the operation specified by the command code in the text. Examples are a 
busy or unavailable device, or a check condition. The exact cause has 
been recorded at the central unit • 

.!.f.!:i9D: Issue a Read Initial (TI) command specifying as the polling
entry a list containing the specific polling characters. of the control 
unit and device that returned the EOT. You could code a specific 
polling list with the tFTRMLST macro instruction for each terminal in 
the system or code one DFTRMLST macro instruction and modify the entry 
prier to issuing the Read Initial (TI) macro instruction. See the 
description of the DFTBMLST format in the afpropriate BTAM SBL. 

]!i!~ A.f.!:i9~ De§.££i]!lfD !b!~~ 

~1A~ £]~!g!i2D: Follows Write Initial (TI), Write Continue (TT), write 
Initial Conversational (TIV), Write Continue Conversaticnal (TTY}, or 
Write Conversational (TV) • 

~!flgDg!iQD: A NAK has been received in response to a text transmission. 
This indicates that the 3270 control unit has detected an ENQ character 
in the transmission or that the 3271, 3276 er 3274 (not 3275) has 
detected an invalid ECC. A 3275 sends an EGT and indicates an invalid 
ECC in the sense/status message. The cause could be a transmission 
error or invalid text. BTAi will have retried the operation. 

• If the preceding operation was write Initial (TI} or irite Continue 
(TT), issue a Write Initial (TI} to retry the operation. 

• If the preceding operation was Write Initial conversational (TIV} or 
write Conversational (TV), issue a Write Initial Conversational 
(TIV) to retry the operation. 

• If the condition permits, take a SNAP dump or PDUMP of the text 
block and notify the operator of the condition so that the fault can 
be isolated. 

£1.!~ Q]~!g!jgD: Follows a Write Initial (TI) or Write Initial 
Conversational (TIV) • 

~!]JgD~.!:iQD: No response to the previous selection sequence has been 
received. Possible causes include: 

• There is no device on this line for the selection sequence that was 
sent. 
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• A hardware transmission error prevented recognition of the selection 
sequence or the acknowledgement. 

• The 3270 is unavailable due to lack of power or a malfunction. 

ETAE will have retried the Cieration. 

• If the previous operation was Write Initial (TI), issue a Write 
Initial (TI) tc retry the operation. 

• If the previous operation was Write Initial Conversational (TIV), 
issue a Write Initial Conversational (TIV) to retry the operation. 
If the condition persists, take the device out of service. Record 
the fact that the terminal is out of service for use by the terminal 
control program and notify the operator. See "Advantages of a 
~aster Terminal Program" in ~his chapter. 

]jj~ Q~~~at!QB: Follows Write Initial (TI), Write Continue (TT), Write 
Initial Conversational (TIV), Write Continue Conversational (TTV), or 
Write Conversational (TV). 

~~EJgBg!!gB: Bo response to the preceding text transmission has been 
received. Possible causes include: 

• The preceding text was received by the 3270 without valid framing 
characters (STX/ETX) or (DLE STX/ETX) • 

, The 3270 has been unavailable. 

• A transmission errcr has prevented receipt of the response. 

J~!!2B: Reissue the preceding macro instruction to retry the operation. 
If the condition persists, take the terminal out of service and proceed 
as in Write Action Description Four. 

]1j!~ Ac!!QB ]~§~~i~!!QB ~!~ 

]IJ~ Q~~~~!!QB: Follows Write Initial Conversational (TIV), Write 
Continue Conversational (TTV), or Write Conversational (TV). 

~~~JgBg!!gB: Text ending in EBQ bas been received. This indicates that 
the 3270 has qetected an internal parity check or a cursor check. A SUB 
character (EBCDIC 1 3F' or ASCII '1A') has been substituted for the error 
character and the EBQ character is transmitted in place of the ETX/ETB 
and BCC. A status condition has been stored at the 3270's control unit. 

J~!iQE: Issue a Read Initial (TI) with a polling list containing the 
specific polling sequence fer the device transmitting the EBQ character. 
This retrieves the 327C sense/status messag~ (see "Sense/Status 
Analysis" in this chapter) and resets the status condition. 

]~j~ Q~~~atioB: Follows Write Initial Conversational (TIV). 
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~1~l~A.§!ig~: Text was received in error: 

x•oa• - data check 
:X 1 04' - overrun 
X'02' - lost data 

See Read Action Descriptions Seven through Nine. 

Action: Issue a Read Repeat (TP) to send a NAK, which transmits the lost 
text-again. 

~lA~ QR~~g!iQB: Follows Write Initial (TI) or Write Continue (TT). 

~1~Jg~g!iQB: A WACK was received in response to a text write. This is a 
normal response to a text data stream that contains a copy control 
character or write control character specifying •start printer.• It 
implies that the print operation has begun and that the printer is now 
l:usy. 

Action: Issue a Write Initial (TI) to send to another device on the 
IIne:-or issue a Read Init.i.al (TI) to begin polling on the line. 

£IA~ QR~~~!iQB: Follows Write Initial (TI) or Write Initial 
Conversational (TIV) • 

~1~Jgng!iQB: An RVI has been received in respcnse to addressing. This 
response indicates that the 3270 has pending status, other than device 
end or device busy, which must be retrieved prior to writing to the 
3270. 

• Issue a Write Reset (TR) to reset the line. 

• Then issue a Read Initial (TI} using a polling list with the 
specific polling sequence for the device. 

]IA~ Q~~g!iQB: Follows a Write Initial (Tl). 

E~£1~E~!igE: A WACK has been received iri response to addressing. This 
indicates that the addressed device is busy. 

• Issue a Write Reset (TR) to terminate the operation. 

• Then check for output tc another device on the line and issue a 
Write Initial (TI) or initiate polling on the line with a Read 
Initial (TI) • 

~IA~ Q~~fg!iQB: Follows Write Initial (TI), Write continue (TT), Write 
Initial Conversational (TIV), Write Continue conversational (TTV), or 
Write Conversational (TV). 
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J~Rls~ati.QJ!: This is unrecognized completion and should not occur. The 
probable cause is a scftware problem. 

• Take a SBAP dump er PDUMP of the system for analysis. 

• Notify the operator of the condition. 

• Issue a Write Reset (TR} to reset the line, then issue a Read 
Initial (TI} to resume polling. 

~IA~ 9R~!s!i2y: Follows a Write Initial (TI}. 

l!Rlsyati~y: An incorrect alternating acknowledgement was received in 
response to the text transmission. BTlM has verified that the incorrect 
acknowledgement is incerrect by sending an ENQ to request retransmission 
of the ACK. 

• Issue a Write r.eset (TR} to reset the line. Then retry the Write 
Initial (TI). 

• If the problem persists, notify the operator of the condition. 
Record the control unit cut cf service and proceed as in Read Action 
Description Five. 

!!!~~ Ac1!2B ~~.§£!iR!!SB IBi!!~~~ 

£1A~ 9R~!s!i2~: Follows a Write Initial (TI}. 

~!RlsYs1i~9: EOT has teen received in response to a Write Initial trying 
to start a 3284-3 printer attached to a 3275. 

Af!i2B: Read the sense/status ·message. 

REMOTE DIAL EVENT COMPLETICN ANALYSIS 

This section should help you design or cede the portion of a terminal 
central program which, upon completion of a 3270 I/O operation, analyzes 
the completion and decides the proper action. 

The description of the 3270 remote dial event completion analysis is 
organized in six parts. Four of the parts are flowcharts contained in 
Figures 4-7 through 4-10. these flowcharts are a logical sequence in 
which completion information can be analyzed after a Read or Write 
operation. The flowcharts refer to the action descriptions that 
immediately follow the flowcharts. 

the action descriptions are in the following formats: 

• An explanation of the causes of the cempletion condition. 

• 1he advised actions, and comments, where appropriate. 
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DECB Fields 

Completion Code Optype Code Flag Byte Sense Byte, Response TP Code 
1----'-------+---'-'--'-----l-----"---"--- Info, or Error Info as 1--------1 

See This 
Read Action 
Description 

Offset 0 Offset 5 Offset 24 Indicated Offset 28 

READ Tl 

I 
READ TIC 

y 

EQT Received 

Good Read-Text 
I 

Sense/Status Msg. Rec 1d. 
I 

Unknown 

I STX ENQ Received 
">---~ 

y 

I 
STX ENQ Received 

Time out to 
Read ID ENQ 

y or ID ACK-0 

Unknown 

Invalid ID or ID NAK Received 

2 

4 

6 

7 

8 

10 

11 

Figure 4-7. DOS BTAM, DOS/VS BTAM, and DOS/VSE BTAM-ES, Remote 
Dial Read Completion Analysis 

£~El£B£iiQB! The Read command has completed properly without error. l! 
£.!l ].Q.'.!'. .!!£.§ .!?§§.!! .!§.f§.i.!.§.f, the 3275 has responded EOT to a Read continue, 
indicating it has no mere text to send and is releasing control of the 
line. 

].f!!QB! Normal completion of a read sequence from the 3275 allows you 
to: 

1. Issue a Write Disconnect if no more input or output is desired from 
or to the 3275. 

2. Issue a Read Inquiry or Read Inquiry Mcnitor to await another bid 
from the 3275. The Read Inquiry Monitor does not allow a 3275 
time-out. It maintains the connection with the 3275 for further 
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DECB f;elds See This 

Completion Code Flag Byte Sense Byte TP Code Read Action 
Description 

Offset 0 Offset 24 Offset 16 Offset 28 

y 

y 

y 
11 

y 

12 

y y y 

N N 

y 

y 

12 

y 
13 

*N 
.. 12 

Figure 4-8. OS BTAM and OS/VS BTAM, Remote Dial Read Completion 
Analysis 

interaction. You might set a timer interval with the Monitor 
version and end the read with RESETPL after the interval, followed 
by a Write Disconnect, or a Write Inquiry followed by a Write 
Continue to prompt the cperator. 

3. Issue a Write Inquiry to bid for the line, if you want to send a 
message to the terminal. 

1! ~] ]Q1 !~§ ~ot f~~~J1~g, then a text block has been successfully 
received from the 3275 in response to a Read Initial, Read Continue, or 
Read Connect instructicn. 
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the input may have the following format: 

r---...---..--------r-------------..----, 
STX AID 

Cursor I ETB I 
Address I FIELD DATA ETX I 

If the operator initiated the message other than with the Test Bequest 
key, the first block bas the above general format. The maximum block 
length is 256 characters even if there are subsequent blocks because the 
3275 does not break an SEA sequence (3 bytes represent a buffer 
address) • 

1he following variations in the above format are possible: 

• If the Clear key or a Prcgram Attention key was pressed, the ETX is 
the only character following the AID byte. 

• If there are no mcdified fields, the ETX is the only character 
following the cursor address. 

• If the block is not the last from the device, an ETB terminates the 
tlock. E7X or ETE terminates the last tlock. 

,.-----..-----------~·...-------, 

STX FIELD tATA ETE I 
ETX I 

.J 

If the input block is not the first block of the transmission series, it 
has the above format (no AID or cursor address) • ETX or E1E terminates 
the last block. 

r---- ----r---, 
I SOH I % I I I STX TEXT I ETX I ._.___ .....___ __ __.... ____ __, 

1he above format could be received if the operator pressed the Test 
Request key and the Einary Synchronous Test Facility is not included in 
ETAM. 

r--·-.,.---... 
I STX I ETX I 
L .J 

1he above format could be received as the last tlock under certain 
unusual circumstances, and can be ignored. 

Action: Issue Read Continue macro instructions until EOT is received 
from-the 3275, ending its central of the line. The data blocks can then 
te concatenated and passed to the application modules, as discussed in 
"Remote Leased Line Event Ccmpletion Analysis" in this chapter. 

~~s~ ~ct1g~ ~~§£!1f!i2~ 1~Q 

~~fls~g!!g~: A text blcck has been successfully received from the 3275 
from a Read Initial, Read continue, or Read ccnnect macro instruction. 
the input may have the following format: 
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If the operator initiated the message other than with the Test Beguest 
key, the first block bas the above general format. The maximum tlock 
length is 256 characters frcm STX to ETX or ETB. The block could be 
fewer than 256 characters even if there are subseguent tlocks because 
the 3275 does not break an SEA sequence (3 bytes represent a buffer 
address) • 

Tbe following variaticns in the above format are possible: 

• If the Clear key or a Program Attention key was pressed, the ETX is 
the only character follcwing the AID byte. 

• If there are no modified fields, the ETX is the only character 
following the curscr address. 

• If the block is not the last from the device, an ETE terminates the 
tlock. ETX or ETE terminates the last block. 

-----,-----, 
STX FIELD DATA I ETE I 

I EU I 
_i_ __ .J 

If the input block is net the first block cf the transmission series, it 
has the above format (no AID or cursor address) • ETX er ETE terminates 
the last block • 

.---- --T----r-
1 SCH I % I / I SU I '!:EXT I ETX 
L -L-----L-----..L-----.J 

The above format cculd be received if the Cferator pressed the TEST 
RECUEST key and the Einary Synchronous Test Facility is not included in 
E'IH • 

..----..-----, 
I STX ETX I 
L-.__...__ ___ .J 

The above format could te received as the last block under certain 
unusual circumstances, and can be ignored. 

Action: Issue Read Continue macro instructions until EOT is received 
from-the 3275, ending its control of the line. The data tlocks can then 
be concatenated and passed to the application modules, as discussed in 
"Remote Leased Line Event Completion Analysis" in this chapter. 

]!~!~Ilg!i2n: A 3275 sense/status message has been received (see 
"Sense/Status Analysis" in this chapter), indicating either a "tusy" 
condition, a return to "ready" from "not-ready" status, or a hardware 
error condition at the terminal. 

Action: Issue a Bead ccntinue macro instructicn to receive EOT from the 
3275-and allow it to relinguish control of the line. Analyze the two 
sense;status bytes as outlined in "Sense/Status Analysis" in this 
chapter. 
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ihe message has the format: 

..-~~....-~-r~--.~~--..-~~~~~~~.,...~~~-, 

SOH B STl 
SER SE/STATUS 

BYTES ETX 
I 
I 

~~]lgBA!igB: The 3275 has responded ENC to a Bead Inquiry or Read 
Inquiry !onitor macro instruction, indicating the operator wishes to 
send a message. 

A£!ign: Issue a Bead Continue to receive the first text block. 

~~£lgilg!!gn: A completion ccndition unknown to the 3275 Dial support has 
occurred. This is prctably caused by a programming error such as 
issuing an invalid macro instruction sequence. 

Af!igE: See Write Acticn Description Ten. 

]~Elgilg!ign: The 3275 has detected an internal buffer parity error 
(!11-ENQ received) or a malfunction other than a parity error, and has 
aborted its current transmission. This indicates that the 3275 has an 
error sense/status message pending, which you must retrieve and analyze 
tefore continuing. 

Following Write Text, the 3275 responds with an EOT instead of an ACK-0, 
ACK-1, or BAK to indicate that a sense/status message is pending and 
must be cleared before any further operation can continue. 

turing the connect sequence, the 3275 sent the ID followed by a BAK 
instead of ACK-0 to indicate that the sense/status is pending and must 
be cleared. 

~f!igE: To reset the line, issue a Write Reset for OS. Then issue a 
Bead Continue macro instruction to read the sense/status message from 
the 3275. See Read Action Description Three for the format of a 
sense/status message. 

]~ElgBg!ign: While establishing a connection with the Read Initial or 
Read Connect macro instruction, the 3275 failed to transmit its It-ENQ 
sequence (CPU answering operation) or ID-ACK-0 sequence (CFO called the 
terminal) within the TCU's timeout interval. This is protatly a 
ter~inal hardware error. 

Action: Issue a Write tisconnect to disconnect and disatle the line, 
followed by another Bead Initial or Read connect, as appropriate. 
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E1E1sBs!i.2l!: The 3275 has failed to transmit text within the TCU's 
time-out period in resFonse to a Read Initial, Read Connect, or Read 
Continue macro instruction. This can ~ccur due to incorrect operator 
procedures on Read Initial er Read Connect. You should retry the 
operation. On Read Continue, it is probably a hardware error and is not 
worth retrying. 

Af!i2B: Issue a Write tisconnect to disable and disconnect the line, 
followed by another Read Initial or Read Connect, as apFropriate. 
Alternately, for Read Initial or Read Connect, you might issue a Bead 
Inquiry or Read Inquiry Monitor to await input, or issue a Write Inquiry 
to bid for the line and send a prompting message. 

~~9g A.£!i2B ~~§£!iR!i2D ~!n~ 

~1~1sBs!i2n: The 3275 operator has failed to bid for the line within the 
TCU's timeout interval, following the Bead Inquiry~ This is a normal 
occurrence, depending on your usage of Read Inquiry and Write Reset 
instead of Read Inquiry Monitor and Write Reset Monitor, which cannot 
timeout. 

Af!ifn: You may issue Write Reset or Read Inquiry to initiate another 
timeout interval, or use the Monitor form of either macro instrucion to 
wait indefinitely for operator action. The Monitor form of the macro 
instruction may cause extended toll costs if the operator is not at the 
disFlay station. 

You may also issue a Write tisconnect (TD) to disconnect the line. This 
action may be appropriate after some specified interval has elapsed 
following a Bead Inquiry Mcnitor Operation. 

~§s9 J£!i2n ~~£.!iR!isn ~~n 

E1fJgnati2B: The 3275 cperatcr has requested immediate termination of 
the connection by Fressing the Disconnect key on the 3275. 

!£!!2B: Issue a Write tisconnect to disconnect and disatle the line, 
fellowed by another Initial or connect-type macro instruction to 
establish another connection with the same er another operator. 

~§s§ A£!i2D ~§§£!iRti2n ~l§!~D 

]1£1sns!i2n: The 3275 has responded with an invalid ID sequence or with 
It-NAK to your Read Initial or Read Connect, indicating either a wrong 
terminal or a hardware error~ In either case, further communication is 
not desired. 

!£!!2n: If expanded It verification is in use, BTAM automatically 
disconnects the line. Issue the Read Connect (TC) macro. If expanded 
It verification is not in use, issue a Write Disconnect (TE) macro. 

E1flsns!i2n: A completicn ccndition unknown to the 3275 dial support has 
occurred; it is probatly caused by a programming error such as issuing 
an invalid macro instruction sequence. 
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C0mpletion Code Flag Byte 

Offset 24 

y 

N 

y 

y 

DECB Fields 

Sense Byte or Error 
Info CIS Indicated 

TP Code 

Offset 28 

WRITE Tl - Good 
response to text 

WRITE TT - Good 
response to text 

WRITE TIC
Authorized I 0 
received 

WRITE TR/fRM -
ENQ received 

WRITE TQ - Good I I acknowledgement 

Optype Code 

Offset 5 

EOT Response - Status/Sense Message Pending 

Sense Byte 

y WRITE Tl 

WRITE TQ 

I Error 
Info WRITE TR 

I 
y NAK Received-Status/Sense Msg Pending 

I Error 
Info 

Unknown Condition 

Y ID NAK Received - Status/Sense Pending 

Received ID Did Not Compare 

I 
y WACK Received 

Unknown Condition 

Invalid ID Received 

WACK to Initial Operation 
~ Keyboard / Printer, ID 

Y Reader Bus 

WACK to Data or ENQ -
Printer Busy 

See This 
Write Action 
Description 

2 
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10 

• 

Figure 4-9. DOS BTAM, DOS/VS BTAM, and DOS/VSE BTAM-ES, Remote 
Dial Write Completion Analysis 
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Figure 4-10. 

DECB F;elds See This 
Write Action 

Sense Byte TP Code Description 
Offset 16 Offset 28 

y 
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11 
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14 
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12 

13 

10 

y 
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15 

OS BTAM and OS/VS BTAM, Remote Dial Write Completion 
Analysis 
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AS!iQB: Cbtain as complete a picture of current system status as 
possi~le, including, in order of importance: the DECE (with any user 
extensions you may have appended); DTFBT fer the line group; any 
terminal-status tables you may have in your program; I/O tuffers; and 
application program areas. These should be dumped to an external device 
for printing and analysis. You should then issue a Write Iisconnect to 
disabie the line, follcwed by an Initial or Ccnnect macro instruction to 
prepare for further operation. 

l~ElgBg!i2n: An I/O error has occurred on a read operation. The error 
can te a result of lost data, data check, or data overrun. The text 
received is in error. 

AS!ign: Issue a Write risconnect (TD) to disconnect the line. This is 
protably the most likely action tecause BTAM has already tried 
unsuccessfully the specified number of times. 

As an alternative, you can issue a Read Repeat (TP) to reattempt to read 
the text from the 3275. 

]~ElgBg!i2B: The 3275 bas responded positively to the last write 
operation on the line. The respcnse means: 

irite Initial: 
Write Continue: 
irite Connect: 

Write Inquiry: 

Text received properly 
Text received properly 
Proper terminal ID has teen sent ty the 3275; 
terminal is now ready fer data. 
Positive response to CPU tid for the line; 
3275 is ready to receive data. 

AS!iQB: Issue a Write Continue to transmit text, or a Write EOT Monitor, 
er Write Reset/Write Reset ~onitor to terminate the transmission. 

£~E12Bg!i2B= The 3275 has responded ENQ to a Write EOT or Write EOT 
Monitor, indicating that it desires to transmit a message. 

AS!i2B: Issue a Read Ccntinue macro instruction to read the message. 

J~ElgBg!ign: The 3275 has 
It verification sequence. 
but indicates that it bas 
read before continuing. 

responded with an ID NAK during connection and 
!he 3275 is sending the It for verification 

a sense/status message pending which you must 

If the connection process has been com1leted and a Write Inquiry 
solicits a NAK from the 3275, then the 3275 is again indicating that it 
has a sense/status message pending. 

ibe third instance that could lead to this condition is a Write Initial 
or Write Continue issued during a Write Text sequence. A response of 
ECi from the 3275 instead of ACK-0 or ACK-1 indicates an outstanding 
sense/status message at the 3275. 
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~f!i~n: Issue a Write Beset macro instruction to reset the line; then 
issue a Read Continue macro instruction to read the sense/status message 
from the 3275. You shculd issue another Read Continue after receipt of 
the sense/status to allow the 3275 to transmit EOT and clear its status 
connection. The message has the form: 

,----...-~~.....-~----r~~-T~~-T~----r-~--, 

IS I IS Is Is I El 
I O I % R I T I S I S I T I 
IHI IX I 1 I 2 I XI 

Ycu should now analyze the two SS bytes, as descrited under the heading 
"~ense/Status Analysis" and take the approfriate corrective action. 

~~f1s~s!ign: The remote operator has requested immediate disconnection 
through use of the DISCCNNECT switch on the display, and bas protatly 
already hung up the phcne. 

~f!iQB: Depending on data set options at the transmission control unit: 

1. If the data set has Auto Disconnect and the device was dialed by 
the computer, issue a CONTROL Disable er a Write Ereak macro 
instruction on the same DECE. 

Example: (symtcl] CONTROL DECBNAME,TD,MF=E 

2. If the data set does not have the Auto Disconnect Feature, or if 
the data set has Auto Disconnect and the device was not dialed by 
the computer issue a Write Disconnect macro instructicn against the 
same DECE. Then issue a Write Initial er Write connect to call 
another terminal, or a Bead Initial or Bead Connect to await 
another call. 

~~E1snatign: While estatlishing a connecticn with the Write Connect or 
Write Initial macro instructions, the 3275 failed to respond to your 
frogram's transmitted ID sequence within the TCU 3-second timeout 
interval. This is protably a terminal hardware error; this particular 
terminal should probably not be called again until checked. 

If the Write Initial has successfully established a connection with the 
3275 (including receipt of the ID sequence), then this completion 
indicates that the 3275 has failed to resfond to the text block 
transmitted as part of the Write Initial. 

1. Issue a Write Disconnect macro instruction on the same DECE to 
disconnect and disable the line. 

2. Issue another Write Initial or Write Connect macro instruction to 
the same terminal (if immediate retry is desired) , or to another 
terminal. 
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!.!.E.J&!!A!i2.!!: After your Write Initial has successfully established a 
c~nnection with the 3275 (including receipt of the ID sequence), the 
3275 has failed to resEond tc the text block transaitted as part of the 
iI:i te Initial. 

Af!i2.n: Same as Write Action Description Five. 

!!i!~ AS!i2.!! ~~scri.E!iS.!! ~~!~.!! 

!.!.E!.2.!!A!ifil!: A text blcck was sent to the 3275 using a irite Continue, 
tut the 3275 failed to acknowledge the block within the TCU's 3-second 
timeout interval. 

Jf!i.9.!!= 

A. Issue a.Write Inquiry macro instruction to ask the 3275 to 
retransmit its last response. The response may have teen garbled or 
a momentary line less may have occurred. as-and OS/VS provide an 
area for the response to be read into. There are two ways to 
provide BTAM with fcinters to this area: 

1. The ENTRY operand technique. You provide a parameter list 
pointer with the ENTRY operand of the Write TQ. The parameter 
list contains the fullword address of the response input area, 
and a fullword constant containing the length of the input area 
(2 is sufficient). For example: 

(symbol) WHITE tECBNAME,TQ,,,,PARMLIST,MF=E 
PARMLIST DC A (RESPABEA) ADDR OF RESPCNSE INPUT AREA 

DC F'2' LENGTH OF RESPONSE INPUT ABEA 
BESPAREA DS Ct2 RESPONSE INPUT AREA 

2. The DECB extension technique. You provide the address and 
length of the response input area in the Write TQ macro 
instruction itself, which then stores the information in the 
DECB extension. For example: · 

(symbol) WRITE tECBNAME,TQ,, (,RESPAREA), (,2) MF=E 

The method you use must agree with the specification of the 
ETMOD macro instruction DECBEXT parameter. If BTMCD specifies 
DECBEXT=YES, you must use the DECE extension technique; 
similarly, if you use the DECB extension technique, ETMOD must 
specify DECBEXT=YES. The BTMOD parameter choice may be dictated 
by other terminal types in the system. Conversational reads and 
writes to a 2770 require th• DECB extension, and you would then 
have to use the same technique. 

B. If the Write TQ completes successfully, you may send another block 
of data with Write Continue, or end with Write EOT. If Write TQ is 
net successful, issue a Write Disconnect followed ty irite Initial 
or Write Connect, as desired. 

!.!.E!s.!!s!iQ.!!: The 3275 has failed to respond to the Write Inquiry macro 
instruction; ETAM has retried the number of times specified in the 
DTFET. Further attempts are probably useless. 

1£.!iQ.!!: Same as Write Action Description Five. 
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!!l!! J£!i2B ~~2'!i.E!i£~ !iB! 

JlflsB!!i2B: You issued a Write EOT orWrite Reset macro instruction to 
relinquish control of the line, and the 3275 has not bid for control 
within 7 seconds for OS, or the number of seconds represented by 3 times 
the number of retries specified in DTFBT in DOS and DOS/VS. 

J£!i£B: You should keep count of the number of consecutive occurrences 
of this type of time-out, and if a reasonable number is exceeded, 
disconnect the line and reinitialize for another call. 

You could also issue a Read Inquiry Monitor, which will not time out, 
following this first completion of the Write EOT or Write Reset. 

Alternately, you could issue a Write EOT Monitor or Write Reset Monitor, 
neither of which will time out, instead of the Write EQT,. 

If the Monitor macro instructions are used, be aware of the possibility 
an operator may leave the terminal without requesting disconnection, 
which could result in substantial line toll costs. You ·should perhaps 
set a timer interval when issuing a Monitor operation, and stop the 
operation with a RESETPL macro instruction if the operation is not 
ccmplete within the time interval. 

~~££gBs!i2B: A completion condition unknown to 3275 Dial support has 
occurred, which is probably caused by a programming error such as 
issuing an invalid macro instruction sequence. · 

A£!!2B: Obtain as complete a picture of current system ~tatus as 
possible, including, in order of importance: the DECB (with any user 
extensions you may have appended); DTFBT for the line group; any 
terminal-status tables you may have in your program; I/0 tuffers; and 
application program areas. 7hese should be dumped to an external device 
fer printing and analysis. You should then issue a Write Disconnect to 
disable the line, follcwed by an Initial or connect macro instruction to 
prepare for further operation. 

!lfJgBati2B: An ID sequence other than any specified in the DFTR!LST 
macrc instruction has been received from the 3275 during a Write Initial 
or Write Connect operation. 

Action: Issue a Write Iisconnect to h~ng up and disatle tbe line, 
fellowed by another Write Initial or Write connect to enatle the line, 
as appropriate. 

~2!§: Because terminal It lists are not reentrant ~nd reusable, it may 
be appropriate to do an ID check against a common list at this point. 

!l£lgBs!i2B: The 3275 has responded with WACK to your attempt to 
establish communications with a Write Initial or Write Connect. 
indicates a "busy" condition involving the keyboard, operator It 
reader, or printer. 

This 
card 
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Acticn: Issue a Write Disccnnect to disconnect and disable the line, 
followed by another write Initial or write connect to establish 
ccnnection with another terminal. 

~fi!~ !£!i2n ]~.2.f!iE!ifE !hi!!~~E 

£~El~n~ti2n: The 3275 has responded WACK to your transmission of text. 
This condition occurs only if you had the Start-Print tit en in the 
Write Control character. WACK indicates that the text has been 
successfully received and that printing has started. No further text 
transfers are possible until the printing is finished. 

!£!i2n: Issue a Write ECT Monitor or Write Reset Monitor tc relinquish 
central of the line and monitor for completion. When this WRITE TRM 
completes, issue a Read Continue to receive the sense/status message 
from the 3275 indicating device end (sense/status tytes = X'C240'). On 
receipt of this message and its following EOT, you may initiate any new 
transmissions you desire, or monitor the line for terminal activity. 

£~El~ngti2E: The acknowledgment received from the 3275 in response to a 
write command is not the exFected alternating acknowledgement (ACK-0 or 
ACK-1). A message may be lest. 

]f!i2n: Issue a Write Inquiry (TC) macro asking the 3275 to retransmit 
its last response (for examFle, ACK-0, ACK-1, or NAK). 

If you are unable to reconstruct the message or resolve the sequence of 
acknowledgements, issue a Write Disconnect (TD) to disccnnect the line. 

~~E1gEgti2E= Data received from the 3275 in response to a conversational 
write is in error. The indicated cause of the error is lost data, data 
check or overrun. 

Af!i2E= Issue a Read ReFeat (TP) to reattemft to read the text. ETAM 
has already tried a sfecified number of times so if the condition 
ccntinues, issue a Write Disconnect to disconnect the line. 

LOCAL EVENT COMPLETION ANALYSIS 

The information in this section should help you design or code the 
portion of a terminal contrcl Frogram which, upon completion of 3270 I/O 
operation, analyzes the circumstances of the completion and decides the 
proper action. A local 3270 includes a 3272, a 3274-1B, or a 3274-1D 
central unit. 

The description of the 3270 local event comFletion analysis is organized 
in six parts. Four of the parts are flowcharts contained in Figures 
4-11 through 4-14. These flowcharts are a logical sequence in which 
completion information can be analyzed after a Read or Write operation. 
The Erase/Write Alternate ccmmand performs the same function as the 
ERASE/WRITE command and causes a device with alternate tuffer capability 
to enter alternate buffer mode. On local 3274-1D devices, the Prepare 
to Read command enables the display system to communicate with the host 
program so that, at selection time of a particular display or printer, 
the display system knows the next program action. The Write structured 
Field (TSF) command causes a 3274 to enter Write Structured Field mode. 
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DECB Fields 

Completion Code Sense Byte 

Offset 0 Offset 16 

y 

y RESET PL 

y RFT on READ Tl 

y READ Tl After RFT Process 

y 

N 

y Operation Check 

y Control Check 

y Data Check 

y DC, Unit Specify 

y Bus Out 

y Intervention Re uired 

y CR 

See This 
Read Action 
Description 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

. 12 

13 

6 

Figure 4-11. DOS BTAM, DOS/VS BTAM; and DOS/VSE BTAM-ES, Local Read 
Completion Analysis 
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DECB Fields 

Completion Code Flag Byte Error Status 

Offset 0 Offset 24 Offset 29 

N loop 

OLTEP 

RESET PL 

I Undefined 

y OL TEP After Error 

Sense Byte 

Offset 16 

y oc 

1/0 Error 

1/0 Error 

See This 
Read Action 
Description 

6 

12 

7 

4 

8 

Figure 4-12. OS BTAM, OS/VS BTAM, and DOS/VSE BTAM-ES, Local Read 
Completion Analysis 

Figures 4-11 through 4-14 refer to the action descripticns that 
immediately follow. The acticn descripticns are in the following 
fcrmat: 

• An explanation of the causes of the completion conditicn 

• The advised actions and comments, where appropriate 

!~£1~~g!i~~: The Read operation has been completed successfully. The 
input message may take cne of several formats. 

r-
1 AIL 
I 
L-

--. 
CURSOR ADDRESS I FIELD DATA 

I 
-.i 

-,- , 
or I AID I Structured Field (s) I 

I X' 88' I I 
~--~----'----~---~~--~--~J 

If the operator has initiated the transacticn other than with the TEST 
RECUEST key, the message has the above general format. The following 
variations are also possible: 

• If the CLEAR key er Program Attenticn key was pressed, the AID byte 
is the only character received. 

• If there are no modified fields and the operation was a .Bead 
f.odified, only the AID tyte and cursor address are received. 
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lf!i2n: The acticn taken depends on the line central program. Iou may: 

• Check for the availability of output and, if present, write to a 
terminal with a Write Initial (TI), Write Erase (TS), Erase/Write 
Alternate (TSA), or Write Structured Field (TSF) or issue a Write 
Unprotected Erase (TUS) to the same format again. Write Unprotected 
Erase does net transmit text. 

• If no output is available, issue a Read Initial (TI) so that the 
next operator acticn is recognized. 

~~]J~]g!i2n: The previcusly initiated Read Initial (TI) was terminated 
without message receipt, by a RESETPL macro instruction. 

lf!i21: The appropriate action depends on the line control program. You 
may: 

• If there is output for the control unit, issue a Write Initial (TI), 
Write Erase (TS) or Erase/Write Alternate (TSA) to send the message. 

• Resume the Read Initial (TI) • 

• Issue a CLOSE macro instruction to terminate operations on the 
control unit. 

!1£lg!g!i2n: A REQUEST-FOR-TEST message has been received in response to 
a Read Initial (TI), and a TWAIT macro instruction has not teen issued. 

lf!i2n: Issue a TWAIT macro in the form: 

TWAIT (R 1) I TERMTST I (R2) 

(R1) is a register that contains the address of the DECE, which is 
posted as complete on the satisfaction of the TWAIT; (R2) is loaded with 
the address of the tECE, which is posted with the X'42' completion cede. 
The completion code shculd net be altered prior to the issuance of the 
TWAIT. 

If the online terminal test facility is not available, the 
REQUEST-FOR-TEST message might be processed the same as a CLEAR key 
depression. 

~~]J~n~!i2n: The contents of the 3270 buffer are unreliable tecause cf 
previous processing of a RECUEST-FOR-TEST message. 

lf!i£]: The entire buffer must be reinitialized with a Write Erase (TS) 
or Erase/Write Alternate (TSA). This could require maintaining an image 
of the device buffer during processing because the buffer may te the 
cumulative result of multiple I/0 transactions. 
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~lE1sB!!!QB: ETAM has detected a cancel ccndition. 

As!iQB: Take a PDUMP or SNAP dump or the system. Issue an operator 
awareness message and terminate the system after recording 
checkpoint/restart information, if required. 

]~!~ A£!!2B ~~§£~!E!i~B ~il 

£lE1BilB!!QB: This is an unrecognized error condition that should not 
occur The probable cause is a program error. 

As!i2B: 

• Take a PDUMP or SKAF dump of the system for analysis. 

• Notify the operator of the condition. 

• Issue a Read Initial (TI) to resume input. 

~l]l!B!!!2B: The 3272, 3274 Model 1B, or 3274 Model 1D has detected an 
operation check. Possible causes are: 

• The data stream transmitted as the result of a Read Modified from 
Position (TMP) or Bead Euffer from Position (TBP) contains an 
illegal buffer address. 

• The data streams ccntain a Write Ccntrcl Character that specified 
start print. 

• Take a SNAP dump or FDU!F of the offending data streams for 
analysis. 

• Issue a transaction-cancelled message to the terminal. 

• Inform the system cperatcr of the occurrence. 

~lI1sB!!!2B: The 3272, 3274 Model 1B, or 3274 Model 1D has detected a 
control check conditicn. The addressed device failed to perform an 
operation or respond tc the control unit within a period of time 
determined by the control unit. 

• Retry the failing cperation the specified number of times. 

• Notify the operator of the occurrence. 

• Mark the terminal as out of service. 
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• Remove the terminal from the line group by issuing a CBGNTRY macro 
instructicn of the form: 

(for OS and OS/VS 
CHGNTRY (R1),ATTIST,(R2),,SKIP 

(for DOS and DOS/VS) 
CHGNTRY (R1),ATTLST, (R2),SKIF 

R1 is loaded with the address of the DTF/tCB and R2 is loaded with 
the relative line number of the terminal. 

• After repairs have teen made, the terminal can be placed back in 
service in response to an operator command through the use of a 
CHGNTRY macro instructicn with the activate parameter. 

~J]JgDs!i~B= The 3272, 3274 Model 1B, or 3274 Model 1D has detected a 
data check. 

Af!i9B= Same as Read Action tescription Eight. 

~J]JgBg!i~B= A printer or display has detected a data check condition. 

Af!i9B! 

• The entire device tuffer must be reconstructed with an Erase Write 
(TS) or Erase Write Alternate (TSA) command. 

• If desired, the failing operation may then he retried. This may 
require maintaining an image of the current buffer content which may 
consist of several I/C operations. 

• It may be preferatle to issue a Erase Write (TS} or Erase/Write 
Alternate (TSA} ccmmand indicating that the transacticn has aborted. 

• Proceed as in Read Acticn Description Eight. 

~~~g Jcti~D ]~§£IiE!igB ]l~!~B 

~JflsBg!i~B= The 3272, 32~4 Model 1B, or 3274 Model 1D has detected a 
bus-out check (inccrrect parity on a command or data received from the 
channel) • 

Af!iQD! Same as Read Acticn tescription Eight. 

]~gg Af!iQB ~~§f£if!iSB 1!~1!~ 

!JElgBg!iQB! The addressed device is unavailable (powered cff or not 
cperational). 
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A~.:U.2.!!= 

• Notify the system cperatcr of the conditicn. 

• Take the terminal cut of service. See Read Action Description Eight 
for an example of the CBGBTRI macro instruction. 

• Reissue the failing macro instruction if it was Read Initial (TI). 

~ZEJgBg!i2n: The 3272, 3274 Model 1B, or Medel 1D has detected an 
invalid command. 

Ag!isn: same as Read Action Description seven. 

~!i!~ Ag!i2n ~~.§.£!iE!ig.!! ~ng 

£!.!.El~.!H!!iO.!J: The Write cperation has been posted cbiilplete vi th out error. 
For a DOS, DOS/VS, or DOS/VSE printer, this only signals that the print 
operation has begun. frint errors which occur after channel end are 
posted through a returti code 1 30 1 on the subsequent Read or Write 
cpez:ation. 

A£!i2n: Check for the availability of additicnal output for other 
terminals on this control unit and send a Write Erase or Erase/Write 
Alternate (TSA) or Write Initial (TI). Issue a Read Initial (TI}. 

~Q!g: Channel end posting fer printers releases the DECB after the print 
cycle. Separate DECEs are recommended for printer operations to allow 
the application program to perform I/O operations -to other devices while 
print operations are in progress. The separate DECBs avoid extended 
waiting for completion of a print operation. 

!Ii!~ 1£!i.2B ~~!?.£!iE!!f.!! 1!f 

JZElgBA!ign: BTAM has detected a cancel condition, which is probably a 
user program problem. 

!f!i2n: Same as Read Acticn Description Five. 

~!i!g ~£!i2B ~~!?.£!iE!if.!! 1h!~~ 

]ZE1!Bg!i2n: This is an undefined error that should not occur, probably 
caused by a program error. 

A£!i2n: Same as Read Action Description six. 
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DECB Fields See This 

Completion Code Sense Byte 
Write Action 
Description 

OlfsetO Offset 16 

y 

y 
2 

N 
3 

y 
4 

y 

y 
6 

y 
7 

y 
8 

y 
9 

y 
10 

3 

Figure 4-13. DOS BTAM, DOS/VS BTAM, and DOS/VSE BTAM-ES, Local 
Write Completion Analysis 
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Completion Code 

Figure 4-14. 
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DECB f;elds 

Flog Byte Error Status 

Offset 29 

N 

y 

y 

y 

y 

Sense Byte 

Offset 16 

y 

See This 
Write Action 
Description 

11 

12 

11 

4 

13 

11 

13 

OS BTAM and OS/VS BTAM, Local Write Completion 
Analysis 



~!fl!Bs!igB: The 3272, 3274 Model 1B, or 3274 Model 1D has detected an 
operation check. Possible causes are: 

• The data stream contains an invalid buffer address. 

• The data stream ends prior to the completion of an order sequence. 

Af!ign: Same as Read Action Description Seven. 

]!flsBs!i2B= The 3272, 3274 Model 1B, or 3274 Model 1D bas detected a 
control check. The device failed to perform an operaticn or respond to 
the 3272 or 3274 in the time allowed by the control unit. 

Af!iQE: Same as Read Action tescription Eight. 

]!Elsns!i2n: The 3272, 3274 Model 1B, or 3274 Model 1D has detected a 
data check. This is a hardware error. 

Af!i2E: Same as Read Action tescription Eight. 

]!£1sBs!i2n: A printer er display has detected a data check. This is a 
hardware error. 

Af!i2E: Same as Read Action Description Ten. 

]!ElsBs!ign: The 3272, 3274 ~odel 1B, or 3274 Hodel 1D has detected a 
bus-out check (incorrect parity on a command or data received from the 
channel). 

!f!i2n: Same as Read Action tescription Eight. 

]!El!Es!i2n: The addressed device is unavailable (powered off or not 
operational) • 

Af!igB: Same as Read Action Description Twelve. 

!!i!~ !£!ion ]~§.£!iE!ifB !~B 

~!flsEs!ign: The 3272, 3274 ~odel 1B, or 3274 Model 1D has detected an 
invalid command. This could be due to an ERASE/WRITE ALTERNATE command 
er a WRITE STRUCTURED FIELD command's being sent to a 3272 or 3274-1B, 
or to a PREPARE TO READ command's being sent to a 3272 or 3274-1B. 

!£!i2E: Same as Read Action Description seven. 
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£ifl!Bati~: The device buffer is unreliable tecause of diagnostic 
testing after completicn of the previous output operation. 

AS!iQ~: Same as Bead Action tescription Four. 

~Ii!~ ~s!i~~ ~~.§.£!if!if~ 1!§1~~ 

~iEl~B~!i~B! The input/output request was rejected because an error 
occurred following the ~revious operation or request-fer-test 
processing. 

]S!iQ~! See Bead Action tescription Four. 

~ifJg~ati~~= A permanent I/C error has occurred. 

AS!iQ~: Same as Bead Acticn tescription Eight. 

SENSE/STATUS ANALYSIS 

Unlike previous terminal systems which told you only that an error had 
occurred; the 3270 Infcrmaticn Display system has a self-diagnosis 
system to inform the central site of error or completion ccnditions. In 
remote configurations this sense/status information is communicated in a 
special message format as illustrated in the Bead Completion Analysis 
sections (Bead Action tescription Three for remote dial, Read Action 
Description One for remote leased multipoint) • 

Proper analysis and use of the sense/status bytes may improve system 
availability. In many cases, a.specific retry operaticn can correct an 
error condition and allow ncrmal system operation to proceed. Also, 
conditions requiring manual intervention, such as a powered-down display 
or printer, or a printer out of paper, can be quickly identified. 
Proper personnel can be notified to correct the situation. Serious 
hardware malfunctions may be identified, legged out, and communicated to 
proper maintenance personnel as an· aid in diagnosing and correcting the 
problem. For a defailted description of the Sense/Status Analysis 
table, see the IE~ ~11~ J~~S!~g!lQD Qi§~l~l §l§!~~= ~Q!]QB~B! 
~§§S!i]!i~~, GA27-2749. 
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!nether access method that can be used in the telecommunications 
management of the 3270 display system is the Telecommunications Access 
!ethod (TCAM) • TCA! controls data transfer tetween main storage and 
local or remote display stations. It operates under OS/VS1 and OS/VS2 
and supports the 3270 display system in areas such as device scheduling, 
diagnostic testing, and errcr handling and recording. (See Figures 5-1 
through 5-4 .) 

This chapter presents cnly an overview of TCAM support for the 3270; it 
does not give a complete description of TCAM support. The following 
TCAM publications provide detailed information about TCAM: 

Q~L!~ lf!~ ~1§!~! Ef.Qgf~!.!l!~!~§ §y!g~ lf1~ 1~1~1 j~, GC30-2051 

Q~L!~ lf!~ ~!!.f!9 ~~!~!~.!!£~ §y!g~ %f~~ 1~1~1 j~, GC30-2052 

g~~!2!.Q!~§ 1lf!!!fl: ~§L!~ lf!~ (1~1~1 j~), GC30-3037 

Advanced Communicaticns 1.Y.!!f!l.Q.!! !.Q.! lf!1'1 ~1§!~.!l! R.!.Q.9!!!.!!H!!~!~§ 
gy~~~:-sc3o~3111-------

!.91-2.!!.f.!!1.9 f.Q..!l!.!!.Y.!!.! sg..:U.9.!!§ !.Y!!f!i.Q.!! !.9.! lf!1' ~~£.!.Q ~~!~.!~!!£~ gyj,g~, 
SC30-3118 

Advanced Communications 1.Y.!!£!!.Q.!! !.Qf lf!1'1 E.!.Q.9 E.!.QQ I Q.E~!!!!.Q!~§ 
gy~~~:-sc3o-3123 _______ 

Advanced Communications 1.Y.!!f!i.Q.!! !.Q.! lf~~. !~!.§!.Q.!l 1 .!.!l §!!!.U&!:i.Q!!.i Guiae:-sc3o-3132 _______ 

!.Q1~rnf~g f.Q..!l!.!l!.Y!!!fg.,!i.Q.!!.§ 1.Y.!!f!i.Q.!! !.Q! lf!~. !~!§!£.!! ~ .!.!!§!!!.!l.2!!.Q.!!.i 
~~!~!~!!£~ SC30-3133 

Advanced f.Q..!l!.!!.Y.!!.!.f!!!i.9.!!.§ 1.Y.!!f!l..Q.!! !.9.! :ff!~, !~!.§i..Q.!! 1 .QJ:~!!!.!i.Q!! I 
sc3o=Yfi6 

iCAE addresses, polls, and manages binary synchronous line control (BSC) 
and synchronous data link central (SDLC) according to the user's 
definition. Bead modified is the only TCAM read operation fer the 
remote 3270. 

ihe following secticns discuss scme of the TCAM macro instructicns and 
operands that affect the 327C; for complete information about their use, 
see the TCAM publications cited above. Figure 5-5 indicates which TCAM 
macros are used to define 3270 stations according to their attachment 
mode. The switched 3275 is not supported ty TCAM. 
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BSC SNA 

Non-SNA Non-
Local NCP NCP Local LU.TO LU.T2 

TCAM10 Direct' x x x - x -

ACF/TCAM Version 0 x x x - x x 

ACF/TCAM Version 22 x x x x x x 

TCAM10 Direct with TSO 1 " 3 x x x - x -

ACF/TCAM/TSO Version 03 x x x - x x 

ACF/TCAM/TSO Version 23 X' x X' X' X' X' 

Note: The switched 3275 is not supported by any release of TCAM. 

1 The 3278 Model 5 is not supported. 
2 The extended 3270 data stream is supported. 
3 The 3270 printers are not supported by TCAM/TSO. 

Figure 5-1. TCAM Release su11ort of 3270 Attachment Modes 

OS/VS2 

OS/VS1 svs MVS 

TCAM10 Direct x x x 

ACF/TCAM Version 0 x x x 

ACF/TCAM Version 2 x - x 

TCAM10 Direct with TSO - x x 

ACF/TCAM/TSO Version 0 - x x 

ACF/TCAM/TSO Version 2 - - x 

Figure 5-2. TCAM Release su11crt under CS/VS1 and os;vs2. 

DCB TSO (TIOC) Record 
API API API 

TCAM10 Direct x x -

ACF/TCAM Version 0 x x -

ACF/TCAM Version 2 Release 1 x x -

ACF/TCAM Version 2 Release 2 x x x 

Figure 5-3. TCAM Release Sufport of Applicaticn Program Interface Tyfes 
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BSC SNA 

Non-
SNA Non-
Local NCP NCP Local LU.TO LU.T2 

TCAM10 Direct - _l - - - -

ACF/TCAfl(l Version 0 - 1 x - x l< 

ACF/TCAM Version 2 Release 1 - 1 x x x x 

ACF/TCAM Version 2 Release 2 x 1 x x x x 

TCAM10 Direct with TSO - 1 - - - -

ACF/TCAM/TSO Version 0 - i x - x x 

ACF/TCAM/TSO Version 2 Release 1 - x x x x 

ACF/TCAM/TSO Version 2 Release 2 x x x x x 

Figure 5-4. TCAM Belease Sufport of Cross-Domain Networking for 3270 
Attachment Modes 

BSC SNA 

Non.SNA Non-
Local NCP NCP Local LU.TO LU.T2 

DCB x x - x - -

INVLIST x x - - - X' 

TERMINAL x x x x x x 

GROUP - - x x x x 

OPTION x x x x x x 

1 Switched lines only. 

Figure 5-5. TCAM Macrcs Used to Define the 3270 Device According to 
Attachment Mode 

TERMINAL MACBO INSTRUCTION 

The TERMINAL macro instruction defines the cluster control unit and the 
devices attached tc it (for ESC and SBA). It is only required for 3270 
central units if general polling is specified. 

Figure 5-6 gives the TERMINAL macro operands used to define 3270 devices 
according to attachment mode. 

]££~: The USS operand is the only distinguishing operand fer LU.TC or 
1U.T2 

To specify LU.TO code USS=3270 
To specify LU.T2 cede USS=SCS 
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Non-SNA· BSC SNA 
Locals Non-NCP NCP Local LU.TO LU.T2 

ACTIVE - - 0 0 0 0 

ADDA - R - - - -
ALTDEST 0 0 0 0 0 0 

BFRPAD - - - 0 - -
BUFSIZE 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CALL' - - - - - 0 

CDABLE - - 0 - - -
CINTVL1 - - - - - 0 

CLOCK' - - - - - 0 

DCB R R - R -- -

DIALNO' - - - - - 0 

EN CR PT - - - 0 - 0 

FEATURE 0 0 0 0 0 0 

GROUP - - R R R R 

LEVEL 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LLAT - - - R - -
LMD 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LOCADDR - - - R - -
MAXBFRU - - - 0 - -
MAXDATA1 - - - - - 0 

MAX OUT' - - - - - 0 

OPDATA 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PASS LIM' - - - - - 0 

QBY R R R R R R 

QUEUES R R R R R R 

RETRY' - - - - - 0 

RLN R R R R R R 

SCRSIZE 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SECTERM 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SP ECO UT - - 0 - - -

TBLKSZ - 0 - - - -

TCMSESN - - - 0 0 0 

TERM R R R R R R 

USS - - - R R R 

UTE RM' - - - - - 0 

0 = optional R = required - = not used 

Note: Not all these operands are valid for every release of TCAM. Consult the 
macro reference guide for your release of TCAM to determine .which 
operands can be used. 

1 For switched lines only. 

Figure 5-6. lERMINAL Macro Operands Used to Define 3~70 Devices 
Accc:rding to Attachment Mode 



INVLIST MACRO INSTRUCTICN 

The INVLIST macro instructien generates the FOlling list fer BSC non-NCP 
3270s, the tyFe of read operation for 3270 non-SNA locals, and the IDs 
for SNA switched 3270s. Each INVLIST macro defines the FOlling 
characters for all devices en a ESC non-NCF line. TCAM reguires a 
SFecific poll entry fer every 3270 printer and display, whether polled 
er not. If general polling is desired, an CRtER= sutoperand specifying 
the general pell characters for each BSC cluster control unit must also 
te included in the INVIIST macro specification. 

IEtRH MACRO INSTRUCTION 

The IEDRH macro instruction is used for LU.T2 SNA 3270s to set Begin 
Eracket, End Eracket, and Change Direction flag bits in the SNA Request 
Header in outgoing messages. 

GRCUP ANt tCB MACRO INSTRUCTIONS 

TCA~ has the concept of "line groups," sets of lines that have common 
characteristics and that permit operator centre! of a cellection of 
lines with single commands. 

For non-NCP BSC and ncn-SNA local stations, line groups must be defined 
for lines to which 3270 devices are attached with the line group tCB 
macro instruction. Figure 5-7 indicates which DCB macre operands are 
used to define such line groups. 

For NCP ESC and all SNA 327C devices, line groups are defined with the 
GRCUF macro instruction. Figure 5-8 indicates which GROUP macro 
operands are supported for various modes of 3270 attachment. 

The tCB macro is also used to define 3705 controllers operating in NCP 
mcde and SNA local clusters. The principal information supplied by the 
tCB macro for these tyFes of resources is the ttNAME of a Jct tt card, 
which defines the subcbannel to which the physical unit is attached. 
~ee the TCAM publications for further information on this use of the DCB 
macro. 

Each non-SNA local 327C control unit is considered to te a line group 
and therefore requires a tCE macro. Each device attached to the control 
unit is treated as a "line," since it has its own sutchannel address, 
and therefore requires a unique RLN= operand value on the TERMINAL macro 
reFresenting the device. A separate INVLIST macro must te coded for 
each station on the central unit. 

tynamic buffering is not SUFfOrted for the local non-SNA 3270. 
FCI=(N,N} must be used. 

If ycu are defining a local 3270 that uses the 3278, 3279, 3287, or 
3289, you should ncte that they must be specified as scme other 3270 
device of the same type (for example, the 3278 display must be specified 
as a 3277 display) • 
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Non-SN A BSC SNA 
Locals Non-NCP NCP Local LU.TO LU.T2 

BUFIN 0 0 

BUFMAX 0 0 
1 

BU FOUT 0 0 1 BUFSIZE 0 0 

CPRI 0 0 1 
DDNAME R R 1 
DSORG R R I 
EXLST 0 0 I 
INTVL - 0 7 
INVLIST R R I 
MACRF R R 7 
MH R R ] 
PCI R 0 1 
RESERVE 0 0 I 
SCT 0 0 [ 
TRANS R R 

0 =optional R = required - = not used 

Note: Not all these operands are valid for every release of TCAM. Consult the macro 
reference guide for your release of TCAM to determine which operands can be 
used. 

Figure 5-7. 
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BSC SNA 

Non.SNA 
Locals Non-NCP NCP Local LU.TO LU.T2 

BUFMAX 

' 
0 0 0 0 

BU FOUT 1 7 0 0 0 0 

BUFSIZE 1 7 0 0 0 0 

I NV LIST 7 7 - - - 0 

MH 1 1 R R R R 

OPACING 1 7 - 0 - 0 

PACK 1 t 0 0 0 0 

PCI 1 0 0 0 0 

TRANS 1 1 0 0 0 0 

RAPIMH If ~ 0 0 0 0 

0 =optional R =required - = not used 

Note: Not all then operands are valid for every release of TCAM. Consult your 
TCAM macro reference guide for your relean of TCAM to determine which 
operands can be used. 

Figure 5-8. GROUP !acre Operands Used to tefine 3270 tevices According 
to Attachment !ode 

SAMELE RESOURCE DEFINiiICNS 

Following are sample definitions for each type of 3270 disFlay 
attachment SUFported ty TCA!. In each sample are defined a line group, 
line, cluster controller or Fhysical unit, one device or logical unit, 
and an invitation list (if necessary). In real-life configurations, a 
line group includes several lines, each line has several cluster 
ccntrollers or physical units attached to it, and each cluster 
controller or physical unit has many devices or logical units attached 
tc it. 

GRF3274 GROUP 

HD13274 TERMINAL 

HP13274 TEBPJIRAL 

EUFOUi=2,BUFMAX=2,!H=SRAEDSMH,PCI=(,B), 
RESEEVE=(30,27) ,OFACING=S, 
TRANS=EBCD,BUFSIZE=2000 

AL RLN=1, 
GROUP=GRP3274, 
iERM=IINE,ACTIVE=NO 

AL TERM=PURT, 
ACTIV!=NO 



HL13274 TERMINAL 

GiiF3270 GROUP 

HD13270 TERMINAL 

HP13270 TERMINAL 

HL03270 TERMINAL 

DCE3274R DCB 

INV3274R INVLIST 

EF3274CL TERMINAL 

H3274ST TERMINAL 

tCE3274L DCE 

INVYAL INVLIST 

YAL TERMINAL 
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AL RLN=1,ACTIVE=(YES,RO),USS=SCS, 
TERM=LUNT,TCMSESN=NORMAL,FEATURE=(NOEREAK,NOATTN), 
GROUP=GRP3274,SCRSIZE=(24,80,43,80) I 

~EY='I,LEVEL=(0,255), 
QUEUES=DRT, 
S:ECT:ERM=YES, 
LMD=lES 

EUFCU'I=2,EUFMAX=2,EUFSIZE=2000,MH=SNAEDSMH, 
PCI=(,R) ,TRANS=EBCD 

RLN=1,GROUP=GRP3270,TERM=LINE,ACTIVE=BO 

TERM=PUBT,ACTIVE=NO,fHPROF=0,TSPROF=1 

RLN=1,ACTIVE=(YES,NO},USS=3270,TERM=LUNT, 
TCMSESN=lllORMAL,FEATURE=(NOBREAK,NOA'ITN), 
GROUF=GRP3270,SCRSIZE=(24,80) ,QEY=T, 
QUEUES=DRT,SECTERM=YES,LMD=yes 

tSCRG=TX,MACRF=(G,F) ,ttNAME=DD3274E,EUFSIZE=2C00, 
INVLIST=INV3274R,MH=ESCEDSMH,TRANS=EECD, 
RESEBVE=(30},INTVL=7,EUFOUT=2,PCI=(,N),SCT=EBCD, 
EUFIN=2,BUFMAX=2,CPRI=S 

CRDEB=(EP3274CL-40407F7F2D,EP3274ST+404C40402D} 
EOT=37,AUTO=NO 

CEY=T,TERM=327C,tCE=tCE3274R,RLN=1 

QUEUES=DNT,QBY=T,SECTERM=YES,TERM=327R, 
LEVEI=(0,255},DCE=tCE3274R,NTELKSZ=3500, 
TBLKSZ=2000,ADDR=606040402D,RLN=1, 
SCRSIZE=(24,80,43,80} 

DSORG=TX,MACRF=(G,P},DDNAME=DD3274L, 
EUFSIZE=1000,MH=BSCEDSMH,TRANS=EECD,EUFMAX=10, 
INVLIST=(INVYAL},RESERVE=(30),BUFIN=10,EUFOUT=10, 
fCI=(N,N),SCT=EECt,CfRI=S 

ORDER= (YAL=+06) 

CUEUES=MRT,QBY=T,SECTERM=YES,TERM=327L, 
LEVEL=(0,255),DCB=DCB3274L,RLN=1, 
SCBSIZE=(24,80,43,80) 



tCE3274S DCB 

G3274S GROUP 

P3274S TER!IlUL 

I.327452 TERM IN AI. 

G3271ESC GROUP 

C3271ESC TERM IR AI. 

.S3271BSC TEB!INlI. 

IN7BO MACRO INSTRUCTICI 

DSORG=TR,DDBA!E=DD3274S,!ACRF=(G,P) 

CEACIBG=S,BUFSIZE=2000,EUFOUT=2,BUFBAX=2, 
!B=SNAEDSMB,TRABS=EBCD 

TEBB=EULC,ACTIYE=NC,LLAT•(1,6) ,tCE=tCE3274S, 
BFRPAD=23,MAlBFBU=4 

TERM=IUNT,lCTIYE=(YES,NO),LOCAttB=2,QUEUES=DBT, 
TCMSESB=BOR!AL,RLN=1,GBOUP=G3274S,QEY=T, 
IMD=IES,OSS=SCS,FElTUBE=(NOBREAK,NOAiTN) I 

SECT!R!=YES,SCRSIZE=(24,80,43,80) 

MB=BSCEDS!H,BUFM1X=2,BUFSIZE=2000,BUFOUT=2, 
ECI=(,N),TRANS=EBCt 

RLB=1,TER!=327C,QBY=T,GBOUP=G3271ESC,ACTIVE=NO 

BLN=1,TEBM=327R;QBY=7,GBOUP=G3271BSC,QUEUES=DRT, 
ACTIVE=NO,SECTERM=YES,IEVEL=(0,255), 
SCRSIZE=(24,80,43,80) 

The INTRO macro SUFPlies the bulk of TCAM initializaticn information, 
including the type of lines. Code the LINETYPE= operand on the INTRO 
macro as indicated in Figure 5-9. 

After defining the 3270 system tc TCAH, you use the TCAM Message Handler 
(MH) macros to process and central the 1/0 for 3270 systems. The 
following sections discuss some aspects of message handling for the 
3270. 

LINETYP Non-SNA BSC 
Operand Locals Non-NCP 

STSP x -
BISC - x 
Both x x 

Note: Support for NCP attachment and SNA locals is 
independent of the LINETYP operand. 

Figure 5-9. 3270 Attachment Modes supported According to IBTRO 
LINETYP CFerand 
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MESSAGE HllDLIIG 

tClM message handler macro instructions can te used for editing and 
manipulating of data when the data arrives and before transmission. The 
user, however, must design and control the panels and handle the data 
stream. 

For all but non-Sil local 3270s, TC!! always reads data with a Read 
Modified command. For ncn-SIA local 3270s, TCAM uses either a Bead 
!edified or a Read Buffer command, depending on bow the IIVLIST macro is 
coded. 

CutFut to a 3270 may originate either in an application prcgram or in a 
message handler. 

Ncrmally, a TCAM aFplication program generates all 3270 data streams as 
if they were going to te sent to an HCP-attached remote BSC 3270 (Escape 
character, command character, iCC character, data, and orders). In the 
message handler, the macros described below and other message handler 
macros are used to convert the data stream to tbe format exFected ty the 
destination station. Fer each type of attachment, a brief description 
cf the conversions necessary follows: · 

• J2~=§1A bQ~als: Set up the channel command with the RETBV function 
of the SCREEN macrc instruction; then delete the EscaFe and remote 
command characters with the MSGEDIT macro instruction. 

• SNA Clusters: telete the Escape character with the MSG!tIT macro Instiucticn: 
• ]£g ~§!9!! ]~£: Ne conversion necessary. 

• 12~=1£] !~!ote ]§~: Use the MSGFORM macro instruction to frame the 
data stream with Stl and ETI characters. 

In the input side cf the message handler, control unit and device ID 
characters are deleted from th~ data streams sent in ty ESC 3270s. Once 
this is done, input data streams have the same format regardless of 
station attachment mode. 

Certain message handler macrcs perform special or critical functions for 
3270 data streams. These macros are descrited telow. 

the MSGFORM macro instructicn is used in output message handlers for the 
following types of attachment, as indicated: 

• For non-NCP remote BSC 3270s 

supplies the framing characters (STX, ETI) for a data stream if it 
does not already include them, and breaks messages into tlocks 
(ending in ETE) • 

• For remote BSC extended 3270 data streams 

Causes the data stream tc be sent in transFarent mode. 

the MSGFOBM macro is not used for local or SNA 3270 devices. 
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The SCREEN macro instruction is used in the output message handler for 
the following types of attachment, as indicated: 

• For local non-SN! 3270s 

io set up the channel command used to write the data stream that 
corresponds to the remote command found in the data stream. 

• For all 3270s 

To set the command used to write the data stream tc the command 
specified on the SCBEEB macro instruction. 

Fer non-NCP attached ESC 3270 devices, code the MSGLIMIT macro in the 
input message handler. On input, MSGLIMIT 1 forces TCAM tc the next 
entry on the FOlling list. If MSGLIMIT 1 is not coded and device status 
is generated, a loop cculd result with specific polling because TCAM 
reFclls the device. 

In a normal print operation, an application Frogram sends a message for 
a non-NCP BSC 3270 printer to the TCAM message control Frogram, whicb 
Flaces the message on the printer queue. When the message has arrived 
at the printer buffer, the remote 3271, 3274, 3276 returns a WACK. TCAM 
marks the message as ccmFlete, and the buffer's contents are dumped to 
the printer. ihen the printing is completed, the printer sends device 
end status to indicate that it can now acceFt the next print command. 

If a printing error occurs, some portion of the message may te lost, 
even though TCAM has marked the message as complete. You must provide 
cede in the input message handler or application program that scans 
input SOH~R sense/status messages, recognizes Frinter error conditions, 
and resends messages that may not have printed successfully. 

If another message arrives at the printer queue while a printout is 
occurring, TCAM tries to send the message. The response is a iACK, and 
TCAM merely reschedules the message without informing your 
message-handling program. 

This is, in effect, a lcop until the message currently being printed is 
ccmFleted. You should ensure that only one message is sent to a printer 
at a time, either ty centrally routing all Frinter messages through one 
aFFlication program or ty hclding the printer's queue after a message is 
sent until Device End status is received. 

HANtLING OTHEB TYPES OF PRINiERS 

there are similar considerations for sending messages to 3270 printers 
attached to TCAM in the other attachment modes supported. See the TCAM 
manuals for more information. 
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HANDLING THE AID EITE 

Pressing any of the PA er PF keys, the ENTER key, or the CLEAR key 
transmits a message to TCAM. Pressing a PA key or the CLEAB key sends 
only the AID byte, f ollewed by ETX. Pressing the PF key or EBTEB key 
sends the AID byte and all data that has the modified data tag set. 

BANtLING SENSE/STATUS CONDITIONS 

The 3270 sends a sense/status message to the incoming message handler 
program when any of the follcwing occur: 

• TCAM addresses the device during the 2 milliseconds that the device 
is busy after the cperatcr presses a key. 

• TCAM is sending data to a device and an error occurs. 

• TCAM is polling and a device is turned cff and then turned on again. 

• A printer ends a print operation, with or without an error. 

TCAM retries addressing errcrs six times. A control unit's line control 
responses tell TCA! when status is pending. 

If TCAM addresses a device and receives a Reverse Interruption (RVI), or 
sends data and receives an ECT, sense/status is pending for the device. 
TCAM sets the appropriate Mesage Error Record (MER) bits fer a permanent 
error and sends the message through the output message handler (for an 
RVI) or a zero-length error buffer through the output message handler 
(for an EOT). The reason for the error message is not yet known, but 
you should issue a HOLI so that the current message is not lost and 
additional I/C is not attempted until the sense/status message is 
interrogated. 

TCA~ stops all activity on the line and does a specific poll of the 
device in question, referring to the invitation list. The sense/status 
message is posted to the message handler with the SOH%EC or SOHjR bit 
set in the message errcr reccrd. You must analyze the sense/status 
message and take corrective action, as discussed below. 

If TCAM cannot poll successfully, a zero-length buffer is sent through 
the message handler. Iou should take action forcing TCAM tc stop 
communicating with the device until the rroblem is fixed. All 
sense/status messages appear at the incoming message handler. 

If the device is busy and TCAM receives a WACK in response to 
addressing, the operation is rescheduled. However, tc optimize line 
use, HOLD should be used specifying a time interval to minimize WACK 
responses. 

It is advisable to have a separate application program to handle status, 
rather than to try to include such programming in the message handler 
programs. If necessary, the application can work with operator control, 
issue QRESET, MRELEASE, and ICHNG macro instructions, and retrieve 
messages. 

If a permanent error occurs on the outgoing side of the message handler, 
record the pending status in an eption field for the terminal until the 
sense/status message arrives at the input message handler. If an 
unexpected sense/status message arrives, you may need to issue a QRESET 
macro instruction to resend a message that had been marked as complete. 
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In the OUTMSG subgrouF 1 specify a short duration (INVTL} fer the HOLD 
macro instruction if a high percentage of cases requires retrying. 
After three retries, issue a permanent HCLt. An EBRORMSG exit to an 
aFplication program is probably required tc release the device. The 
exit must be to a valid destination or the exit is not taken. 

TCAM has various facilities fer error handling, which can be divided 
into three classes: basic operator control commands, message handler 
macros, and TCAM application program macros. 

• Basic operator control commands 

VOFFTP/VONTP - Commands used to halt and restart communiation 
with a device or devices on a line or all lines in a group. 

• Message handler macro instructions 

HOLD - Holds a TCA~ message queue so that TCAM will not send 
messages en a held queue to the associated device until the 
queue is released. 

CANCil - Cancels the current message being processed by the 
message handler. 

ERBOBMSG - Generates a message frcm- within a message handler to 
a specified destination (such as an error handling application 
program) • 

IEDPSTOF - Steps polling of a specific device. 

IEDVOFF - Stops ccRmunication with a device or with all devices 
on a line. 

IEDBELS - Releases a held message queue; any messages on the 
queue will subsequently be sent. 

SLOiFOLL - Suspends polling on a line for a specified interval. 

• ~CAM application program macros 

MRELEASE - Releases a held message queue; any messages on the 
queue will subsequently be sent. 

ICOPl - Copies a line's invitation list into application 
program storage for examination. 

ICHNG - Changes a line's invitation list; for example, makes a 
device's entry inactive or changes a device's polling 
characters. 

POINT - Used to set up message retrieval for data stream error 
analysis. 

QCOPY - Copies a device's queue control blocks into application 
program storage for examination. 
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QRESET - ~arks messages previously marked complete as not sent 
so that they will te resent. 

TCOPY - Copies a device's terminal tatle entry control tlock 
into applicaticn program storage fer examination. 

TCHNG - Changes a device's terminal table entry control tlock. 

There are similar error conditions and tasks to be performed for the 
other forms of attaching 3270s to TCAM. For NCP BSC 3270s, SOH~R 
sense/status messages flow through the input message handler as for 
ncn-NCP BSC 3270s. For LU.!0 3270s, device sense/status is returned to 
TCAM in the user sense field of SNA exception responses and requests. 
For LU.T2 3270s, errors and status are reported to TCAM via SNA 
exception responses and LUS!AT DFC requests. For all these forms of 
attachment, refer to the TCA~ putlications for more information on how 
to handle status and errors, and to the ]~]~ fQ!EQ~~~! f~§S!iE!i£~ for 
information on errors and status sent by 3270 stations and the form in 
which the information is encoded. 
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The Virtual Telecommunicaticns Access Method (VTAM), Advanced 
Communication Functicn (ACF;VTAM), and Advanced Communicaticns Function 
VTA~ Entry (ACF/VTAME) are access methods that can be used in the 
telecommunications management of the 3270 disFlay system. They sufport 
tcth local and remote 3270s under DOS/VS, OS/VS1, and OS/VS2. ACF/VTAM 
and ACF/VTAME provide large screen supfort for the 3278 and 3276 
displays plus the IOGlCIE Cafability in record mode. ACF/VTAME SUFpcrts 
Cclor, Extended Highlighting, and Programmed Symbols for SNA devices 
cnly. 

The VTAM, ACF/VTAM, and ACF;VTAME publicaticns listed in the preface to 
this manual are required for: 

• A detailed introducticn to VTAM and a definition of the appropriate 
terminology (!1!1' .f.9!!.f§.E!.§ S!!!.Q gJg!!!!i!!.91 !f!'.L!1!~ f.Q!!.f§.E!§ S!!!.Q 
fls!!!!j!!g) , and !g!s!!.f§g f£!!Y!!if2!iQ!!.§ !'.E!!£!iQ!! fQ! !1!~ ~!!!!! 
(JflL!l!~~) ~§!!§!sl Jn!Q!!~!lQ!!! fQ!!.Q§~!.§, GC27-0451. 

• An explanation of hew tc define a VTAM network that includes 3270s 
(the DOS/VS, OS/VS1, or OS/VS2 ACF/VTAM, or VTAM ~!.§!&! g!Q.9!!!!!§!~.§ 

gyj.Q§) 

• An explanation of bow to write a VTAM application Frogram that 
communicates with 3270 terminals using VTAM (!1!~ ~s.Q!.9 1s!!.9Ys.9§ 
~§!§!§!!.f§, AClL!l!l ~s.ff.9 12!!.9.l!S!.9§ ~§!§!§.!!£§, !!!~ Ma.f!Q 1s!!.9YS!.9§ 
gyjg§, !f!L!TA~ ~s.Q!.Q 1s!!.9Ys.9§ gyj.Q§, and !£~S!.!!£&£ fQ!!Y!!ifs!iQ!!§ 
!.l!!!f!iQ!! fQ! !1!~ !!!!!I C!f!'.L!!!~~) R!.9.9!S!!!ing, SC24-0442) 

Fer explicit informaticn on how to generate each 3270 device, see 1~~ 
_]Q~ S!n.Q J1Q1 fQ!!!fgl g!Q.9fs! g§!!§!!!!i£n s.!!£ ]!ili!ig.§ gyJ:.Q§ sn.Q 
]&!§!§.!!£§ ~S!!!YS!l for VTAM and ACF/VTAM. 

This chapter is only a summary of the VTAM information fer 
should be used in conjuncticn with the VTAM FUblications. 
discusses the considerations for a 3270 in a network using 
describes: 

the 3270, and 
The chapter 
VTAM, and 

• VTAM SUfpOrt fer the 3270 

• Appearance of the 3270 in VTAM Record Mode 

• Defining the 3270 

• Managing the 3270 

• ligrating from Non-SNA to SNA 3270s 

For detailed reference material, see the 1£~ ~11Q J!!fQ!!s!iQ!! ]i.§Elsl 
~1§!§! fQ~.E.9!!§!!! ~§§f!i.E!if!!· 

VTAM can coexist with ETAM under DOS/VS and with BTAM and TCAM under 
CS/VS. ETAM programs that de not use the ccmmunications ccntroller in 
network control mode can be executed concurrently with VTAM as long as 
they have telecommunication netvcrks separate from VTAM's. With this 
ccncurrent execution, a single application program can use totb BTAM and 
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YTAM or TCAM and YTAM to communicate with 3270 devices, provided that 
all the requirements of both access methods are met. 

ETAM and VTAM can operate ccncurrently only in separate networks. For a 
detailed description of TCAM programs under YTAM, refer to !lA~ f2D~~E!§ 
.ru!9 R!~DDiDg. Note, however, that ACF/YTAM does not provide support for 
iCA!I. 

Three major classes of 3270 control units are supported by YTAM. (See 
Figure 6-1.) They differ in their means of physical attachment to the 
best and in their SHA capabilities. There are two classes of SIA 3270 
central units. The first is called a physical unit type 2 (PU.T2); it 
is an SHA control unit, which can attach by a 370 channel or by a 
switched or ncnswitched SDLC link; it supports logical unit types 1, 2, 
and 3 for its terminals. The other SHA central unit is called a 
physical unit type 1 (fU.T1); it can attach only by a ncnswitcbed SDLC 
link and supports only type 0 logical units fer its terminals. The 
final class of 3270s consists of non-SNA control units; they can attach 
by a 370 channel or a ncnswi tched BSC link. Al,t-hough these control 
units do not directly support SHA, YTAM (with some exceptions) and 
ACF/YTAM programming permit the non-SHA 3270 terminals to appear to the 
17A~ application program as if they were type 0 logica~ units (that is, 
to appear the same as terminals attached to a PU.T1 3270 control unit). 

iith minor exceptions the data streams for all three 3270s appear the 
same to a YTAm application program. Also the SBA protocols used by the 
type 0 LUs are the same for the PU.T1 and non-SBA 3270 terminals. 
However, different protocols are used for the PU.T2 logical units (LU 
types 1, 2, and 3). The data streams and protocols are discussed in 
detail in the f.QJ!E9D~D! ~~§f!iE!iQil manual. Scme of the key differences 
between type 0 and type 2 lcgical unit protocols are discussed in 
fellowing sections. 

DEFINING THE LOCAL NCN-SNA 3270 

A set of local non-SBA 3270s is one of the types of major nodes you can 
define to VTAM. 

VTAM'S LOCAL definition statement provides definitions cf local non-SHA 
major nodes. A LOCAL statement defines either one printer er one 
display unit; each locally attached non-SNA 3270 terminal must be 
defined by at least one LCCAL statement. The LOCAL statement provides 
the following informaticn: 

• ihe name of the terminal 

• The channel and unit address of the terminal 

• ihe features available on the terminal 

• The name of the interpret table to be used in analyzing logon 
requests for the terminal 
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Control Unit Model Profile Subsets Record Mode Data Stream Content 

Out 

3271-1,2 FMP=2 SEND/RECEIVE I CMD I wee I Data I 
3275 - 1, 2 BSC TSP=2 

3274- 1C ,51C In 

3276 - 1, 2, 3, 4 I AID I Cur Addr I Data I <( LU.TO 
z 
Cl,> 1 c NETSOL LOGON 
0 Local J -z 

3272-1, 2 Channel 
or 

3274-1B,1D 

USS (3270) 
If PU=YES LOGON 

for BSC only 

Out 

PU.T11 FMP=2 SEND/RECEIVE I CMD j wee I Data I 
SDLC TSP=2 

3271 - 11, 12 In 
3275 - 11, 12 I AID I Cur Addr I Data I 

LU.TO 

_... LOGON 
USS (3270) .... LOGOFF 

<( 
z ------------1--- -- -- -- -- - t--- - - -- -- -- -- --
Cl) 

FMP=3 Out 

PU.T2 TSP=3 SEND/RECEIVE I CMD I wee I Data I SDLC LU=l 
3274 - 1C ,51C LU=2 In 
3276 - 11, 12, 13, LU=3 I AID I Cur Addr I I 14 Data 

LU.Tl, LU.T2, LU.T3 
--._ .... LOG ON 

USS {SCS) _... 
_J LOGOFF 

PU.T2 Local 
Channel 

3274-lA 

1ACF/VTAME does not support PU.Tl. 

Figure 6-1. ViAM SUffOrt summary 
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• The name of an application program to which VTAM is to automaticall 
transmit a logcn fer the terminal whenever the terminal is availabl 
for connection. (VTAM can automatically submit a logon if this 
option is used. The application program can be the IBM network 
solicitor (NETSOL), a user-written network solicitor, or the 
application program name.) · 

• The buffer limit fer the terminal 

• Whether the terminal is to be considered active or inactive when the 
logical set of which it is a part is activated 

• The terminal type: 3277, 3284, or 3286 

• For ACF/VTAM the name of the logon mode tatle to te used in 
determining sessicn parameters for the terminal in a record mode 
session and a default logon mode name 

1£ you are defining a lccal non-SNA 3278, 3287, or 3289, you must use 
the LOCAL macro and define the 3278 or 3279 as a 3277, the 3287 as a 
3284, and the 3289 as a 3286, since these are the only devices 
reccgnized as valid operands. 

An LEUILt statement identifies a set of local 3270s as a major node. 
The LBUILD statement and the LOCAL statements that define the 3270s in 
the set are filed together as a member (~!~~!f in OS/VS, ~£Q~ in tOS/VS) 
of the VTAM definition library. Figure 6-2 illustrates the defining of 
lccalnon-SNA 3270s. 

tEFINING THE ESC 3270 

A CLUSTER and a TERMINAL definition statement define the ESC 3270 
terminal. These statements can specify to VTAM: 

• The name of the terminal 

• The features of the terminal 

• Automatic logon and interpret table requirements 

• The initial status of the terminal or cluster control unit when VTAM 
activates the NCP 

• Logan mode table and default logon mode name requirements (ACF/VTAM 
and ACF/VTAME cnly) 

• USS definition table requirements (ACF/VTAM and ACF/VTAME only) 

The TERMINAL definiticn statement when used tc define printers and 
displays must specify any of these as a 3277, 3284, er 3286, since these 
are the only terminals that are valid operands. (For example, if your 
cluster includ•s a 3287, you should specify it as a 3286.) 

The CUTYPE operand en the CLUSTER macro accefts only the 3271 as valid; 
therefore, if you wish to Sfecify a 3274 Model 1C, 3274 Model 51C, or 
3276, substitute a 3271 as the operand. 
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PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION. 

CPU 

NETWORK DEFINITION 

Definition Statements 

{ 

Terminal 3 

~~~nts .._ ____ T_e-rm--in_a_l_2 .. 
,. Terminal 1 

LBUILD 

{ 

Terminal & 

~~;"~nts ..,. __ T_e_r_m-in_a_l_5 .. 
,. Terminal4 

LBUILD 

LOCAL { 
Statements 

>-------
Terminal 4 

Terminal 2 

LBUILD 

Terminals (locally 
attached 3270s) 

VTAM 
Definition 
Library 

A logical set of locally attached 3270s is defined 
to VTAM by filing an LBUILD statement along 
with the LOCAL statements for the terminals in 
the set. In this example, three logical sets of 
local 3270s are defined. 

Figure 6-2. Grouping Locally Attached 3270s into Logical Sets. 
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LOGCN REQUESTS (ESC and Local Attachment} 

The network solicitor acts as VTAM's logon monitor facility for locally 
attached and ESC 3270 terminals assigned to it (if PU=YES is not 
specified). 'Io assign a 3270 to the network solicitor, specify the name 
of the network solicitor in the APPL operand of the LOCAL statement for 
the local 3270 or in the ICGAEPL operand of the TERMINAL statement for 
the ESC 3270. (BE'ISOL is the name of the IBM-supplied network 
solicitor.) 

ihen the terminal cperator enters a message at the 3270 terminal, the 
network solicitor determines whether the message is a valid logon 
request by checking an interfret table. If the message is valid, the 
network solicitor Fasses the request to the logon exit routine of the 
application program specified in the interpret table for that message. 

J2!~: NETSCL does not exist in the ACF/VTA! Release 2 or ACl/VTA!E. 

J~!~: If no interpret table is specified and the operating system is 
OS/VS, the network solicitor checks the message for usual format. If 
the message is the usual logcn, the network solicitor passes the 
terminal to the application frogram specified in the message itself. 

If the logon message is invalid, if the afflication prcgram associated 
with the message is not active, or if that program is not accepting 
logons, the network sclicitcr notifies the terminal operator that the 
logon has been rejected and invites the operator to enter another logon 
message. 

Figure 6-3 diagrams the network solicitor's processing of a 3270's logon 
message. For more infcrmaticn about the network solicitor and interpret 
tatles, refer to !1!~ ~fBf~f!§ 2B£ El2BBiB9· 
Termil'i'al operator enters logon from 
active Non-SNA terminal. 

NETWORK SOLICITOR l ,___..,.. The network solicitor compares the 
logon from the terminal operator 
with the logon definition for. that 
terminal. 

L_ ... , ............ 
match a logon defined 
for the terminal? 

I I 
No Yes 

·Inform terminal operator of -4--~ 
invalid request. 

Pass the request to the logon 
~ exit routine of the application 

program specified through the 
logon definition. The network 
solicitor passes the request 
only if the application program 
has an open ACB with MACRF= 
LOGON specified and has 
issued a SETLOGON macro 
instruction with the OPTCD= 
START specified. 

Figure 6-3. Processing a Terminal-Initiated Logon with the Betwork 
Solicitor 
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DEFINING AN SNA 3270 

lo define the SNA 3270 control unit and its terminals, use tbe same 
statements (PU and LU) and the same tables (USS definition table and 
logcn mode table) that you use to define otber SNA devices. 

When defining the SBA 3270 devices you should refer to the appropriate 
System Programmer's Guide for details; you can use the following 
guidelines for the varicus ccntrcl units. 

For the 3276 Models 11, 12, 13, 14 use PU parameters associated with 
PU.T2 support. 

For the 3276 Models 1A, 1C in SDLC use PU parameters associated with 
PU.T2 support. 

For the 3271 Models 11, 12 use PU parameters associated with PU.T1 
support (not supported ty ACF/VTAME). 

For the 3275 Models 11, 12 use PU parameters associated with PU.T1 
support (not supported ty ACF/VT!ME). 

The LU types are 

Type 1 - the device attached to the 3274 or 3276 is a printer and 
the data stream is the SNA character string (SCS) • 

Type 2 - the device attached to the 3274 or 3276 is a 
keybcard/display and the data stream is in 3270 data 
stream ccmpatitility format. 

Type 3 - the device attached to the 3274 or 3276 is a printer and 
the data stream is in the 3270 data stream compatibility 
format. 

For the 3276 Models 11, 12, 13, 14 the PU and LU parameters for switched 
line support apply. 

For the 3274 Models 1A and 1E LU local statements apply. 

Fer th~ 3276 and 3274 SttC attachments are defined like any other LU 
types. 

tccal SNA 3274s (Model 1A) must te specified as a 3791 on the IOtEVICE 
system macro in OS/VS systems and on the DVGEB macro in DOS/VS systems. 

Icu can specify unformatted system services (USS) definiticn tatles for 
the 3270 terminals asscciated with an SNA 3270 controller; with the 3270 
controller, USS monitors all traffic on the SSCP-LU session. 
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IATA TRANSFER MODES 

Tc ccmmunicate with a ncn-SNA 3270 through VTAM, an application program 
can use either of two modes of data transfer: tasic mode er record 
mode. (If PU=YES was specified, only record mode can be used.) Easic 
mcde supports only the non-SNA 3270s, tut a program can use record mcde 
to communicate with beth non-SNA and SNA 3270s. Using record mode with 
ncn-SNA 3270s permits the VTAM (with some exceptions) and ACF/VTAM 
application program to communicate with ncn-SNA 3270s using the same 
VTAM instructions as these used to communicate with the SN! 3270s. 

]~!~: Easic mode is not suppcrted in ACF/VTAM Release 2 and ACF/VTAME. 

IATA TRANSFER USING RECORD MODE 

The 3270 terminal is treated as a logical unit if the NIB's MODE field 
is set to RECORD (indicating record mode) when the terminal is connected 
ty CPNDST. Using record mode, the VTAM application program exchanges 
messages and responses with SEND and RECEIVE macro instructions. The 
application program cannot use any basic mode macro instructions with 
terminals connected in record mode. An application program using 
ncn-SNA 3270s can communicate with different devices on the same central 
unit in different modes at the same time if PU=YES was not specified. 
Ncn-SNA 3270 devices can also be disconnected in one mode and 
reconnected in another if PU=YES was not specified. 

iith record mode, the application program can te independent of whether 
the 3270 is locally er remotely attached, because VTAM deletes all line 
central characters sent from remote devices. 

Some restrictions apply to all SEND, RECEIVE, and SESSICNC communication 
with the 3271, 3275, and 3277. These restrictions are described in the 
"Considerations" secticns below. 

Since in ACF/VTAM logon mode tables are used for all record mode 
sessions, even those with ncn-SNA 3270s, care must be taken that any 
lcgcn mode name used fer a session leads to a valid logon mode table 
entry for the session. If nc logon mode name is specified for the 
terminal (either directly or indirectly) a default set of session 
parameters is used. See the ~~1L!!~~ ~1§!~! ~fQgfg!!~!~§ §YiQ! for 
further informaticn. 

]Q!!: It might be necessary to udpate the LCGMCDE entry to specify the 
primary and alternate screen sizes for new devices if the application 
program requires that information. 

The following is an example cf 3270 input and output data using the SEND 
and RECEIVE macro instructions. 

an completion of the EECEIVE macro instruction: 

RECEIVE RPL=(2) ,RTYPE=IFSYN,AREA=AREA1,AREALEN=100 
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the program could leek in the RECLEN field of the RPL pcinted to ty 
register 2 to find the exact length of the data received in AREA1. 
AREA1 might contain data in this format: 

Alt 
Cursor 
Address SEA 

Buff er 
Address 

, 
Trust Account I 
Numter I 

The AID might indicate a particular processing routine that was 
required, such as a trust account informaticn program. The reply to 
this input, prepared ty the trust account information program, might 
ccnsist of data in the following format: 

Erase/ 
Write 
Char iCC 

-,.-
1 
I 
I 

I 
I 

Crders and Text I 
.J 

and be sent with this aacrc instruction: 

SEND RPL=(2),STYPE=REQ,AREA=AREA1,RECLER=50,0PTCD=ASY, 
POST=RESP,ECE=ECB1,RESFORD=(NEX,lME) 

ihen VTAM determines that the message has arrived, it posts ECB1. 
(FCST=SCHED could also te specified and completion determined ty 
receiving a response with a BECEIVE(RTYPE=RESP) or as a result of VTAM 
scheduling the program's BESF exit routine.) Note that VTAM inserts a 
binary synchronous ESC character in front cf the Erase and Write (or 
ether) ccmmand character for remote BSC 327Cs. 

!~!!: Refer to sample Program 2 in the !lJ~ ~!£!2 LA!!gYs~§ §yig! for 
another example of communicating with the 3270 terminals using record 
mcde macro instructions. 

lor information on SRA considerations see the ~nQ £.2!1:2!!§!!! 
.t~§£!!.l:l!!.2!!· 

The VTAM application program can receive no SESSIOIC commands from the 
3270 terminal. The application program sends only the Clear command to 
the 3270. The Clear command resets both incoming and outgoing sequence 
numbers to O, terminates any current bracket, and allows data traffic to 
continue. ihile a Clear is in progress, data traffic is not allowed; 
the application program gets a return code to this effect (BTICD=20, 
lDBK2=65) if it attempts to send data while CLEAR is in progress. 

If the application program has no use for brackets, the entire interval 
tetween the first I/C request following connection or CLEAR, which must 
begin a bracket, and disconnection can be considered to be one bracket. 
!he BIRD parameters can also indicate that trackets are not to te used; 
for non~SBA 3270s this is available only with ACF/VTAM. Both the 
application program and the 3270 can begin a tracket, tut cnly the 
application program can end cne. The applicaticn program can begin and 
end a bracket with the same message; that is, it can specify 
ERACKET=(EB,EB) for the SEID RPL. 
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1he first input from a local non-SHA 3270 or a remote 3270 while not in 
bracket is marked as the beginning of a bracket. This input includes 
any power-on device end condition that is passed to the application 
program as an exception request message after OPNDST. All sub~equent 
messages received from the 3270 indicate that th~ tracket is being 
continuedi only the application program can end the bracket. 

If toth the applicatic~ program and the 3270 attempt to tegin a tracket 
at the saae time, or if the application program atteapts to begin a new 
tracket without ending the current one, the response to the application 
program's SEND indicates Reguest Reject (SSENSEI=RB). If the 
application program sends an BBB bracket indicator while net in a 
bracket, a STATE error (SSEISEI=STATE) is returned. 

ihen the SEID data stream contains a 3270 Read command, the resulting 
input is received as a separate message, not as a response to the SEID 
operation. The application program should not begin or end a bracket 
when the data being sent contains a Bead command. The application 
pro~ram must request a definite response to each message sent to the 
3270 that begins or ends a bracket. A d~.finite response is requested by 
setting RESPOND=(NEX,F!E,BBBI) for the SENt BPL. A definite response 
should also be requested when a mess~ge is sent to a printer. All other 
output can indicate that either exception responses only --
BESFOBD= (EX,FME,NRRN) -- or definite responses-~ BESPOID=(BEX,F!E,NRRB) 
-- are expected. tefinite Response 2's (formerly called ~~~ !g§£gB§g§) 
are not used. Only single-element chains can te used. 

~S~~= The restrictions noted in this section do not apply to the SBA 
3275/3276. For information en SHA considerations see the ACF/VTA! and 
V1A! ~i§!~~ R!Q~~~~~!~§ ~yjg~ and the J~1~ fQ!EQBgB! ~g§£!iE!i2B· 

~he application program must place all 3270 commands and orders in the 
output data in the format exiected by a BSC 3270 except for ESC; that 
is, everything, beginning with the command code, is used as though the 
3270 were a BSC 3270. BSC ccmmunication ccntrol characters are provided 
ty HCP or ACF/VTAME. 

A SEND macro instructicn may point to a data area containing a Bead 
Modified command to be sent to the device. The data retrieved from the 
device is placed in the application program's storage area of a 
subsequent RECEIVE macro instruction in the format: 

--------------------. 
AID I CUR' I CUR2 I device control characters,orders,text I 

~----~---------------'----

Ait is the attention identification byte and CUR' and CUR2 form the 
2-tyte cursor address. If the terminal operator causes a "short read" 
to occur at the terminal (by pressing the CLEAR key or a Program Access 
key, for example), the input data consists cf the AID byte only. 

No responses may be sent to the non-SBA terminal unless your system 
includes a 3274 or 3276 Control unit. All incoming messages indicate 
that no response of any type is expected (RESFOBD=(BEX,BF!E,NRRN)). 

Messages sent to the 3270 should contain only data and control 
characters for the 3270. Bo SHA data flow control commands, such as 
Cuiesce, Signal, Bit, Chase, or Cancel commands should be sent; that is, 
cnly CCNTROL=DATA is allowed. If the application program attempts to 
send one of these commands, the SEND is completed with RTNCt=20 and 
FDBK2=71. The terminal may return a negative response. Bracket 
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indicators are used as described above in "Input considerations." 
Chaining indicators must always mark the message as the sole element of 
a chain; that is, CHAIB=ORLl. The foraat indicator (OPTCD=FMBDB) and 
direction indicator (CHIDIB) are not used with LU.TO and should te set 
to o. 

ihen a Copy Command is placed in the data stream for a BSC or SDLC 3271, 
remote BSC 3274 or 3276, the application prcgram must include the 
Ehysical device address of the "from" device. It can obtain this 
address by issuing IRCUIBE (CPTCD=DEVCHAB) • Rote that a COEY operation 
is not valid for a locally attached 3270 terminal and should not be used 
in an applica~ion program that is intended to te attachment-independent. 
Also this device· address information is not available by IBCUIBE if the 
3270 is owned by a TCAl system in a multi-system networking 
configuration. 

ihen using the Copy ccmmand to ottain a printout on a 3288-2 or 3289 
printer, remember that varicus print belts can be installed on this 
Erinter. 

Iogcn requests for the non-SIA 3270 originate from these 3270 terminals 
(unlike a logical unit) by means of the.network solicitor. When PU=lES 
has teen specified, the network solicitor cannot be used, and USS logon 
is provided by means cf the IBTEB key or magnetic card input. (For SDLC 
3271 and 3275 USS logon and logoff are provided ty means of the system 
request key.) 

If a non-SRA 3270 device is polled and the 3271, 3274, or 3276 control 
unit is not powered-on, the terminal is disconnected from the network 
solicitor. When the 3270 device and control unit are subsequently 
powered-on, the user must call up the network operator and request 
BETSOL connection with a VABY LOGOB command, if the network solicitor is 
to te used for the device. 

f1~119!: If a 3270 terminal is in session with a VTAM application 
program, the terminal cperatcr must terminate the session before 
switching off the terminal. If the operator turns off the device tefore 
successfully terminating the session and before a general poll reaches 
the device, no status is returned until the device is turned tack on; 
thus, another terminal operator could turn en the 3270 device and have 
access to the first terminal operator's session. If, however, the 
application issues a SIBD to the device, an error indication is 
received. 

Status and sense information will be available in the BPL's USEBSEI 
field when an exception request or response is received. 7he format of 
the information is shewn below. The 2 high-order bits of each byte are 
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set to O; this makes it easier to design the application rrogram to te 
independent of the terminal's mode of attachment. 

First 
EI!~ 

08 
04 
02 
01 
co 
00 
co 
00 
co 
00 

Seccnd 
!i.Y!§ 

00 
00 
00 
00 
20 
10 
08 
04 
02 
01 

tevice busy 
Unit srecify 
tevice end 
Transmission check 
Command reject 
Intervention required 
Equipment check 
Data check 
Control check 
oreration check 

Only the low-order 6 bits of each byte are significant. These tits may 
be set in combination and shculd be tested individually 

The SSENSEI (system sense) field is set following the receirt of 
exception responses (see !1J~ ]~fIQ 1s~9~gg~ ~§!gig~f§ for complete 
SSENSMI settings). The SSENSEI field can be set to indicate a PATH 
error (SSENSEI=PATH} I a STATE error (SSENS!I=STATE), a Bequest Reject 
error (SSENSEI=BR), a Functicn Interpret error (SSEISEI=FI}, or no 
system error (SSENSEI=O). In the case of SSENSEI=O, the USENSEI field 
should be used to determine the cause of the exception condition. 

DATA TRANSFER USING EASIC MCtE 

In basic mode, the MODE field of the NIB is set to BASIC when the 3270 
terminal is connected. In tasic mode, the VTAM application rrogram 
exchanges data using BEAD and WRITE macro instructions; the program 
cannot use any record mode macro instructions with terminals connected 
in tasic mode. It can, however, communicate with different devices on 
the same control unit in different modes at the same. A 3270 device can 
also be disconnected in one mode and reconnected in the other. Basic 
mode cannot be used if EU=IES is specified. 

Eecause VTAM deletes all line control characters sent from remotely 
attached devices, input processing does not have to consider whether the 
device is locally er remotely attached. 

To avoid losing incoming data when the input area is too small, specify 
the KEEP processing option in the NIE used to connect the device. Then 
if the data is too long, VTAM fills the input area, sets the second bit 
(DATAFLG=EOB) of the FIEK field off, and holds the remaining data for 
the next read request. 

To send a Read Buffer command to a terminal, use a DO macro instruction 
that specifies an LDO with CMD=READBUF. The data in the application 
rrogram's input area upon completion of the DC macro instruction is in 
the format: 

,----~-----r-----. 

I AID I CUR' I CUR2 I SF I ATTR I text 
..._ __ ...._ ___ __...__~--'---~i _ __..___.J 
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Alt is the attention identification byte and CURl and CUR2 form the 
2-tyte cursor address. The SFs (Start Fields) and ATTRs (attribute 
bytes) are present only if the device buffer is formatted. 

The four output operations available are selected ty setting the 
ERASE-EAU-BERASE-CONV cption code in the REL cf a WRITE macro 
instruction: 

• WRITE (OPTCD=ERASE) clears the device's entire buffer, and then 
fills it with the cutput data whose address you provide in the RPL's 
AREA field. At the beginning of that data, you must provide the 
irite Control Character (WCC) followed ty the appropriate device 
control characters, orders, and text. Eecause you set the 
ELK-LBM-LET option code to LET, do not select the emtedded line 
control character cption. 

• WRITE (OPTCD=EAU) sends an Erase All Unprotected command to the 
device. Eecause this fcrm of WRITE involves no output data, set the 
RPL's RECLEN field to o. 

• WRITE (OPTCD=NERASE) sends a Write command to the device. 1ou must 
prepare the output data in exactly the same manner as is specified 
above for OPTCt=ERASE: tegin the output data with wee, follow•d by 
the appropriate device centre! characters and orders. 

• WRITE (OPTCD=CCNV) writes a tlock of data to a terminal and then 
reads a block frcm the same terminal. This form of WRITE (the 
conversational WRITE) uses the AREA field of the RPL to contain the 
address of the out1ut data and the AAREA field to contain the 
address of the input data. 

For a Read/Write sequence, the write operation is not suspended pending 
the completion of the solicitation of the device. Instead, the write 
operation is completed and the solicitaticn cf the device continues. 

If a 3270 device is addressed and the centre! unit is net powered-on, a 
l 1 CC01' return code is received. The terminal is no lcnger usatle and 
should be disconnected. When the 3270 device and 3271, 3274, 3275, or 
3276 control units are subsequently powered-on, the user must call UI 
the network operator and request that the ccntrol unit be reactivated 
using the VAR1 commands. 

If a locally attached 3270 device is polled while it is powered-off and 
the control unit is powered-en, an error indicator is received. A 
device end status is returned when the device is powered-on. When the 
device end status is received, reissue the request. 

See J11~ ~!ff9 1.g~gy~g~ ]~!~f~~f~ for cpticns en the NIE macro 
instruction that are invalid for 3270 devices. 

Set the BLK-LEM-LET option code (applicable for output) to LETi BLK is 
invalid, and LBM requires that you be aware of whether the device is 
locally or remotely attached (because no line control characters are 
sent regardless of the attachment mode) • 
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f~Y!l~J: If a 3270 terminal is in session with a VTAH afplicaticn 
program, the terminal operator must terminate the sessicn tefore 
switching off the terminal. If the operator turns off the device before 
successfully terminating the session and before a general poll reaches 
the device, no status is returned until the device is turned back oh; 
thus, another terminal operator could turn on the 3270 device and have 
access to the first terminal operator's session. 

When the terminal sends sense and status information in response to a 
BEAD, WRITE, or to macro instruction, VTAM places the 2 bytes of 
information in the BPL's SENSE field. VTAM alsosets the RfL's RTNCD 
field to 4 and sets the FtEK2 field to 2 to signal that the SENSE field 
bas been set. The failed cperation may be retried after execution of a 
RESET macro instructicn with CPTCD set to UNCCND or LOCK. 

If the SENSE field is extracted with SHOWCB, the 2 bytes cf information 
are right-adjusted in the fullword work area. The SENSE field cedes are 
described below; the pcssible hexadecimal values of the 2 bytes are: 

First 
.!2.Y!~ 

ca 
C4 
C2 
C1 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 

Sec end 
12.IJ& 

40 
40 
40 
40 
60 
50 
C8 
C4 
C2 
C1 

tevice busy 
Unit specify 
tevice end 
Transmission check 
Command reject 
Intervention required 
Equipment check 
Data check 
Control check 
Operation check 

Cnly the low~order 6 bits of each byte are significant. These tits may 
be set in combination and shculd be tested individually. 

USING VTAM WITH SNA 3270S 

VTAM supports SNA 3270s en ncnswitched lines cnly with the exception of 
the 3276 on which VTAl supports the use of switched lines. The 
application program ccmmunicates with the SNA 3270 in record mode. 
Although this 3270 is defined to the application program as a logical 
unit, it bas no programming capabilities. All other aspects of 
ccmmunication with the SNA 3270 are the same as those described in the 
VTAM publications for ether SNA terminals (refer to the publications 
listed in the preface to this book). 

LCGGN REQUESTS 

To log on from a 3270 (fU.T2, PU.T1 or non-SNA 3270 for w~ich PU=YES is 
specified), the terminal operator follows device procedures for getting 
tc the SSCP session. The operator can indicate a logon mode previously 
defined by the installation as valid and specify a logcn message to be 
fassed to the VTAM application program. 
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The request the operator enters is a character-coded request; that is, a 
request that uses the SNA unformatted system services cf VTAM. To 
specify in a VTAM netwcrk definition that a terminal uses character 
ceded requests, specify SSCFFM=USS3270 in the LU statement defining the 
3270 for PU.T1 and specify SSCPFM=USSSCS in the LU statement defining 
the 3270 for FO.T2. 

ihen VTAM receives this request, it converts it into a field-formatted 
ccnnection request; that is, a request that uses the SNA fcrmatted 
system services (FSS) cf VTAM. VTAM uses a logon request format and 
related definition tatle for the conversion of the request; the format 
and table may be !EM-supplied or defined by the user. Refer to the 
appropriate VTAM or ACF/VTAM ~l§!g! R!99!g!!g!~§ §y!gg for more 
information about request formats and definition tables for ass and 
logcn modes. 

SNA LOGOFF RECUESTS 

To log off an SNA 3270, an installation can write the VTAM application 
program so that it examines each message from the 3270 for a 
predesignated request fer disccnnection er lcgoff. 

Instead of using the predesignated request, the installaticn can alsc 
have the terminal cperator send ~ logoff request as a character-coded 
system service request ty using the system request key. This request 
arrives as a LOGOFF request, which VTAM ccnverts into a formatted 
Terminate-Self command. As with the logon requests, VTAM can use either 
an !EM-supplied or user-defined logoff request format and associated 
definition table. 

NCN-SNA LOGOFF REQUESTS 

An installation can write the VTAM application program to examine each 
message from the local 3270 terminal for a predesignated request for 
disconnection or logoff request. This logoff request and the LOSTERM 
exit (with return code) are the type of logcff requests supported for 
ESC and locally attached 3270s. 

MIGRATION FROM NON-SNA TO SNA 3270 

Fellowing are some of the areas that you should consider when migrating 
in a VTAM record mode envircnment from ncn-SNA 3270 to FU.T1 or PU.T2 
3270s or from PU.T1 3270s to PU.T2 3270s. 

VTAM network definiticn: 

CLUSTER, TERMINAL, and LOCAL statements define non-SNA 3270s; PU 
and LU statements define SNA 3270s. 

For PU.T2 3270s, specify SSCPFM=USSSCS; for PU.T1 and for 3270 
terminals for which FU=YES, specify SSCPFM=USS3270. 
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LCGCB data passed to the apflication program: 

If logon is dcne through the network sclicitor (non-SIA 3210s with 
PU=NO) , the whole logon message is passed to the application 
program. If USS is used (SRA 3270s or terminals with ~U=YES) , only 
the user data part of the logon is passed to the application 
program. See the YTAM er ACF/VTAM ~l§!~~ R!Qg!~~~~!§ §yjg~ for a 
limited means (using the interpret function) by which the whole 
logon message is passed to the application program. A user-written 
network solicitor can also pass the data part of a logon to the 
application program. 

LCGON format: 

Any logon message defined for non-SHA terminals should have a 
format acceptable to USS. This will allow migration without 
changing the logon format used by the terminal operator. See the 
VTAM or ACF/VTAM ~l§!~~ f!Q9!~!!~!~§ §yjg~ for rules defining 
acceptable formats and also for a limited means of bypassing this 
requirement by using the interpret function. 

LOST!RM exit: 

SHA 3270s can invcke an application program LOSTERM exit fer a 
conditional logoff or.a segmenting error. These conditions do not 
occur for· non-SN! 3270s. 

Figure 6-4 shows SHA frctoccl differences betweeri LU types 0, 1, 2, and 
3 for the 3270. 

Uses full duplex mode 

Uses single-element 
chains 

Never requests responses 
Uses no data flow control 

commands 

Supports COPY command 

Uses limited sense codes 

Does not support Start 
Data Traffic 

Ignores pacing and RU 
sizes in BIND 

Does not use 
unconditional bracket 
termination1 

Supports READ command 
to printers 

b!! '.!'.~g§ 1, 1 

Uses half-duplex 
flip-flop mode 

Uses multi-element 
chains 

Can request responses 
Sends LUSTAT, SHUTC, 

LU.T1 can send SIGNAL 
Receives CANCEL, 

CHASE, BID, SHUTD, 
SIGNAL 

Uses WRITE wit~ start 
print bit set · 

Uses extensive sense 
codes 

Supports Start Data 
Traffic 

Uses pacing and RU 
sizes in BIND 

Uses conditional 
bracket termination 

Does not support READ 
command 

Uses half-duplex 
flip-flop mode 

Uses multi-element 
chains 

can request responses 
Sends CANCEL, LUSTAT, 

SHUTC, SIGNAL 
Receives CANCEL, 

CHASE, BID, SHUTD, 
SIGNAL 

Uses WRITE with start 
print bit set 

Uses extensive sense 
codes 

Supports Start Data 
Traffic 

Uses pacing and RU 
sizes in BIND 

Uses conditional 
bracket termination 

Supports READ command 

1pu.T1 3270s support only unconditional bracket termination; so 
does ACF/VTAM for non-SNA 3270s. For BSC 3270s, VTAM (VS, ACF/VTAM) 
uses conditional bracket termination; this requires that the VTAM 
application send another end bracket if the request carrying the 
first end bracket indicator fails. 

2For LU.T1 only 

Figure 6-4. LU TYFe Eifferences 
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l sequence number is returned in the 2-byte BPL SEQIO field when a SEID 
is completed. For PU.71 and PU.T2 the whole SEGIO field is used; this 
is also true for OS/VS VTA! support of non-Sil 3270s. However, for 
tOS/VS VTAH and OS/VS and DOS/VS ACF/VTAH, cnly the low-order byte of 
the SE QNO field is used; the high-order byte is always set to O. 

The IDBLK 12-bit binary numter required on the switched PU macro is 
defined for the 3276 as 018. The IDNUH 20-tit tinary identification 
number for the 3276 is factory-assigned and is the same as the device 
serial number. (Although the 3274 does not support switched PUs, the 
comparable value used as part of the XID fer the 3274 is always 0000.) 
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ibis glossary defines 3270 Information 
Display System terms and other data 
processing and communication terms used in 
this publication. For definitions of terms 
not included in this glcssary, see !]~ ~!!! 
jfQf!§§iE9 g!Q§§~l• GC20-1699. IBM is 
grateful to the American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI) fer permission to reprint 
its definitions frcm the American National 
§!!Eg!fg !9£!~~!.!!1 !g! !~j2!!~tlg~------
R!gf!§§ing (copyright 1970 ly American 
Bational Standards Institute, Inc.), which 
was prepared by sutcom&ittee l3K5 on 
ierminology and Glossary of American 
Bational Standards Committee 13. A 
complete commentary taken frcm ANSI is 
identified by an asterisk (*) that appears 
between the term and the beginning of the 
commentary; a single definition taken from 
ANSI is identified by an asterisk after the 
item number for that definition. 

!ff!§§ •!!~gg: A technique fer mcving data 
between main storage and input/output 
devices. 

!l~: See !!!!Etio] iE~E!i!i!!· 

!!ES!!!!i£ !i!!g: A field that may contain 
any alphabetic, numeric, or special 
character that is available en any of the 
3270 keyboards. 

!!!!]!!9E= An I/O interruption generated 
asynchronously by a display station, 
usually as the result cf an action taken by 
the ope~ator of the device. 

!!!!E!l9E !g!E!ifi§! (!!]):A code that is 
set in the display staticn when the 
operator takes an acticn that produces an 
I/O interruption. The character identifies 
the action or key that generates the 
ccndition. The Ait is set when the display 
station operator presses a program access 
key, when a selectcr pen attention occurs, 
er When a successful operatcr 
identification card read-in occurs. The 
Ait also identifies device addresses 
assigned to printers. 

attribute: l characteristic cf a 3270 
dfsplaY-tield. The attributes of a display 
field include: protected or unprotected 
(against manual input and ccpy operaticns) : 
numeric-only or alphaaeric input control; 
displayed, nondisplayed, 
display-intensified; 
selector-pen-detectable or -nondetectable; 
and modified or not mcdified. 

2!!!!BY!! ~l!!= A code that defines the 
attritutes cf the display field that 
follows. An attritute character is the 
first character in a display field, but it 
is not a displayable character. 

!Ygi!!! !!!!!: A s~ecial feature that 
sounds a short, audible tone automatically 
when a character is entered from the 
keyboard intc the next-to-last character 
position en the screen. The tone can also 
te sounded under program control. 

2Y!2!2!!£ EQ!!!ng: (1) A hardware feature 
of a telecommunications unit that processes 
a polling list, polling the terminals in 
order and handling negative responses to 
polling without interrupting the central 
processing unit. At the end of the list, 
polling is automatically begua again at the 
teginning cf the list. Syncnymous with 
autopoll. (2) See also EQ11iE9• 

!Y!Q!!!!£ §~!E= After entry of a character 
into the last character position of an 
unprotected display field, automatic 
repositioning of the cursor from a 
protected and numeric field to the first 
character position cf the next unprotected 
display field. 

!Y!9E91!: same as !~!Q!s!if E91!ing. 

!Y!9=s!!E: same as !Y!2!!!i£ §!.!E· 

]_g§~ ~g!gf: Cn color displays, one of four 
colors in which fields can be displayed: 
red, blue, green, er white. 

Ease Color mode: Provides four different 
coiors:-vhich-can be produced by existing 
3270 application programs with little or no 
reprogramming. 

basic mode (VTAM): A set of facilities 
{Inciuding the-macro instructions needed 
to use them) that enable the application 
program to communicate with BSC and start
stop terminals, including the locally 
attached 3270 Information Display System. 
READ, WRITE, SOLICIT, RESET, DO, and LDO 
macro instructions are basic-mode macro 
instructions. 

Easic Telecommunications !££~§§ n~!~Qg 
(jj!j>!-!n-access-iethod that permits 
read/write communications with remote 
devices. 
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~i!!!!I ~I!!fh!B!!Q.!U! £2!!Y!!!£!!!2!!§ (~~£): 
tata transmission in which character 
synchronism is controlled by timing signals 
generated at the sending and receiving 
stations. 

~12£! !!!!i!: The total array of dots that 
can be used to describe a graphic character 
for a 3270 display or frinter. 

!!!£!§!: In VTIH, an exchange of data 
between an application frogram and a 
logical unit which accomplishes some task. 

!§£: See ii!!!!l ~l!!fl!!f!!QY§ £2!!Y!!i£!!i2!!§• 

buffer address: The address cf a location 
in-the buffer-at which cne character can be 
stored. 

£££: see fQ]I £.Q.!l!!Ql £h!!sf!§!· 

fl!!!!f.U! !!!!iM.:!:§: In attribute 
associated with individual characters to 
define character cclor, character set, 
and/or character highlighting. 

fB!!sftef ~Y!!§!: An area of storage that 
contains codes for graphic characters or 
field attribute characters. 

fl!!!sf!$! ~Q§i!io,!!: I lccaticn on the 
screen at which one character can be 
displayed; also, an addressed location in 
the buffer at which cne character can be 
stored. 

clear indicator: In VTAH, a SESSIORC 
indicator-sent-by cne node tc another that 
prevents the exchange of messages and 
responses. 

f1Y2!§! f2!!!J21 ~Di!: (1) A device that can 
control the control the input/output 
operations of more than one device. A 
remote cluster control unit can be attached 
to a host CPU only via a communications 
controller. A cluster control unit may be 
controlled by a program stored and executed 
in the unit, or it may be controlled 
entirely by hardware. (2) See . also 
fQ!!Y!!!S!!iQ!!§ ~!!211§!· 

f2!!!!!9: ln instruction that directs a 
control unit or device to perform an 
operation or a set of cperaticns. 
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f2!!Y!!!f!!i2B§ £2!!!!211§!: (1) A type of 
communicatiqn control unit whose operations 
are controlled by a program stored and 
executed in the unit. Examples are the IBH 
3704 and 3705 Communications Controllers. 
(2) See also f1Y§!§! f.£D!!21 Y!!it. 

f2!!!!§£ii2!!: In nu, in response to a 
request from an application program, the 
linking cf V7AH control blocks in such a 
way that the program can communicate with a 
particular terminal. The connection 
process includes establishing and preparing 
the network path between the program and 
the terminal. 

control character: A character used in 
conjunctICii-vith-a Write command to specify 
that a contrcl unit is to perform a 
particular operation. 

£2!!!g!!!i2!!!1 J~1£: A locally-attached 3270 
terminal er a remotely-attached 3270 
terminal that uses the BSC line discipline. 

f2]l f2!!!!21 fl!!!!f!!! (£CC): A character 
used in conjunction with the copy command 
to specify the type of data to be copied. 

£2]1 Q]gf!!i2!!: An operation that copies 
the contents cf the buffer from one display 
station er printer to another display 
station or printer attached to the same 
·control unit. 

£Y!§Q!: l unique symbol (an underscore) 
that identifies a character position in a 
screen display, usually the character 
position at which the next character to be 
entered from the keyboard will be 
displayed. 

data stream: All data transmitted through a 
channel-In-a single read er write operation 
to a display station or printer. 

g!!! !!!!!§!g!: In telecommunications, the 
sending of data from one node to another. 

g!!! !!!!!§!§! !Qg$: (1) A set of facilities 
(including the macro instructions needed to 
use them) that enable the application 
program to communicate with terminals. (2) 
See also !§§if !Qg§ and !§fQ!g ~de. 

g$!!!!i!$ !g§IQ!!§,g j: In YTAH, a response 
that indicates whether its associated 
message was successfully forwarded to its 
final destination (such as the display 
screen of an output device) • 



g§!ini!§ !§§EfD§§ l: In VTAH, a response 
that indicates that thE nodE sending the 
rEsf onse has accepted recovery 
responsibility for the associated message. 

definition statement: The means of 
descriting an-element cf the 
telecommunication systEm tc VTAH. 

g§§i.9Ds!Q! fhs!!~!§f: A character that 
immediately follows the attritute character 
in a selector-pen-detectable field. The 
designator character ccntrols whether a 
detect on the field will or will not cause 
an attention. For a ncnattention-producing 
field, the designatcr character also 
determines whether the modified data tag 
for the field is tc be set er reset as the 
result of a selector-pen detect. 

detectable: An attribute of a display 
£I€Ia;-aetermines whether the field can be 
sensed by the selectcr pen. 

disconnection: In VTAH, the disassociation 
c!-v!iM-control tlccks in such a way as to 
end communication tetween the program and a 
ccnnected terminal. The disconnection 
process includes suspending the use of the 
network path letweEn the prcgram and the 
terminal. 

gj§fl§l !i§lg: A group cf ccnsecutive 
characters (in the buffer) that starts with 
an attribute character (defining the 
characteristics of the field) and contains 
cne or more alphameric characters. The 
field continues to, but does not include, 
the next attribute character. 

gg!: Cne point in a printer or display 
llock matrix. 

§!!§! Ill .!!DE!Q!§f!§g <E!Y) fQ!!!!!!!n£: A 
ccmmand that clears all unprotected fields 
to nulls, resets modified data tags in all 
unprotected fields, unlocks the keyboard, 
resets the attention identifier, and 
repositions the curscr to the first 
character of the first unprotected field. 

!!s§§ Ynf!Q!§f!ed 19 2ggf§§§ <~YA> Q!Q§!: 
An order that erases all unprotected 
positions (inserts nulls) from the current 
luffer address up to, tut net including, 
the specified stop address. 

~l!§Dg§g !!!!l~.!!!§ ]~!!§! (£j]): A buffer 
fer storing extendEd field attributes and 
character attributes. 

Extended Data 2!£§2!!! 3270: Enhancements to 
the-3270 Data stream that allow color, 
highlighting, and/er character set 
definition. 

Extended FiEld Attribute: An attribute that 
irovides additional-field attribute 
definition leyond that of the 3270 Field 
Attribute. 

!2!.!!!E!!§g gi§El11: A screen display in 
which a display field, or fields, has been 
defined as a result of storing at least one 
attribute character in the display buffer. 

.9§D§!!!l E9ll!ng: (1) An input technique for 
remote 3270 devices in which special 
invitation characters are sent to a device 
control unit instructing that control unit 
to begin transmission from all devices 
ready to enter data. (2) See also E911i.!!9 
and §E§fi!if E£11ing. 

infQ!!!ing 9!fYE: ( 1) In systems with TCAM, 
that portion of a message handler designed 
to handle messages arriving for handling by 
the message control program. (2) See also 
2.!!!.92.!D.9 .9!.QYE· 

in§§!! f.!!!§Q! (Jf) .Q!Q§!: An order that 
displays the cursor at the current buffer 
address. 

in!!E§i!i§g gi§El11: An attribute of a 
display field; causes data in that field to 
le displayed at a brighter level than other 
data displayed on the screen. 

in!§!E!§! !sfl§: In VTAH, an 
installation-defined correlation list that 
translates an argument into a string of 
eight characters. Interpret tables can be 
used to translate a logcn message into the 
name of an application program for which 
the logon request is intended. 

in!!t1tifn 112!: In systems with the 
telecommunications access method (TCAM) , a 
sequence cf polling characters or 
identificaticn sequences associated with 
the stations en line; the order in which 
the characters are specified deterffiines the 
order in which the stations are invited to 
enter a message. 
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line control characters: Characters that 
regulate-the transi1551cn cf data over a 
line; for example, delimiting messages, 
checking for transmissicn errors, and 
indicating whether a station bas data to 
send or is ready to receive data. 

!!B! 9!2!~: In systems with the 
telecom~unications access method (TCAM), a 
set of one or more communications lines of 
the same type, over which terminals with 
similar characteristics can communicate 
with the computer. 

!2£!!: Pertaining to the attachment of 
directly by channels tc a host CPU. 
Contrast with I~.Q!~· 

129!f!1 ]!!!: The combination of 
programming and hardware of a 
teleprocessing subsystem that comprises a 
terminal for VTAM. 

1292!!: In VTAM, a request from a terminal 
to be disconnected frcm an application 
program. 

J.Q9fB: In VTAM~ a request by or on behalf 
of a terminal to be ccnnected to an 
application program. 

129.Q! !!SS§g!: In VTAM, the data that can 
accompany a logon request received by the 
application program to which the request is 
directed. 

!! 

!!j.QI S.29!: A set of cne or more minor 
nodes represented ty a single symbolic 
name. A major node can be a set of local 
terminals, a set of application programs, 
or a network contrcl program. 

!!~l: See !29!!!~ 9!!! !!9· 

!~§§!9! f.Q!!!.21 RI.Q9I!! C!!~j): In TCAM, a 
program that is used tc control the sending 
or reception of messages to or from remote 
terminals. 

!§§§!9! !!S91!I= In systems with the 
telecommunications access method (TCAM), a 
sequence of user-specified macro 
instructions that examine and process 
ccntrol information in message headers, and 
perform functions necessary to prepare 
message segments for f crwarding to their 
destinations. One message handler is 
required for each line group having unique 
message handling requirements. 

!.Q9!!!!9 9!!! !,!g (!!~I): A bit in the 
attribute character of a dis~lay field, 
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which, when set, causes that field to be 
transferred to the channel during a 
read-modified operation. The modified data 
tag may be set by a keyboard input to the 
field, a selector-pen detection in the 
field, a card read-in operation, or program 
control. The modified data tag may he 
reset by a selector-pen detection in the 
field, program control, or ERASE INPUT key. 

!!29!!I E!!!9 (!!!):An order that allows 
specified field attributes to be modified. 

n29!: A point in a telecommunication system 
defined to ViAM by a symbolic name. See 
also !!J.Qf Bf9§· 

D.Q9! !n!!!!!!~!!!.QB ~19£! (!J]) : In VTAM, a 
control tlock, associated with a particular 
node, that ccntains information used by the 
application program to identify a node and 
indicate how communication requests 
directed at the node are to he implemented. 

nonswitched line: A connection hetwe€n a remote-3270 unit (3271 or 3275) and a 
computer that does not have to be 
established by dialing. 

Q 

.Q!9!! ggg§: A code that may he included in 
the write data stream transmitted for a 
display station or printer; provides 
additional formatting or definition of the 
write data. 

.Q!9!I §§9Y!Bf§: A sequence in the data 
stream that starts with an order code and 
includes a character address and/or data 
characters related to the order code. 

.Q..Y.!.9.Q.!ng .9I.Q.!!.E: (1) In systems with TCAM, 
that section of a message handler that 
manipulates outgoing messages after they 
have been removed from their destination 
queues. (2) see also !B£.Q!!B.9 9I.Q~. 

R~J: see ~I.Q~!~! ffD!!211ed in!~I!..Y.E.!!2!· 

~.Q!!!ng: A technique ty which each of the 
terminals sharing a communications line is 
periodically interrogated to determine 
whether it requires servicing. 

R!!~!~~ !.Q ~§~~ (fI~): A command for a 
local 3274-1D that allows the terminal to 
know the next program action. 



E!Qg!~! ~ff§§§ CR!) !§1: A frogram 
attention key that may te defined to 
solicit program action that does not 
require data to be read frcm the buffer of 
the display station. If a Eead Modified 
command is issued in resf onse to the 
fiogram attention key interruption, only 
the attention identification (AID) 
character is transferred to the program; no 
data from the buffer is transferred. 

I!f3!~~ E11§B!lQ~ !§J: Any key on the 
keyboard that solicits program action ty 
generating an I/O interrupticn. The keys 
are the CLEAR key, ENTER key, TEST REQ key, 
CNCL key, program function keys, and 
program access keys. Each program 
attention key is associated with a unique 
attention identification (AID) character. 

E!Qg!E!=f9B!!Q}leg iB!§!!~I!ifB (R£!) : An 
interruption that allows buffers to be 
deallocated continuously, replenishing the 
available unit pool. 

E!Qg!~! !YBf!iQB (!!) !§1: A program 
attention key that may be defined to 
solicit program action that usually 
requires data to be read from the buffer of 
the display station. If a Eead Modified 
command is issued in response to the 
program function key interruption, the 
attention identifier (AID) and all display 
fields in which the modified data tags are 
set are transferred to the program. 

I!fg!E~ 1E~ (R1) Q!g§f: An crder that 
advances the current buffer address to the 
address of the first character location of 
the next unprotected field. 

!!Q3!E!~E~1§ El~~Q}§ (!§): Customer-defined 
symbols, a maximum of 190 symbols to a 
programmed symbol set. 

E!Q!§f!§g !i§}g: A display field for which 
the display operator cannot use the 
keyboard or operator identification card 
reader to enter, modify, or erase data. 

!§fQ!g ~gg§: A set of facilities (and the 
macro instructions needed to use them) that 
enable the application program to 
communicate with logical units or with the 
locally- or remotely-attached 3270 
Information Display System. SEND and 
RECEIVE are record-mode macro instructions. 

!§~£!§: Pertaining ta the attachment of 
devices to a central ccmputer through a 
communication control unit. Contrast with 
JQ£~1· 

!§I§~! !Q EQQ!§§§ IB!) Q!Q§!: An order that 
stares a specified alphameric or null 
character in up to 480 buffer locations, 
starting at the current buffer address and 
ending at, tut not including, the specified 
stop address. 

!§9Y§§! IE!E!§!§! Ji§! CBR1): In VTAM, a 
control block that contains the parameters 
necessary for processing a request for 
connection, communication, or a request for 
an operation related to connection or 
communication. 

§]1~: synchrcnous data link control. 

§§}§f!QE E§B: A pen-like instrument that 
may be attached to the display station as a 
special feature. When pointed at a 
detectable portion of an image and then 
activated, the selector pen senses the 
presence cf light at a display field and 
produces a selector-pen detect. 

§§}gf!QE=Ig~ Q§!§f!: The sensing by the 
selector pen of the presence of light from 
data in a display field that has the 
detectable attribute. Depending on the 
designator character of that display field, 
the detection and location information is 
identified on the screen (and stored in the 
buffer) or may produce an interrupt that is 
transmitted to the CPU. 

§~§2!Q!£ ingif~!Q!§: In VTAM, indicators 
that can te sent from cne node to another 
without using SEND or RECEIVE macro 
instructions. SDT, clear, and STSN are 
SESSIONC indicators. All SESSIONC 
indicators are sent with a SESSIONC macro 
instruction. 

§§! !!!!lQY!§ (2!): An order that 
associates attributes in the EAB with 
individual characters. 

set buffer EQQ!§§§ (2~!) Q!£§!: An order 
that-sets-the buffer address to a specified 
location. 

SNA 3270: A 3270 terminal that uses 
synchroncus data link control (SDLC) and is 
treated as a logical unit by VTAM. 

§E§£l!l£ I~lling: (1) A polling technique 
that sends invitation characters to a 
device to find out whether the device is 
ready to enter data. (2) See also 9§E~£al 
EQ11iEg and EQ11iBB· 
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§!J!! !i!!g (§l) Q!g§!: An crder that 
indicates a specified lccaticn which 
ccntains an attribute tyte and not a text 
character. 

~!!!! !i§!9 JJ!§.!!9§9 (§!J): ln order that 
generates an eitended field attribute in 
the !AB and at the current buffer locaticn. 

~!!Jf!.YI!9 Ii!l9: 1 data stream format that 
permits variable-length data and controls 
to be parsed into its ccmpcnents without 
having to scan every tyte. 

§Yll!!§§ !B9!1 Ui1) Q!g§!: 1n order that 
generates the suppress index character, 
valid only for the 3288-2 printer (other 
printers receive I an er bar). This 
character inhibits a line index to allow 
overprinting. 

§!l!fh!g l!B!= A ccmmunicaticn line in 
which the connecticn tetween the computer 
and a remote terminal is established by 
dialing. 

l&JJ: See I!!!fOmmyBiSJ!!QD§ ASS§§§ ~!!hQg. 

l!l!fQ!l!!!DlS!!l.QJ!§ jff§§§ J!!h2g (~fj~): A 
method used to transfer data between main 
storage and remote or local terminal~. 
Application programs use either GET and PUT 
or BEAD and iBITE macrc instructions to 
request the transfer of data, which is 
performed by a message control program. 

!§l§fQl!!!!BlSJ!l.QJ!§ B§!!Q!!: In a 
telecommunication system, the combination 
of all terminals and ether 
telecommunication devices and the lines 
that connect them. 

!§!l!!iBJl! (1) *A point in a system or 
ccmmunication network at which data can 
either enter or leave. (2) Any device 
capable of sending and receiving 
information over a communication channel. 

!!!!AB!l=!A!!J!!9 jQ~f~: 1 logon request 
that originates from the terminal. 
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YD!Q!!2!!§g g!§£l21: A screen display in 
which no attritute character (and, 
therefore, nc display field) has been 
defined. 

YBE!Q!!f!§g !i§lg: A display field for 
which the display station operator can 
manually enter, modify, or erase data. 

.! 

.!!!!Y!l I!l!£Ql!!l!!YD!£!!lQD§·J££§§! ~§!hod 
(!IAn> : l set of IBM programs that control 
communication tetween terminals and 
applicaticn programs running under DOS/VS, 
CS/VS1, and OS/VS2. 

!IA~: See !!!!YJ! I!l!£Ql!!!YB!£!!!QD2 !££!.§!! 
l!~!!!Qg. 

.!lJ~ g§!!Di!jQB l!~!!!l: The DOS/VS files 
or OS/VS data sets that contain the VTAM 
definition statements filed during VTAM 
definition. These statements describe the 
telecommunication system to VTAM and can be 
used to tailor VTAM and the system to suit 
the needs of the installation. 

! 

!~~: See !!!!§ £QB!!Ql £hJ!!£!§!· 

!!2E2!2Yng: The continuaticn of an 
operation (for example, a read operation or 
a cursor movement operation) from the last 
character position in a buffer to the firs·t 
character position in the buffer. 

!!!!~ £QD!!Ql £!!!!!£!!! (!~~):A character 
used in conjunction with a Write command to 
specify that a particular operation, or 
combination cf operations, is to be 
performed at a display station or printer. 

!!!!~ ~!!UC!Y!§g l!§!g (!~!) £Q!!Jnd: A 
command used for processing structured 
fields. 

3270 data stream: A coded character data 
stream-ccnsIStiiig of a command, and, for 
write type ccmmands, a write control . 
character followed ty crders, attributes, 
and character data. 
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INDEX 

access methods 93,137,151 
BTAM 93,136 
BTAM-ES 93 
definition of 169 
TCAM 93,137-151 
VTAM 93,151-167 
VTAME 151 

accounts receivable application 
example of 35 
panels for 8,9,10,35,36,37,38 

address, converting to buffer position 2,75 
AID (see attention identifier) 
alphameric field, definition of 169 
attention, definition of 169 
attention identifier (AID) 

codes for 57 
generally 56 
resetting 68 

attribute byte 
auto-skip, combination for 33 
codes for 50 
default (assumed) values of 45 
definition of 2,169 
example of placement of 3,4,6,7-10 
indicating on panel layout sheet 41 
modified data tag (MDT) in 58 
position occupied by 2,28 
removal of 27,28 

attributes 
assumed values of 44-45 
blink 1,5,6,11 
brightness 29 
character 5,6,8,9,10 
character content 29 
color 5,9-12 
combinations of 31 
definition of 169 
detectable for selector pen 29,30 
displayable 29 
extended'field 6-12 
field ·2,5,6 
high intensity, changing 82 
modified data tag (MDT) in 30 
nondisplayable 29 
numeric 29 
protected 29 
reverse video 1,5-11 
transmission 30 
type 679,50,54,55 
undersco+e 1,5-11 
value 6-8,10-11,50,54,55 

audible alarm 
definition of 52,169 
sounding, generally 52 
sounding, with wee 52,65 

Auto Disconnect feature 123 
automatic copying, description of 73,84-85 
autopoll feature 101-126 
auto...;skip 33 
auto-skip field, example of 33,40 

base color 4-5 
Basic Communications Access Method-Extended 

Support (BTAM-ES) 93-136 

basic mode (VTAM) 162-164,169 
Basic Telecommunication Access Method 

(BTAM), support for 3270 93-136 
binary synchronous communication 

(BSC) 152,155,170 
"blinking," how to avoid 65 
block diagramming 39,40 
brackets, in VTAM 159-160 
brightness, field 30 
"browsing" application 69 
BSC (see binary synchronous communication) 
BTAM (see Basic Telecommunications Access 

Methocrr-
BTAM-ES (see Basic Telecommunication Access 

Method) -
BTMOD macro instruction 124 
buffer addresses 

converting 84-85 
definition of 170 

buffer locations, hexadecimal codes 
for 46-47 

buffer positions, converting to screen 
address 75 

calculator, using screen as 37 
CCC (see copy control character) 
character attribute 6,9-12 
character definition 11 
character position, definition of 170 
character sets, loadable and 

nonloadable 12-19 
characters, repeating 81 
CHGNTRY macro instruction, use of 104-105 
clear indicator, in VTAM 

definition of 170 
discussion of i59-160 

CLEAR key, with TCAM 148 
clicks, keyboard 32 
coded Graphic Character Set Local ID 

(CGLI) 11,13 
color 4,5,9-12,19-20 
commands 

definition of 170 
general discussion of 1 

connection, in VTAM 162,164 
control characters 

definition of 170 
general discussion of 

COPY command 73,86-92 
copy control character (CCC) 83,170 
copy-lock 73 
copying, automatic 

data transfer by 84-85 
device considerations 84-85 
generally 84 
PA key, use of 85 
printer-busy considerations 86 

current buffer address 51,66 
cursor 

definition of 170 
indicating, on panel layout sheet 41 
repositioning 64 
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data entry, example of 69-70 
data stream 

coding 42 
concatenation of 87 
decoding 73,75 
definition of 170 
dynamic 84 
elements of 42 
extended 3270 1,5-6 
generating 73 
macro instruction to build 80-82 
mixed read modified input 81 
output, generally 81 
read modified input 74 
relationship of 62 
scanning 74 
sections, generating 82,83 
segments, concatenating 83,84 
selector pen 79 
semi-dynamic 84 
static 81 
subroutine to create 83 
total, generating 82,83 
truncating 76 
variable-length 74 

data-transfer mode 158-164,170 
DECB extension, how to build 99,122 
definition statements, for 3270 152,170 
designator character, selector pen 60,171 
device address, checking DECB for 99 
device control 42 
device status 

errors, recording 98 
maintaining record of 98 
names, assigning 97 
priorities, assigning 98 
transactions, recording 98 

disconnection, in VTAM 162,164,170 
disk files, switching 97 
display buff er image technique 

format of data produced by 75 
1920-character screen check 75 

display field 
characteristics of 27-30 
definition of 171 

displaying, intensity of 30 

ENTER key, purpose of 56 
ENTRY operand technique 124 
Erase All Unprotected (EAU) command 68,171 
Erase Unprotected to Address (EUA) order 

definition of 171 
generally 66 
multiple fields 66 
positioning 66 

erasing screen data (see also Erase 
Unprotected to Addre'S'El(EUA) order) 51 

error message, modifying panel to 
include 62 

error recovery 
purpose of 99 
under BTAM 99 

event completion analysis (see Read 
completion analysis and Write 
completion analysis) 

Extended Attribute Buffer 
(EAB) 9,10,15,171 

Extended Highlighting 1,5,11,22;28 
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field concept 27 
field definition, example of 31 
field length 

attempt to key beyond length of 31,32 
defining 27,31,32 

fields 
characteristics of 27 
combining using w/password 33 

general polling 
definition of 171 
in TCAM 139 

hard copy (see copying, automatic) 
held-line system 103 
hexadecimal, coding orders in 46-49,54,55 

input, selector pen 
detectable 60 
generally 60,80 
keyboard input, combining with 62 

input area, screen 
defining 31,32 
example of 31,32 

input data 
analyzing 56 
eliminating unnecessary 62 

input field, defining 46 
inquiry application 68 
Insert Cursor (IC) order 46,171 
interpret table, in VTAM 154,171 
INTRO macro instruction 145 

Katakana character set codes 92 
keyboard 

data entry 29 
enabling with wee 65 
resetting 53,65 
restoring 52 
typewriter 29 
unlocking 68 

large screen size 85 
length, field 

defining 2,11,30 
limiting 47 

line activity, table for 98,99 
line control characters 172 
local 3270 

with TCAM 137,141,145 
with VTAM 114 

logoff request, in VTAM 165 
logon request, in VTAM 154,156,164,166 

macro instruction 
default options for 77 
table, building 77 

managing devices, techniques for 92 
mapping 

generally 76 
logic flow for 78 
macro instructions for 77,80 
selector pen 81 
table-driven 76,77,80 

master terminal program 
generally 96,97 
uses of 96,97 



message 
braodcasting 97 
collecting outstanding 97 
sending as part of a panel 84 

model number, using to calculate buffer 
address 82,83 

modified data tag (MDT) 
definition of 172 
generally 30 
resetting 53,65,68 
selector pen data stream 79 

Modify Field (MF) order 7,43,48 
Monitor macro instruction 125 
MSGFORM macro instruction 146 
multi-colored character 19,20 

non-held line system 103 
non-SNA 3270 

connection 162 
definition of 152,155 · 
disconnection 163 
with SNA 3270 164 

null 9 
numeric field 

attempt to enter alphameric data in 32 
defining 32 

Numeric Lock feature 29,30 

operating system, switching to another 97 
order sequence 

definition of 171 
using macro instructions to prepare 80 

orders 
codes for 47 
coding 47-48 
definition of 42, 172 
generally 42 
Insert Cursor (IC) 42 
~odify Field (MF) 7,43 
Program Tab (PT) 70 
Repeat to Address (RA) 49,51 
Set Attribute (SA) 8,43 
Set Buffer Address (SBA) 42 
Start Field (SF) 42 
Start Field Extended (SFE) 6,47 

paging (see Program Tab (PT) order) 
panel --

caution against creating with multiple 
Writes 65 

coding in Assembler language 47 
design 34-42 
dynamic 81 
example of sequence of 34-41 
modifying existing 62 
semi-dynamic 81 
static 81,82 

panel designations, assigning 34 
panel layout sheet 

contents of 43-44 
default (assumed) values of 45 
generally 39-40 
use of 39-40 

panel title, how to write 46 
panels, sequence of 39 
planes 

single 14,19 
triple 14,19-20 

polling 
general 172 
specific 173 
with TCAM 141 

Prepare to Read (PTR) 94 
definition 173 

print authorization matrix 87-88 
print key on 3278 91 
printer classes 87-88 
printer modes 87-88 
printers, with TCAM 147-150 
program access (PA) keys 

AID codes for 57 
assignment of, suggested 58-59 
definition of 173 
generally 59 

program attention keys (see CLEAR key, 
ENTER key, program acceSS-(PA) keys, and 
program function (PF) keys) 

program function (PF) keys 
AID codes for 57 
assignment of, suggested 59 
definition of 173 
generally 59 

Program Tab (PT) order 
definition of 173 
nulls, use to insert 70 
paging, use for 70 
panel defined with 71 

Programmed Symbols (PS) set 17 
protected field 27 

Query Reply 20-26 

Read completion analysis 
DOS local 127 
DOS remote Dial 120 
DOS remote leased line 67,100 
OS local 128 
OS remote Dial 121 
OS remote leased line 68,101 

Read Modified input data stream 74 
Read Partition Query 21 
record mode 152,158-161,173 
remote 3270 

with TCAM 137-147 
with VTAM 154 

Repeat to Address (RA) order 
definition of 51, 173 
example of 51 

Reply Mode 24 

SBA codes 58 
screen design 27-72 
SCREEN macro instruction 147 
screen management 

application program, relation to 73-75 
functions of 73,74 
generally 73,74 
line control, relation to 74 

screen size, large 85 
selector pen 

accounts receivable example, use 
in 36,37 

definition of 173 
fields detected by 29,30,80 
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selector pen fields 
attention 60 
format for 59 
macro instruction for 80 
operator input, combined with 79,80 
selection 59 
table for 80 
transmitting 60-62 
which selected 80 

Set Attribute (SA) order 8,43,173 
Set Buffer Address (SBA) order 2,42,79,173 
Set Reply Mode 12 
SNA 3270 

connection 170 
definition of 157 
disconnection 162 
with non-SNA 3270 154 

source device list 88 
split-screen capability 37 
Start Field (SF) order 2,42,47-51,173 
Start Field Extended (SFE) 
order 6,43,47-51,54-55,173 

structured fields 11 
switched network backup 65 

TCAM (~ Telecommunications Access Method) 
Telecommunications Access Method, support 
for 3270 

handling AID byte 148 
handling remote printers 147 
handling sense/status information 143 
macro instructions 139-149 
message handling 146 
polling with 137 
Read operation 137 

Telecommunications management 
with BTAM 93 
with TCAM 137 
with VTAM 151 

termiHal characteristics table 85 
terminal control program 

advantages of 96 
relationship to other modules 96-97 

terminal-initiated logon, in VTAM 156 
terminals 

adding to a line 97 
definition of 174 
removing from a line 97 

Test Request key, result of 
pressing 102,116 

time of day, maintaining 97 
translate and test (TRT) instructions 74,75 
TSF (Write Structured Field Command) 93 
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unprotected field, clearing (see Erase 
Unprotected to Address (EUA)-order and 
Erase All Unprotected (EAU) command) 

Virtual Telecommunications Access Method 
connecting with 162 
defining 3270 to 114,157 
disconnecting with 161 
handling.Test Request messages 163 
in basic mode 162-165 
in record mode 158-162 
sense/status information 164 
with non-SNA 3270 164 
with other access methods 93,137 
with SNA 3270 164 

VTAM (see Virtual Telecommunications Access 
Methoar-

VTAME (see Virtual Telecommunications Access 
Method with SNA) 

WCC (see Write control character) 
wraparound 

generally 33 
undesired result of 64 

Write commands, multiple 
"blinking" caused by 65 
inefficiency of 65 

Write completion analysis 
DOS local 133 
DOS remote Dial 120 
DOS remote leased line 108 
OS local 134 
OS remote Dial 121 
OS remote leased line 109 

Write Continue Conversational Transparent 
(TTVX) 107 

Write Continue Transparent (TTX) 107 
Write Continue Transparent Block CTTE) 107 
Write control character (WCC) 

enabling the keyboard 65 
generally 52 
hexadecimal codes for 53 
in modifying panels 65 
unlock keyboard, use to 70 

Write Structured Field (WSF) 94 
Write Transparent Block (TE) 107 
Write Transparent Text (TX) 107 
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